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FFA i Bromma är landets centrala instans för flygteknisk forskning och prov
ning. Verksamheten startade 1940, är uppdrags finansierad och sorterar för
valtningsmässigt under försvarsdepartementet. 

FFA utför forsknings- och provningsverksamhet som stöd för svensk flygin
dustris utveckling av militära och civila flygplan samt för att tillgodose 
svenska flygmyndigheters behov av särskild kompetens i samband med upp
handling, certifiering och användning av flygmateriel. Andelen utländska 
kunder inom flyg- och rymdbranschen ökar. FFAs kunder finns också inom 
andra branscher, t ex energi, miljö och transporter. 

FFAs verksamhetsområden är aerodynamik, hållfasthet, akustik och flygsys
temteknik. De olika kompetenserna utnyttjas också inom det svenska vind
energiprogrammet. FFA är riksmätplats för tryck. 

Vid FFA finns vindtunnlar för olika hastighetsområden - upp till sju gånger 
ljudhastigheten. Den senast byggda transsoniska vindtunneln - Tl500 - är 
en av de modernaste i Europa. FFAs anläggningar omfattar också ett hållfast
hetslaboratorium, en flygforskningssimulator och ett strukturakustiskt labo
ratorium med landets största ekofria rum. 
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Sammanfattning 
Den europeiska vindenergikonferensen var i år förlagd till Nice i 
Frankrike. Återigen deltog ett rekordartat antal deltagare, 804 stycken. 
Största nation var Danmark med 140 deltagare. 

EU (W. Palz) pekade vid invigningen på den kraftiga utveckling som 
industrin har genomgått sedan början på 80-talet. Sektorn bedöms nu som 
"mature" (mogen) och omsätter 10 miljarder Euro samt har skapat 50 000 
arbetstillfällen. 

Kyotoöverenskommelsen och kopplingen till vindkraften refererades flitigt 
av många föredragshållare. I korthet gäller att CO2 utsläppen skall minska 
med 8% under perioden 1990 - 2010. Sverige tillåts dock öka med 4%! 

Hittills har alla tillväxtprognoser överträffats. Danska vindkraftstillverkare 
levererar ett vindkraftverk i timmen, vilket gör att dessa transporter är ett 
påtagligt inslag i trafiken. 

Erfarenheter som presenterades på konferensen visar att vindkraften ökar 
kraftigt i de olika europeiska länderna. Under det senaste året har 
utbyggnaden varit mycket kraftig i ett flertal länder, speciellt i Tyskland. 
Under 1998 ökade den installerade vindkraften i världen med 2350 MW 
och vid slutet av 1998 fanns det totalt i hela världen ungefär 9648 MW. 

Tyskland och USA är de länder som har mest vindkraft i världen. Danmark 
ligger på tredje plats och Sverige har halkat ner till tionde plats med 174 
MW installerad effekt vid slutet av 1998. 

Danskarna fortsätter sitt ambitiösa vindkraftsprogram. Målet är 50% 
vindkraft år 2030. I vissa delar av Europa är andelen vindkraft stor redan i 
dag: 

e Schleswig-Holstein 16% 
e Danmark 8% 
e Gotland 10% 

Åsikten att havsbasering är en stor framtidsnisch för vindkraften har nu 
blivit allmän. Flera fristående bedömare vid konferensen ansåg att detta 
stödjer utvecklingen av vindkraften mot stora, tvåbladiga verk med högre 
spetshastighet och märkeffekt. 

Hård konfrontation i diskussionen av förslaget till EU-direktiv om 
förnybar elproduktion. Detta förslag har dragits tillbaka efter protester från 
främst tyska anhängare av fast, högt inköpspris för vindel. Den andra 
sidan menade att realiteten är att elmarknaden liberaliseras och att det därför 
är ohållbart fortsätta att kräva dyra stödformer som innebär att reglerade 
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inköpspriser behålls. Enligt rykten kommer EU med ett reviderat förslag 
under året. 

Idag utgörs de främsta hindren för vindenergimarknaden av finansiella, 
planerings- och nättillgångs-orsaker, samt bristen på information. A. 
Zervos nämnde som exempel den brittiska och holländska industrin vilka 
har problem med att få lokal acceptans/support för sina vindkraftprojekt, 
och som därför inte blir realiserade. Trots att dessa frågor poängterades 
starkt i den inledande ceremonin på konferensen fick de senare inte så stort 
utrymme vid de muntliga föredragen och de workshops som anordnades i 
anslutning till poster-utställningen. 

Vindturbinutvecklingen under de senaste 20 åren har varit kraftig. Som ett 
resultat av denna utveckling visades i ett danskt föredrag att produktionen 
per rotorarea [kWh/m2] har fördubblats samtidigt som turbinkostnaden 
[kDKKlkW] har halverats under den perioden. I samband med arbetet hade 
man definierat sju generationer av vindkraftverk. Den första generationen 
bestod av aggregat med en turbindiameter på 10 meter och 
generatoreffekten :;t:cirka 30kW. Motsvarande värden för den sjunde 
generationen är 500-IQOOkW med diametern cirka 50 meter. 

Nästa konferens arrangeras i Köpenhamn maj 2001. 

I denna rapport görs en sammanställning av olika "teknikområden" . 
Erfarenheter från övriga områden kommer att sammanställas av Sycon på 
uppdrag av Elforsk. För fullständig information från konferensen 
rekommenderar vi därför läsning av båda rapporterna. 
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1 Inledning 
Den 1- 5 mars arrangerades EWEC'99 i Nice. Konferensen samlade cirka 
800 deltagare. Som jämförelse kan nämnas att den förra vindkonferensen i 
Europa, EUWEC'97 i Dublin, samlade cirka 460 personer. 

Konferensens olika avsnitt har bevakats av följande personer som även har 
författat texten under respektive avsnitt. 

1. Vindunderlag 
2. Potentialfrågor 
3. Aerodynamik 
4. Elsystem och reglering 
5. Sociotekniska aspekter 
6. Akustik 

Hans Bergström 
Jan-Åke Dahlberg 
Anders Björck 
Ola Carlson 
Karin HammarIund, Anne-Lie Mårtensson 
Olivier Fegeant 

2 Konferensen 
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2.1 Sammanfattning 
Direkt efter konferensen distribuerade Staffan Engström och Sven-Erik 
Thor en svensk sammanfattning av erfarenheterna från konferens veckan. 
Texten återges nedan i punktform. 

• Under 1998 ökade den installerade effekten med 2350 MW. Totalt 
fanns det vid årsskiftet 98/99 9648MW installerat. A v detta är cirka 
80% koncentrerat till fem länder. Men vid konferensen 
rapporterades driftserfarenheter från ett trettiotal länder. 

• Hittills har alla tillväxtprognoser överträffats. Danska 
vindkraftstillverkare levererar ut ett vindkraftverk i timmen, vilket 
gör att dessa transporter är ett påtagligt inslag i trafiken. 

• EU (Palz) påpekade vid invigningen på den kraftiga utvecklingen 
som industrin har genomgått sedan början på 80-talet. Sektorn 
bedöms nu som "mature" och omsätter 10 billion Euro samt har 
skapat 50 000 arbetstillfällen. 

• Kyotoöverenskommelsen och kopplingen till vindkraften 
refererades flitigt av många föredragshållare. I korthet gäller att 
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CO2 utsläppen skall minska med 8% under perioden 1990 - 2010. 
Sverige tillåts dock öka med 4%! 

• Danskarna fortsätter sitt ambitiösa vindkraftsprogram. Målet är 
50% vindkraft år 2030. 
De största länderna i Europa är nu: 
- Tyskland 2875 MW 
- Danmark 1441 MW 
- Spanien 707 MW 

• I vissa delar av Europa är andelen vindkraft stor: 
- Schleswig-Holstein 16% 
-Danmark8% 
- Gotland 10% 

• Danmark och Tyskland dominerar både marknad och tekniskt
vetenskaplig diskussion. Men t ex Grekland och Finland märks rätt 
mycket, trots avsaknad av tillverkning och blygsam utbyggnad. 

• Sverige märks påtagligt lite, vilket är en stor skillnad mot tidigare. 
Se sammanställningar av konferensartiklar. Av de sexton svenska 
konferensartiklarna (av totalt 395) presenterades tre muntligt 
(Kenneth Averstad om marknaden för vindkraftsel, Andreas 
Wickman om de havsbaserade verken vid Bockstigen och Jan-Åke 
Dahlberg om samarbetsprojekt för anemometerutveckling). Ingen 
svensk sessionsordfårande; Sven-Erik Thor ledde dock 
wo rkshope n om aerodynamik laster och säkerhet. I 
konferensförberedelserna har tre svenskar deltagit: Thor, Dahlberg 
och Björck 

• Insikten att havsbasering är den stora framtidsbranschen för 
vindkraften har nu blivit allmän. Flera fristående bedömare 
påpekade också i inlägg vid konferensen att detta leder till särskilda 
utvecklingslinjer för vindkraften, mot större, tvåbladiga verk med 
högre spetshastighet och större specifik effekt. Alltså klart i linje 
med den svenska utvecklingen under många år. Men idag finns 
ingen aktiv tillverkare av större tvåbladiga verk. 

• Hård konfrontation i diskussionen av EU-direktivet om förnybar 
elproduktion, vilket ju drogs tillbaka efter protester från främst 
tyska anhängare av fast, högt inköpspris för vindel. Den andra 
sidan menade att realiteten är att elmarknaden liberaliseras, att det 
därför är ohållbart fortsätta att kräva, att för elkunderlskattebetalare 
dyra stödformer som reglerade inköpspriser behålls. Enligt rykten 
kommer EU med nytt förslag under året. 

• Många föredrag om hur vindkraftel kan hanteras på en fri 
elmarknad, med en optimistisk grundton, förutsatt någon form av 
grundläggande stöd, t ex kvotering enligt föreslaget EU-direktiv. 
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• Ett särskilt "Wind Financing Fomm" anordnades under en dag, 
med näroaro av många storbanker och andra viktiga institutioner. 
Största exemplet: Lake Benton i USA, 107 MW, 1030 Mkr (9626 
kr/kW). 

• På den tekniska sidan är det konsensus att blixtskydd behövs, även 
för bladen. Enligt danska DEFU skadas 4,1% av vindkraftverken 
av blixtnedslag per år - en orimligt hög siffra. 

• Mot tidigare 20 års livslängd talar man nu om 20-30 år. Å andra 
sidan anger tyska källor ett återinvesteringsbehov om 20% av 
grundinvesteringen efter 10 år. Tendensen går också mot ökande 
driftskostnader med åren. 

• Enligt muntliga uppgifter räknar danska Elkraft med att kunna köpa 
in 2-2,5 MW aggregat idenförsta upphandlingsomgången av 150 -
240 MW havsbaserad vindkraft. 

• Konferensen samlade 804 deltagare från totalt 42 länder. Nästa i 
Köpenhamn maj 2001. 

• I kristallkulan såg man följande trender för aggregatutvecklingen: 
- större maskiner >3MW 
- flexibla koncept 
- speciella maskiner offshore 
- prisreduktioner 
- integrerade systemlösningar 

2.2 Nyheter, produkter och trender 

2.2.1 Nyheter 

På tillverkarsidan var det tunt med nyheter. Inriktningen mot stora 
maskiner består. De största maskinerna börjar nu nänna sig 2MW klassen. 

På programvarusidan fanns många nyheter och nya programversioner. 
Som exempel kan nämnas att: 

• W NP nu finns i en Windows 98/NT version. Programmet är avsett 
för att beräkna vindpotential. 

• Programvaror för utformning av vindfarmer har förbättrats, bl.a. inom 
optimeringsområdet. De flesta kräver dock att man har tillgång till 
WAsP. 

• Flera olika utrustningar för kartering av vindresurser visades -
master, anemometrar och dataloggrar. 
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2.2.2 Tillverkare 
Ett mycket uppskattat inslag var den session där alla stora tillverkare fick 
möjlighet att visa sin senaste teknologi, samt talade om hur de ser på den 
fortsatta teknikutvecklingen. Mycket sades om storleken på kraftverken 
och "cost" vid kalkyl för energiproduktion, men desto mindre om tekniska 
innovationer. Vi sammanfattar här några av de detaljer som nämndes. 

Bonus Energy har under 1998 utvecklat vindkraftverk med AM mot 
nätet för 2 MW uteffekt. Den effektklassen är vad man inriktar sig mot, 
och lovar redan att år 2002 skall prisnivån vara pressad till -15% av 
dagens cost / kWh. 

Ecotecnica har för närvarande sitt program begränsat till max 700 kW. 
En detalj som nämndes är användandet av passiva dämpare på turbinen. 
Detta hade lösts med påskruvade dämpmassor i form av "plattor". Man 
bedriver f.n. mycket intensivt FoU inom stallreglerade vindkraftverk med 
variabelt varvtal. Detta bl.a. i ett samarbete med Elteknik, Chalmers. 

Enercon har sitt största kraftverk f.n. begränsat till 1.6 MW. Man har 
tagit fram färdiga konstruktioner på dubbla den effekten och mer därtill, 
men avsiktligt valt att vänta med realiseringar av produkter. Värt att notera, 
är det faktum att man tog upp problemen med belastningarna på mekanisk 
struktur. Kostnaden att verkligen bygga kraftverk i storleksordningen 
5 MW visar sig vara mycket stora. Också belystes svårigheter med att 
exempelvis turbinen i sådana fall måste byggas på plats, med många 
del segment på bladen, för vilket det f.n. anses saknas bra teknik. 

Vergnet har en annan profil än de ovanstående. Man inriktar sig mot 
marknaden för små tomhöjder, isolerade elsystem och system typ vind
diesel. Minimalt antal elektroniska komponenter och att konstruktionen 
skall vara lätt-transportabel till svårtillgängliga platser. 

NEG Micon skalar upp sina nuvarande plattformar så att exempelvis 1.5 
MW övergår till 2 MW. Intressant är den reglerprincip man arbetar med : 
"Aktiv stall". Genomgången betonade tekniskt skillnaden mot pitch
reglering. 

Vestas intar givetvis en mycket central plats i en sådan här presentation. 
Den nya V66, med 1.8 MW effekt för offshore var huvudnumret. Men 
man passade även på att visa på de faktiska reglerprestanda man uppnår 
med sin pitch-reglering, definierande begreppen "opti-tip" och "opti-slip". 
Fördelarna med hantering av turbulens, stor vinddynamik samt mycket 
snabba start och stopp förklarades också utförligt. Man hävdade också att 
man intagit en klar miljöprofil i sin strävan att dölja och integrera 
vindkraftverken i landskapsbilden. På frågan hur man får ett 70 m högt 
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tom med en enorm turbin att "försvinna", svarade vår danske vän -
GR0N FERG, FOR FAEN! 

2.2.3 Trender 

2.2.3.1 Turbinutveckling 

I en poster redogjorde Hansen, Dannemand-Andersen Wind 
turbines - facts from 20 years of technological progress för 
den danska utvecklingen av vindkrafttekniken under 20 år. Man hade 
identifierat sju olika generationer av vindkraftverk. De olika generationerna 
karakteriserades av den generatorstorlek som använts. Den första 
generationen bestod av aggregat med en turbindiameter på 10 meter och 
generatoreffekten cirka 30kW. Motsvarande värden för den sjunde 
generationen är 500-1000kW med diametern cirka 50 meter. 

Det är intressant att notera att produktionen per rotorarea [kWh/m2] har 
fördubblats samtidigt som turbinkostnaden [kDKKlkW] har halverats. 
Föredraget bifogas i Appendix 18. 
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o +----------r----------~--------~--------~ 
1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 

--Generatoreffekt [kW] 

--Produktion i råhetsklass 1, [kWh/m2] 

---- Turbinkostnad, 100*[kDKK/kW] 

2.2.3.2 Offshore 

Intresset för offshore var stort och nämndes av många föredragshållare 
som det område där vindkraften kommer att utvecklas kraftigt i framtiden. 
Antalet föredrag var dock begränsat. 

Technology development for offshore, P. Jamiesson, m.fl 

I föredraget gjordes en genomgång av den nya teknologi (för vindkraften) 
som krävs för att kunna etablera vindkraft till havs. Man pekade på vikten 
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av att ta hänsyn till samverkan mellan vind- och vågbelastningar. Arbetet 
har resulterat i ett programsystem som tar hänsyn till struktur, elsystem och 
kostnad. En del av föredraget var reklam för programmet, som vanligt 
proffsigt presenterat av G&H. 

Man påstår att det går att göra signifikanta reduktioner av kostnader för 
offshore projekt med hjälp av programmet. Inget nämndes om isproblem i 
samband med havsförläggning. 

Offshore wind power in the ice-infested waters of Gulf o f 
Bothnia, Holtinen, m.fl. 

I denna poster redogjordes för en finländsk studie om möjligheterna att 
bygga vindkraft i Bottenhavet. Man konstaterar att de viktigaste lasterna på 
fundamentet orsakas av drivande is som bryts sönder mot fundamentet. 
Rekommendationen är att inte bygga vindkraftverk till havs om 
istjockleken förväntas överstiga 40 cm. Kostnaderna till havs bedöms vara 
cirka 50% högre än på land, men att framtida teknologi utveckling kommer 
att göra att kostnaderna blir av samma storleksordning. 

Instrumentation and initial evaluation of the 2.5 MW 
Bockstigen offshore wind farm. G. Ronsten, m.fl. 

Den poster som vi presenterade med erfarenheter från de första 
utvärderingarna av erfarenheterna vid gruppstationen vid Bockstigen var 
uppskattad och fick många frågor. Det framkom bland annat att många står 
i begrepp att göra motsvarande mätningar på andra ställen i världen, t.ex. 
Blyth Harbour i England. 

Structural and economic optimisation of boUom-mounted 
offshore wind energy converters, M. Kiihn. m.fl. 

I föredraget redovisades resultaten från det omfattande EU-projektet 
OWECS. Kvaerner Turbin har ingått i projektet. En del av underlaget har 
baserats på Näsudden II maskinen. Stor vikt har lagts på den 
strukturdynamiska analysen av olika fundamenteringar. Man redovisade 
analysmetoder och praktiska lösningar på problemet att bygga 
vindkraftverk till havs. Man är övertygad om att resultaten kommer att 
underlätta kommersiell byggnation till havs inom en 5 till 10 årsperiod. 

2.3 Konferensupplägg 
Nytt för i år var att det arrangerades 4 parallella "Poster Workshops" vid 
två tillfällen. Vid dessa gavs tillfälle till kortare presentation av vissa 
utvalda Posters. Samtidigt gavs tillfälle till längre diskussioner kring olika 
teman. Initativet var uppskattat men behöver förmodligen utvecklas och 
förbättras till nästa konferens. 
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2.3.1 Deltagande 
Konferensen samlade 804 delegater plus 140 utsällarrepresentanter. 
Danskarna var i majoritet med 140 delegater (Ris(2) 38 pers). 

2.3.2 Utställningen 

Utställningen samlade 45 deltagare. De stora tillverkarna av vindturbiner 
fanns på plats, men inga vindkraftverk, i full skala, visades. Inga nya typer 
av vindkraftverk visades på utställningen. 

2.3.3 Lokaliteter 

Anläggningen var centralt placerade i Nice och mycket ändamålsenlig och 
lämplig för konferens och utställning. 
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3 Referat från teknikområden 
VKK var representerade vid konferensen med 14 föredrag och posters. I 
denna rapport finns en sammanställning av dessa. Dessutom bifogas några 
föredrag med anknytning till VKK:s verksamhet. Översiktligt program för 
konferensen framgår av Figur 1. Samtliga föredrag kommer senare att 
presenteras i proceedings från konferensen. 

Nedan görs en sammanställning av olika "teknikområden". Erfarenheter 
från övriga områden kommer att sammanställas av Sycon på uppdrag av 
Elforsk. För fullständig information från konferensen rekommenderar vi 
därför läsning av båda rapporterna. 

3.1 Vindresurser och potentialfrågor 

3.1.1 Vindresurser 

Vindresurser ur olika synvinklar behandlades vid ett flertal tillfällen under 
konferensen. Två sessioner med föredrag (oral sessions) och två 
postersessioner handlade om 'Wind Modelling and Short Term 
Predictions' respektive 'Wind Resources'. Två workshops behandlade 
frågor inom området vindresurser: 'Offshore' och 'Wind Resource 
Assessment and Micro Siting' . Vindfrågor dök även upp under 
konferensens övriga delar. Intrycket i stort var att bidrag med anknytning 
till meteorologiska frågor och vindmätningar förekom i större utsträckning 
vid EWEC'99 än vad som varit fallet vid tidigare konferenser, samt att 
föredrag med anknytning till ämnet vindresurser fanns insprängda här och 
var i programmet. Detta hade den positiva effekten att åhörare från olika 
discipliner i större omfattning än vad som normalt tidigare varit fallet 
sannolikt delgavs information avseende problemställningar inom området 
vindresurser. 

På den globala skalan redogjorde bl.a. Erik L. Petersen från Risp för 
möjligheterna att utnyttja data som assimilerats från de stora globala 
vädermodellerna. Man hade då främst tänkt sig att utnyttja vind och 
lufttryck från 850 hPa nivån, d.v.s. ca 1.5 km höjd. Dessa data skulle 
sedan utnyttjas i mer lokala modeller för att beräkna vindpotentialen på 
lägre höjder. De vinddata för lägre höjder som finns i de globala 
databaserna är alltför grovskaliga i sina uppskattningar för att vara till 
någon större nytta i vindenergisammanhang. De kan t.o.m. i vissa fall vara 
helt missvisande vad gäller vindpotentialen. I en presentation av M. N. 
Schwartz från NREL åskådliggjordes med exempel från Indonesien även 
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vikten av att ha detaljerad kunskap om de data som används, något som 
inte bara gäller den globala databasen. I en presentation av Chaviaropoulos 
från CRES utnyttjades t.ex. data från Vindeby vid verifiering av CRES' 
3D-modell, varvid skrovligheten hade satts till ett värde som inte alls 
stämde överens med vad danskarna, som gjort mätningarna, själva 
bestämt. Slarv, eller? 

Alldeles frånsett vilka data som används som klimatologiskt 
bakgrundsmaterial, globala data från 1.5 km höjd eller klimatdata från 10 
m höjd, så måste modeller till för att kunna åstadkomma kompletta 
vindkarteringar. Det framkom med önskvärd tydlighet vid flera 
presentationer och posters att de modeller som används i praktiken idag, 
kanske främst då WAsp, långt ifrån alltid ger tillfredställande resultat. Detta 
har visats både i direkta jämförelser, t.ex. av Bengt Tammelin från FMI 
m.fl. för fjällområden i norra Finland, och indirekt genom påvisade 
meteorologiska fenomen vars fysikaliska bakgrund inte alls finns med i de 
förenklade samband som enkla modeller utnyttjar. Detta gäller inte enbart 
komplex terräng utan även förhållanden över hav som visat sig vara långt 
ifrån så homogena som man kanske tidigare förväntat sig. Detta budskap, 
som framförts även under ett antal tidigare konferenser, verkar nu alltmer 
vinna gehör bland allt fler. Kanske beror detta inte enbart på att man får 
upp ögonen mer och mer för komplexa vindförhållanden av olika typer, 
utan även på att datorutvecklingen går snabbt framåt och därmed möjliggör 
användandet av alltmer avancerade modeller i praktiken. Flera personer 
från bl.a. Frankrike, Portugal och Nederländerna visade intresse för de 
resultat angående vindarna offshore i Östersjöområdet som redovisades 
från svenskt håll. 

Några presentationer redogjorde för projekt där metoder att ge prognoser 
av vindenergiproduktionen framåt i tiden presenterades, något som 
energibolagen kan utnyttja för planering av sin produktion. Därvid 
kopplades resultaten från vädertjänsternas stora modeller till småskaliga 
modeller för att komma ned på en skala, som är relevant i 
vindenergisarnmanhang. Resultaten verkade rätt lovande i vissa fall, t.ex. 
vad gällde försök i Danmark. 

Från Danmark redogjorde Rebecka J. Barthelmie för ett omfattande 
mätprogram avseende vindar offshore i den danska övärlden. Vad det 
gällde mätningar så efterlyste Dirnitris P. Lalas från NOA i Grekland mer 
omfattande mätningar i komplex terräng. Mer mätningar efterlystes även av 
S. G. Voutsinas, från NTUA i Athen, avseende samtidiga akustiska och 
meteorologiska data för användning i studier av ljudutbredning från 
vindkraftverk. 

Problem med att mäta vinden redovisades i några presentationer. Dels 
avseende störningar från master och bommar, dels avseende 
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nedisningsproblem i kalla klimat. Nedisning är något som inte bara 
förekommer på nordliga latituder, utan även längre söderut såsom i 
Alpområdet och i bergen i Italien. Resultat från projekt syftande till att 
utröna möjligheterna att utnyttja den anemometer som finns på 
vindkraftverken till prestandautvärderingar presenterades också. Stor 
försiktighet måste iakttas vid sådana utvärderingar och en platskalibrering 
av anemometern är nödvändig. I en annan presentation redogjordes för en 
jämförande undersökning av prestanda för olika skålkorsanemometrar. 
Många olikheter mellan dem hade framkommit. I ett pågående projekt 
koordinerat av FFA kommer ytterligare tester att göras och en 'optimal' 
skålkorsanemometer skall tas fram. 

För övrigt fanns presentationer som behandlade analyser av turbulensdata, 
att användas som indata vid lastberäkningar. I Danmark jobbar man med en 
enkel turbulensmodell a la WAsp vilket Jakob Mann redogjorde för i ett 
föredrag, men utan att ta hänsyn till inflytandet från atmosfärens 
temperaturskiktning, vilken är av stor betydelse för turbulensen. Gunner 
Larsen presenterade i en poster resultat avseende 'design standard 
deviation' och dess relation till medelvindhastigheten, och i en annan 
presentation redovisades resultat om 'extreme gusts for design 
ca1culations', vilket inte var mer än alternativa presentationer av resultat 
som kom fram redan för 10-15 år sedan. 

Vad det gällar vakar så framkom inte mycket nytt på denna konferens. 
Crespo presenterade ett försök att modellera den totala vakeffekten från en 
stor vindfarm genom att betrakta den som en ökad ytråhet och utnyttja 
teorier om tillväxt av interna gränsskikt. Kanske kan metoden ge rimliga 
resultat, men den är knappast speciellt fysikalisk. Bättre vore att försöka 
bygga vidare på att fysikaliskt förstå enstaka och sammanlagrade vakars 
beteende, t.ex. med de metoder som framkom i den poster som Mikael 
Magnusson vid MIUU presenterade. 

Sammanfattningsvis kan sägas att man inom området vindresurser nu har 
vidgat vyerna till en global skala, samtidigt som man blivit alltmer 
medveten om att problem finns avseende möjligheterna att modellera 
vinden på lokal skala, med de verktyg som hittills mest använts. Metoder 
att ge prognoser på ca 1 dygn avseende vindenergiproduktionen har böljat 
dyka upp. 

3.1.2 Prestanda 

Relativt få bidrag till konferensen handlade om prestandafrågor. Det kan 
tolkas som att tekniken nu är mogen och att nyheterna är få inom området. 
Flera bidrag handlade om användbarheten av vindhastighetsgivare på 
maskinhustaket. Nedan följer en kort redovisning av några intressanta 
bidrag. 

15 
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Improved Power Performance Assessment Methods, Sten 
Frandsen, RIS0, mfl. 

Här redovisades resultatet av ett nyligen avslutat EU-projekt med svenskt 
deltagande. Projektet handlar om metoder för bestämning av vind-effekt 
samband för turbiner som arbetar i en vindfarm. Kortfattat, bygger 
metoden på att varje vindturbintyp har ett unikt vind-effekt samband som 
inte bara beror av parametrar såsom vind och densitet utan också av andra 
parametrar såsom turbulens, gradienter, osv. Referens-vind-effekt
sambandet, dvs det samband som beaktar alla parametrar som kan påverka 
sambandet bestäms. Dessutom görs: 

• Platskalibrering, d.v.s. kalibrering av flödesförhållandena för platsen 
för turbinen och en referensposition, t.ex. en mast. 

• Känslighetsanalys, d.v.s. bestämning hur olika parametrar påverkar 
effekten. 

• Beaktande av blockering. 

Genom att införa flera parametrar kan noggrannheten vid 
prestandamätningar höjas väsentligt samt genom att prova flera eller alla 
turbiner i en vindfarm kan en bättre uppskattning av medel turbinen i 
gruppen erhållas. 

Is the Nacelle-Mounted Anemometer an Acceptable Option in 
Power Performance Testing, J-Å Dahlberg FFA, m.fl. 

Presentationen handlade om potentiella risker med att använda 
vindhastighetsgivare på maskinhustaket vid verifiering av turbinprestanda. 
Denna metod har använts ett antal år, men det är relativt nyligen som en 
mer ingående förståelse om metodens begränsningar erhållits. 

Metoden är helt beroende av att antagandet att det sambandet mellan fri 
vind, mätt i en mast, och vind mätt på maskinhustaket på en referensturbin 
automatiskt gäller för andra liknande turbiner. Resultat från flera projekt 
har visat att problem kan uppstå i samband med: 

Drift i vak: Den vindhastighet som vindhastighetsgivaren på 
maskinhustaket mäter är inte representativ för vinden över hela rotorn. 
Hastigheten är väsentligt lägre i vakens centrala delar vilket får till följd att 
effekten skenbart blir högre. Mätningar under "snälla" förhållanden 
(Alsvik) har påvisat skenbara övereffekter på upp till 70% vid låga vindar. 
Under mer turbulenta förhållanden uppmätta i en engelsk vindfarm har 
övereffekter på upp till 40% registrerats. 

Inducerade hastigheter: En vindturbin utvinner energi ur vinden 
genom att bromsa ned hastigheten. Vindhastigheten som givaren på 
maskinhustaket mäter är aerodynamiskt kopplad till effekten från turbinen. 
Resultat från två prov med turbiner i MW klassen som provats med olika 
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bladvinklar har visat att den effektreduktion som en ändring av bladvinkeln 
innebar, delvis doldes av att sambandet mellan fri vind, mätt i en mast, och 
vind mätt på maskinhustaket också ändrades. 

Strömningseffekter över maskinhuset: Vindhastighetsgivaren på 
maskinhustaket sitter i en komplex strömningsmiljö. Om 
strömningsförhållandena varierar från referenstillfållet till mättillfållet blir 
maskinhuset annorlunda anblåst. Detta kan inträffa p.g.a. annorlunda 
terrängförhållanden eller annan inriktning av maskinhuset i vindriktningen. 
Resultat från prov med en turbiner i MW klassen som körts med olika 
inriktning av maskinhuset i vindriktningen har visat att stora skillnader i 
effektprestanda då kunde uppstå. 

Förslag till åtgärder för att reducera osäkerheten p.g.a. nämnda effekter 
presenterades. Slutsatsen är att om metoden används okritiskt kan 
oacceptabelt stora fel begås, men genom olika åtgärder kan kanske 
acceptabelt låga nivåer nås. 

Power Performance Verification, A.Albers, DEWI, mfl. 

Ä ven denna posterpresentation handlade om användbarheten av 
vindhastighetsgivare på maskinhustaket. 

Presentationen betonade vikten av lämpligt val av vindgivare, noggrant 
kalibrerade vindgivare, identiska vindgivare och identisk placering av 
vindgivarna. 

Jämförelse mellan prov med turbiner under snälla och mer komplexa 
förhållanden visade på små skillnader vid användandet av 
vindhastighetsgivare på maskinhustaket. 

Prov för att konstatera om förändringar av prestanda p.g.a. ändrade 
driftparametrar (bladvinkel, varvtal mm) kunde detekteras visade att vissa 
osäkerheter kunde uppstå. 

Problemen kunde reduceras genom att referensturbinen kalibreras så att 
dess känslighet mot olika driftparametrar kartläggs. 

Prov med turbiner som exponeras för vakar visar liknande resultat som 
redovisats ovan. Metoder för att reducera problemen föreslås. 

Problem som kan uppstå p.g.a. att strömningsförhållandena varierar från 
referenstillfållet till mättillfället och maskinhuset därigenom blir annorlunda 
anblåst, kan minimeras genom att undersöka den mest lämpliga placeringen 
av vindgivaren. 

Slutsatserna är, att metoden oftast fungerar väl, men att det under vissa 
förhållanden kan uppstå problem som dock kan lösas med olika åtgärder. 

17 
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3.2 Aerodynamik 
Aerodynamik presenterades vid en muntlig session, samt i ett 20-tal 
posters. Dessutom fanns en workshop då resultat från ett antal poster
presentationer skulle presenteras och vad jag hade hoppats skulle leda till 
en diskussion och tid för frågor. Denna workshop fylldes emellertid med 
"poster-föredrag" där mycket lite tid gavs för frågor och diskussion. 

3.2.1 Aerodynamik I USA 

Mike Robinsson, som leder forskningen kring aerodynamik och laster på 
NREL, presenterade deras erfarenheter från "unsteady aerodynamics 
experiemnt". De har utfört mätningar på sin 10 m diameter nedvinds 
testturbin i 10 år. Man har provat twistade och otwistade blad samt två 
olika planformer. Tryckfördelningan mäts i fyra snitt längs bladet och man 
mäter med en tillräckligt hög frekvens för att fånga intressanta dynamiska 
aerodynamiska effekter. Resultat påvisar stora dynamiska effekter 
(dynamisk stall). Han visade även stora skillnader mellan 
medelvärdesbildade kurvor av t.ex. lyftkraft som funktion av anfallsvinkel 
beroende på vilket radiellt snitt man ser på även om profilen är densamma 
för hela bladet. Mikes presentation utgjorde en sammanfattning av resultat 
från data insamlade under många år. Mike påvisade också hur svårt det är 
att använda data för att validera beräkningsmodeller pga att den 
inströmmande vinden (fri vind utomhus) är så variabel, och trots relativt 
noggranna vindmätningar, omöjlig att bestämma i rotordisken där bladen 
befinner sig. Detta har lett till att NREL länge arbetat för att kunna 
genomföra prov under kontrollerade förhållanden i vindtunnel. I oktober 
1999 kommer man också att genomföra prov i NASA AMES tunnel med 
ett tunneltvärsnitt på 80x120 fot (24x37 m = 880 m2

). 

Inför dessa prov har man stora förhoppningar att CFD-beräkningar 
(Numerisk lösning av Navier Stokes ekvationer) skall kunna användas 
som hjälpmedel i utvärderingsprocessen. Den andra presentationen som 
Mike gav, redovisade arbete som gjort vid NASA AMES och UCLA 
Davis. Där utför man nu beräkningar (Unsteady RANS) där turbinen 
modelleras med 2 blad, nav, nacelle och torn. Totalt går det åt 6 millioner 
"grid-points". För att få en uppfattning om beräkningstider kan nämnas, att 
för en beräkning motsvarande en tid för turbinen att snurra 3 varv, åtgår 
150 timmar CPU tid på en CPU på en Cray C90-dator. 

3.2.2 Andra Navier-Stokes -beräkningar 

Att CFD nu börjar användas för beräkningar på hela turbiner visade även 
Risö och Danamarks Tekniska Universitet som hade ett tiotal 
presentationer inom CFD-området. Antalet presentationer som handlar om 
Navier-Stokes beräkningar har ökat markant de senaste 3 åren. Bl.a. 
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visade Christan Bak hur man använt CFD-beräkningar för att räkna ut 
bladkrafterna på ett roterande LM 19.1-blad vid vindhastigheter både under 
och över märkvind. De uträknade krafterna kan sedan användas i "invers 
mod" i en Blad-elementlmomentum analys för att ta fram Cl(a) och Cd(a)
kurvor som motsvarar CFD-beräkningarna. Dessa Cl( a) och Cd( a)

kurvor används sedan vid lastberäkningar med aeroelastiska program. De 
framtagna Cl(a)-kurvorna påvisade den "vanligt kända" försenade 
överstegringen ("stall-delay") på de inre delarna av bladet. Vid 70% så 
överensstämmer de framtagna Cl(a)-kurvorna väl med 2D-beräkningar 
medan man vid spetsen får fram en betydlig sänkning av Cl,max-nivån. 

3.2.3 Visualisering av stall-förloppet. 
Gutav Corten på ECN visade hur han utvecklat sina "Stall-flags". En stall
flag är en liten flärp som klistras på bladet och viker sig år det håll som det 
strömmar längs ytan. FIärpen är av mycket tunn kolfiberarmerad plast för 
att vara både lätt och styv. Då strömningen är anliggande ligger flärpen an, 
men om strömningen avlöser viker flärpen upp och ligger an mot ytan i 
motsatt riktning. Under flärpen är ytan försedd med reflekterande färg. 
Visualiseringsprov utförs nattetid med kraftig belysning av bladen. De 
områden som har avlöst strömning lyser då upp och kan identifieras. 
FIärparna har en mycket snabb respons och man kan se hur bladet stallar 
en viss del av varvet vid t.ex. gir men återanligger vid andra delar av 
varvet. Den stora finessen med on-off effekten, med svart yta/reflekterande 
yta, är möjligheten till bildbehandling eftersom signalen verkligen blir 
digital: svart eller lysande. ECN's stall-flagga kommer att användas I EC
projectet "Multiple Stalllevels" för att analysera varför stall-reglerade 
turbiner uppvisar flera effekt-nivåer i stall-området. Gustav visade även 
hur stall-flaggorna använts i projekt tillsammans med NEG Aerolaminates 
för att ta reda på hur virvel-generatorer bör placeras. 

3.2.4 Nya profiler 
Peter Fuglsang visade bilder på Risös nya profil-serie, Risö-Al-serien, 
med profiltjocklekar mellan 15 och 30%. Vid prov på profilerna har man 
även gjort prov med virvel generatorer vid olika lägen. Om man jämför den 
24% tjocka profilen med motsvarande FFA eller DDT-profiler är 
skillnaden i profilegenskaper inte så stor som skillnaden mellan någon av 
dessa profiler med eller utan virvelgeneratorer. Det är troligt att vi får se 
Risös nya profiler på blad från LM och Vestas om några år. Proven med 
virvelgeneratorer (och andra fullskale-erfarenheter från användning av 
virvelgeneratorer) indikerar, att virvelgeneratorer på de delar av bladen, 
som har profiler med en tjocklek större än ca 20%, visar att både Cl,max 
och känsligheten mot smuts väsentligen ökar med virvel generatorer. 

19 
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3.3 Elsystem 

3.3.1 Introduktion 
Institutionen för elteknik, vid Chalmers tekniska högskola, var vid EWEC'99 
i Nice representerade av totalt fyra personer: Docent Ola Carlson, Tekn. Lic. 
Åke Larsson, samt doktoranderna Tomas Petru och Sven Landström. 

Vi är som deltagare nödsakade att kungöra, ehuru ogärna, att de tekniska 
områden av oss kompetensmässigt representerade, så var tyngdpunkten i 
konferensens agendor. Emellertid så fann vi understundom ljuspunkter, och 
vårt referat är ett urval av dessa. 

3.3.2 Konferensbidrag från Institutionen för elteknik, 
Chalmers 
Vid konferensen var vi representerade via fem vetenskapliga artiklar : 

Grid impact of variable -speed wind turbines 

Artikeln beskriver det arbete som utförts i EU-projektet "European Wind 
Turbine Testing Procedure Developements". Syftet med projektet har varit 
att analysera och ta fram nya rekommendationer för mätning av 
vindkraftverkens elektriska egenskaper med avseende på elkvalitet. 

Standard for measurements and testing of wind turbine power 
quality 

Artikeln beskriver mätningar avelkvaliteten från vindkraftverk som arbetar 
med variabelt varvtal. Mätningar har utförts på likadana vindkraftverk i 
både Sverige och Tyskland. Mätningarna har utvärderats i enlighet med 
gällande IEC-normer. Resultaten visar att vindkraftverk som arbetar med 
variabelt varvtal ger mindre påverkan på nätet jämfört med de som arbetar 
med konstant varvtal. 

Grid impact of a 20 kW variable speed wind turbine 

Artikeln beskriver hur en 20 kW direktdriven vindkraftsgenerator med 
tyristorväxelriktare påverkar elkvaliten. Kraftverket har en relativ hög 
flickernivå vid måttliga vindar, men detta kan minska med en mindre 
modifiering av dc-ledet. Spänningsövertonerna är små. Undersökningen 
visar att det passiva bladvinkelsystemet medger en hög elkvalitet. 

Design and test of a 40kw directly driven permanet magnet 
generator with a frequency converter 

Artikeln beskriver provningsresultat och ger kommentarer till 
konstruktionen aven 40 kW direktdriven vindkraftsgenerator med 
frekvensomriktare. Det typiska för denna generator-konstruktion är den 
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modulära uppbyggnaden av statorn och flödeskoncentrationen av rotorns 
magnetfält. Provresultaten visar på effekt-varvtalsprestanda, verkningsgrad 
och stabilitet. 

The rectifiers influence on the size of direct driven generators 

Artikeln beskriver hur en direktdriven synkrongenerator bäst optimeras 
med olika typer av likriktare och faskompenserade funktioner. En 
jämförelse görs mellan fyra system. En ny typ av faskompensering i form 
av serikompensering + diodlikriktare föreslås som ett alternativ till en 
transistoromriktare. 

3.3.3 Åskskydd 
Windfarm Earting, I. Cotton, N. Jenkins 

Hur ett åsknedslag "ser ut" potentialmässigt när det drabbar ett 
vindkraftverk är en mycket svårbestämd process. Forskare från UMST i 
Manchester, England, redogjorde för detaljerade E-fältberäkningar och 
potentialberäkningar på en given tomgeometri. Olika förslag ges om hur 
jordsystemet skall förankras vid tornets koppling till marken, bl.a. medelst 
en ringformad kopparförankring. Forskningsresultatet visar att det är 
möjligt att konstruera geometri er för jordsystem som effektivt reducerar 
jord-impedansen (induktansen), och därmed hålla ned maximala 
potentialen vid den kraftiga laddningsinjektion som ett åsknedslag innebär. 

Lightning Sensor for Wind Turbines, T. S~rensen, M.H. 
Brask 

Ett forskningsprojekt från Research Institute of Danish Electric Utilities i 
Lyngby, Danmark, har resulterat i ett mätsystem med sensorer för säker 
detektering av åsknedslag med mycket hög känslighet och snabbhet. 
Sensorsystemet är av typen hemholtz-spolar som detekterar det magnetfält 
som induceras när åsknedslagets ström genomlöper tornet. Det ligger 
elektriskt helt separerat från resterande elsystem. Förutom att bara just 
registrera nedslagen för observation, kan det givetvis också användas för 
att snabbstoppa ett vindkraftverk, eller ta separata delsystem ur funktion. 

3.3.4 Innovationer 
GenesYs 600 - A New Generation of Highly Efficient Wind 
Turbines Goes into Production, S. Balzert, F. Klinger , J. 
Rinck. 

Som konferensens höjdpunkt, och mest innovativa verifierade nya teknik, 
får vi säga att presentationen av vindkraftverket "Genes Y s 600" utmärkte 
sig. Generatorn är realiserad som en PM (permanentmagnetiserad) 
multipol-maskin. Magneterna är applicerade på rotorn, som ligger som en 
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yttre roterande cylinder kring statorn. Med en smått nyskapande kompakt 
mekanisk design, blir nacellens yttermått mycket "eleganta". Generatorn är 
avsedd för drift i 18 - 32 rpm och avger 600 kW @ 11.5 rnJs. En ny 
design för pitch-reglering och snabbstopp, som patentsökts, är en 
konstruktion som helt eliminerar släprings- och elsystem i den roterande 
enheten. Hela systemet anges ha en verkninsgsgrad på 95% (även vid 
"partial load", vad de nu menar med "partial"). Med mycket illa dold 
skadeglädje redovisar man att Genes Y s under långtidstest producerat mera 
energi i jämförelse med en Vestas V 44 på samma mätplats och samma 
vindförhållanden. En siffra anges i artikeln på 20% i skillnad, men det 
framgår inte klart om denna skillnad gäller produktionen över hela 
testperioden, eller bara en skillnad i ett tidssegment, vilket som helst. En 
produktion av femtio stycken Gene Y s 600 är f.n. planerad. 

3.3.5 Arktisk vindkraft 

Prospects of Artic Wind Technology and Wind Farm 
Development In Finland, Esa Peltola 

Den artiska vindkraftsforskningen i Finland startade 1988. Bakgrunden var 
de goda vindresurserna i finska lappland, samtidigt som nedisning 
befarades vara ett problem. Efter tio års forskning har följande problem 
identifierats: 

• nedisning 
• extrema vindförhållanden, tidvis mycket höga vindhastigheter 
• underhåll, försvåras tidvis p.g.a. de extrema väderförhållandena som 

råder 
• materiautmattning pga kyla och hårda vindar 

De flesta tekniska problemen är nu lösta vilket gör att vindkraft kan 
finansieras med få risker, bl.a. har ett anti-nedisnings system för bladen 
utvecklats. Det har även visat sig att de högre anläggningskostnaderna som 
det arktiska klimatet medför uppvägs av den högre produktion som låga 
temperaturer ger (låga temperaturer ger en högre densitet på luften). 

Idag finns 7 verk med en total effekt på 2,9 MW i finska lappland, under 
1999 kommer ytterligare 1,8 MW vindkraft att uppföras. Planer på 7 
anläggningar om totalt 20-30 MW finns, dessa kommer att uppföras så 
snart tillstånd ges. Vidare har lämpliga platser, med medel vindhastigheter 
på 7,5 mls, för uppförande av ytterligare 250 MW identifierats. 

3.3.6 Speciella tillämpningar 

En applikation för vindkraft som vi nordbor kanske finner något kuriös, är 
försöksanläggningar för avsaltningsanläggningar, drivna av vindkraft. 
Men faktum är att vattenförsörjningen är ett av våra globala världsproblem, 
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så det stora intresse som visades för denna elapplikation är synnerligen 
adekvat. 

Hybridsystem behandlades vid en workshop. Vind-diesel system var 
huvudämnet. Ola Carlson gjorde en presentation av ett väl genomfört test 
aven 20 kW anläggning vid Institutionen för elteknik, Chalmers. 

3.4 Sociotekniska aspekter 

Under konferensens öppningsceremoni berättade Ian Mays, den dåvarande 
presidenten för EWEA, om mål för förnyelsebar energi och vindkraft. 
EWEAs mål är att det år 2010 ska finnas 40 GW vindkraft installerat i 
Europa. För att kunna uppnå detta finns flera utmaningar att överbrygga, 
bl.a. planeringsaspekter, hur nationella mål kan föras ner på lokal nivå och 
hur information om vindenergins fördelar kan spridas till allmänheten. Idag 
utgörs de främsta hindren för vindenergimarknaden av finansiella, 
planerings- och nättillgångs-orsaker och bristen på information. Zervos 
nämnde som exempel den brittiska och holländska industrin vilka har 
problem med att få lokal acceptans/support för sina vindkraftprojekt, och 
som därför inte blir realiserade. 

Trots att dessa frågor poängterades starkt i den inledande ceremonin på 
konferensen fick de senare inte så stort utrymme vid de muntliga 
föredragen och de workshops som anordnades i anslutning till poster
utställningen. Ett undantag var H.C.Hill, Univerity of Sunderland. Varför 
frågorna inte spelade en större roll vet jag inte; kanske vi som sysslar med 
dessa frågor är dåliga på att föra ut vårt budskap eller kanske det finns en 
rädsla för dessa omätbara, subjektiva och komplexa frågeställningar? 
Under poster-session presenterades dock intressant information inom det 
sociotekniska området. J ag nämner nedan kortfattat vilka frågor som 
studeras. 

Mr Hills presentation, Environmental 
(miljökonsekvensbeskrivning, MKB) 
Practical Environmental Planning and 
Northern England. 

Impact Assessment 
of Wind Energy, 
Decision Making in 

Den enkla och tydliga presentationen hade som utgångspunkt att skapa 
förståelse för behovet aven bredare kunskap om dessa frågor. Även Mr. 
Hill poängterade konferensens brist på diskussion om planeringsfrågor, 
som är helt avgörande för vindkraftens framtid. Han gav kritik till den 
utdragna process som idag sker innan tillstånd kan ges till en etablering 
(ex. projekt i norra England om tre aggregat som det tog 14 månader att få 
tillstånd för). 
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Planeringen av vindenergi utgår idag oftast ifrån att undanta områden som 
är avgränsade p.g.a. bevarandeintressen. Dessa gränser är sällan 
förankrade i hur landskapet verkligen ser ut och kan ha tillkommit p.g.a. 
administrativ grund. Mr Hill var även skeptisk mot användandet (spec. i 
England) av "Map of visual influence" - en karta som illustrerar varifrån 
man kan komma att se det tilltänkta vindkraftverket. Kritiken var att en 
sådan karta berättar vad vi kan se, men inte något om hur påverkan blir. I 
England fokuserar man starkt på historiska objekt - ett element som 
Hadrians Wall skulle aldrig kunnat byggas i UK i dag, menade Mr Hill, 
eftersom man har en konservativ syn på landskapet. 

Ett annat stort problem i England är att få människor engagerade. På 
landsbygden har många inget lokalt förhållande till Agenda 21-frågor, utan 
bryr sig om sin lokala miljö. Därför reagerar man även starkt mot 
kommersiella vindkraftprojekt, vilka ses som om någon vill tjäna pengar på 
deras närmiljö, utan att ge dem några fördelar i gengäld. 

Även ECOFYS, Holland, A regional Siting Strategy for Wind 
Turbines poängterade problemet med att vindkraft hänvisas till de 
områden som kvarstår då alla områden med bevarandeintressen och andra 
markintressen tagits bort. Ingen hänsyn tas till vindkraftens möjliga 
positiva inflytande. För att öka de lokala fördelarna med vindkraft tas 
många nya initiativ, t.ex. finansiella - grannar får möjligheten att dela 
vindkraftens fördelar. En annorlunda och intressant tes som holländarna 
framförde för den regionala planeringen för vindkraft var att vindresursen 
inte primärt är intressant, utan snarare vilken bygghöjd som krävs för att nå 
de intressanta vindarna. Det är denna, menar man, som avgör den 
ekonomiska lönsamheten i projektet. 

Övriga aspekter som redovisades rörde snarare design och beskrivningar 
av miljöpåverkan av enskilda projekt än övergripande planering för 
vindkraft: 

Möller & Grönborg, ett danskt arkitektföretag som arbetar mycket med 
planläggning av vindkraftsärenden i Danmark, redovisade sin 
arkitektoniska gestaltning av havslokaliseringen på Middelgrunden. Deras 
förslag att använda Köpenhamns historiska utveckling som inspiration för 
att binda ihop vindkrafts anläggningen med den kungliga huvudstaden, 
ledde till en enkel båglinje av vindkraftverk istället för de tidigare planerade 
tre nord-sydliga-linjerna. Bågen utgår från den historiska 
militärförläggning som gick som ett band runt Köpenhamn, och som sedan 
har följts av andra markanvändningar som ett parkstråk runt staden. Susan 
Jessien menade, att denna enkla gruppering med en tydlig förankring till 
staden, ledde till att projektet gick i hamn hos myndigheterna och den 
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lokala naturorganisationen. Andelar har redan sålts till 3300 enskilda 
personer, och förhoppningen är att projektet ska revitalisera bildandet av 
vindkraftskooperati v. 

Tractebel Energy Engineering, Belgien - tar tillsammans med 
Frankrike fram ett programsystem för att skapa 3D-visualiseringar av 
vindkraftsetableringar där landskapsutvecklingen genom tiden kan 
visualiseras; t.ex hur planterad vegetation förändras och därmed förändrar 
hur man ser vindkraftsaggregaten. 

ABIES, Frankrike - om MKB och vindkraft. Uppdrag från 
ADEME att ta fram en praktisk guide med information och råd för 
enskilda/företag som planerar uppföra vindkraftverk. Verkar vara ganska 
lik den svenska traditionell MKBn. 

Public Support for Wind Turbines. Environmental Research, 
University of Amsterdam, Holland; Holländska regeringens mål att 
uppnå 1000 MW landbaserade vindkraft år 2000, kommer inte att uppnås, 
bl.a. beroende på allmänhetens låga acceptans för vindkraft. Därför 
genomfördes en undersökning med 1100 människor. Studien visade att 
stödjandet av vindkraftverk beror på hur viktig den förnyelsebara energi 
anses vara, upplevda lokala för- och nackdelar av vindkraftverk och tilltron 
på lokala myndigheters beslutsfattande. De intervjuade efterfrågade mer 
information om vindkraftens effektivitet, miljöpåverkan, tänkbara områden 
för lokalisering etc. Beslut av lokala myndigheter om vindkraft utan 
allmänhetens stöd kommer att leda till protester - 28 % av de tillfrågade 
skulle protestera mot ett sådant beslut. 

3.5 Akustik 
Två muntliga föredrag och fyra poster handlade om buller från 
vindkraftverk. Professor Voutsinas (NTUA - Grekland) presenterade en 
numerisk modell för att prediktera bullerimmission från vindfarm i enkel 
terräng. Modellen beräknar vindfältet för att kunna uppskatta ljudalstring 
och -utbredning. Professor Voutsinas pekade på att detaljerade mätningar 
borde uppföras i framtiden, både i enkel och komplex terräng för att kunna 
förbättra och utveckla nuvarande modeller. En poster visade en jämförelse 
mellan modellen och mättresultat. 

Det andra muntliga föredraget gavs av K. Braun (University of Stuttgart
Germany) och handlade om en numerisk modell för att prediktera 
ljudalstring från bladen. Modellen kan användas i designfasen för att 
utveckla tystare blad. Två poster ägnades åt att presentera modellen och 
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mätresultat. Enligt deras resultat (både numeriska och empiriska) kan 
trailing edge noise reduceras om bladets bakkant är sågformad. 

Den sista poster var min egen och handlade om maskeringseffekten från 
bakgrundsbuller (vindbrus alstrat vid örat och vegetationsbuller). Inverkan 
av ljudnivåfluktuationema p.g.a. vindturbulensen infördes och beräknas på 
ett statistiskt sätt. 
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4 Sammanställning av VKK presentationer 
Vindkraftsprogrammet VKK. var representerade vid konferensen med 14 
föredrag och posters. I appendix bifogas kopior av dessa. Dessutom 
bifogas några föredrag med anknytning till VKK.:s verksamhet. Samtliga 
föredrag kommer senare att publiceras i proceedings. 

[1] B. Källstrand, H. Bergström, J, H0jstrup and A. Smedman 
Meso-scale wind field modifications contributing to a heterogeneous 
wind field offshore 

[2] M. Magnusson 
Wind Energy Potential in a Wind Farm 

[3] Hans Bergström 
Offshore wind measurements for wind energy applications 

[4] A. Björck, M. Mert 
Optimal parameters for the FFA-Beddoes dynamic stall model 

[S] J-Å Dahlberg, S. Frandsen, T.F. Pedersen, R. Hunter, H. Klug 
Is the nacelle-mounted anemometer an acceptable option in 
preformance testing? 

[6] S. Frandsen, J-Å. Dahlberg, A. Derrick, D. Douvikas, 
P. Chaviaropoulos, D. Kanellopoulos, G. Kapsalis, R. Ruffle 
Improved power performance measurement methods 

[7] G.Ronsten, S. Dahlman, H. Ganander, H. Johansson, 
R. Lindström, S-E Thor 
Instrumentation and initial evaluation of the 2.5 MW Bockstigen 
offshore wind farm 

[8] Å. Larsson, P. S0rensen, F. Santjer 
Grid impact of variable -speed wind turbines 

[9] P. S0rensen, G. Gerdes, R. Klosse and F. Santier, N.l Robertson, 
W. Davy, M. Koulouvari and E. Morfiadakis" A. Larsson 
Standard for measurements and testing of wind turbine power quaiity 

[10] T. Thiringer, A. Grauers, R. Ottersten, W. Hesse 
Grid impact of a 20 kw variable speed wind turbine 

[11] A.Grauers, O. Carlson 
Design and test of a 40kw directly driven permanet magnet generator 
with a frequency converter 

[12] A. Grauers, S. Landström 
The rectifiers influence on the size of direct driven generators 

[13] O. Fegant 
Masking of wind turbine noise by ambient noise 

[14] K. Hammariund, A-L Mårtensson 
Planning for acceptance - Windpower in asociallandscape 
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Övriga intressanta konferensbidrag 

[15] G. Siden 
Grid integration of small wind turbines in urban environment 

[16] J. Norling 
Suorva - Arctic wind power in northem Sweden 

[17] B. Lange, A. Mpller, J. Krarup, E. Aagaard, P-E Andersen 
Offhore wind farm Bockstigen - Installation and operation 
experience 

[18] L., H. Hansen, P., Dannemand Andersen 
Wind turbines - facts from 20 years of technological progress 
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MESO-SCALE WIND FIELD MODIFICATIONS CONTRIBUTING TO 
A HETEROGENEOUS WIND FIELD OFFSHORE 

B.Källstrand l
, H. Bergströml

, J, H~jstrup2 and A. Smedman l 

(1) Department of Earth Sciences - Meteorology, Uppsala University, Villav. 16, SE-752 36 Uppsala, Sweden. 
E-mail: birgitta.kallstrand@met.uu.se.hans.bergstrom@met.uu.se.ann-sofismedman@met.uu.se 

(2) NEG Micon, AIsvej 21, 8900 Randers, Denmark. E-mail: jho@neg-micon.dk 

ABSTRACT: The wind climate in coastal areas and also further out over sea may show quite large local variations. For two 
consecutive days during spring 1997, the wind field over the Baltic Sea has been studied. On the day with a relatively low 
wind speed, a sea-breeze circulation develops. As a consequence, the wind direction at lower levels is more or less opposite to 
the free stream wind over large areas of the Baltic Sea. A wind maximum of 8 ms· l is found along the coastline and the wind 
speed decreases offshore with distance from the coast. For the other day, with a stronger wind, the slow growth of a stable 
internal boundary layer over the sea gives a wind speed decrease with distance from the coast offshore. During both days, the 
wind field over most Baltic Sea is quite heterogeneous, and the modifications are primarily caused by the land-sea transition. 
This case study indicate that the wind field modifications caused by the land-sea transition may significantly affect the wind 
energy potential not only for near-shore sites, but also for off-shore sites at large distances from the coast. 

Keywords: Wind speed, Offshore, Wind Field Simulation, Stratification (Atmospheric) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many wind turbines are placed in coastal areas and the 
interest in siting wind turbines offshore is increasing. In 
general a higher mean wind speed and lower turbulence 
intensity can be expected off shore. But, as will be 
exemplified here, the wind climate in coastal areas and also 
further out over sea may show quite large local variations. 
Not only the curvature of the coastline and the topography 
causes these differences, but also the large difference in 
roughness and thermal conditions over land and sea. 

The non-homogeneity of the wind field is a problem for 
the estimation of the wind energy potential, since measure
ments at a certain site may not be representative for alarger 
area. When using numerical simulations to get additional 
information, it is important to use a model that is able to 
handle the physical mechanisms important for the wind 
field. Many models that are commonly used for practical 
applications do not include the physics needed to model 
phenomena caused by the thermal differences between land 
and sea, for example a sea-breeze circulation. 

2. MEASUREMENTS 

The purpose of this study is to analyse the meso-scale wind 
field over the Baltic Sea for two days, 3 and 4 May 1997, 
with the strength of the geostrophic wind as the most 
important difference. The direction of the geostrophic wind 
(i.e. the free stream wind) was from northwest, i.e. offshore 
from the Swedish east coast. The day with the weaker 
wind, a sea-breeze circulation develops. During both days, 
a heterogeneous wind field over most of the Baltic Sea is 
seen. 

The measurements used in this study are part of an 
extensive field experiment in May 1997 in the Baltic Sea 
proper [1]. At these latitudes the water surface is colder 
than the land surface during a large part of the year, with 
temperature differences up to 15-20°C not being unusual 
during spring and early summer [2]. Thus, during this field 
experiment the conditions are a cold sea, resulting in a 
stable stratification (i.e. a temperature increase with height) 

over the sea, and a warming over land during the day, 
resulting in convective conditions (Le. a temperature 
decrease with height) over land. The ground-based 
measurements in the experiment were performed at 
Östergarnsholm, a small island situated east of the larger 
island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea (see Figure 1). 
Continuous measurements on a 30 m tower have been 
performed by MIUU (Department of Earth Sciences -
Meteorology, Uppsala University, Sweden) since May 
1995 at this site, giving profile measurements of wind and 
temperature at five levels and turbulence measurements at 
three leveis. AIso pibal trackings, radiosoundings and (only 
during 4 May) tethered balloon soundings were performed 
at this site during the field experiment [3]. 

Figure 1: Map over the Baltic Sea area. The bold rectangle 
shows the model area (see text). 

During both 3 and 4 May, aircraft measurements were 
carried out. These aircraft measurements were performed 
by the UK Met Office, within the framework of the EU 
project STAARTE (Scientific Training and Access to 



Aircraft for Atmospheric Research Throughout Europe), 
with the Met Research flight C-130 aircraft. The 
measurement system is described in [4] (see also [3]). 
Flight legs flown at different altitudes (from 30 m to 900 
m) but over the same track (more or less perpendicular to 
the coast), on both the east and the west side of Gotland, 
together with a flight leg across Gotland (at about 75 m 
height), are mainly used in this study. 

All these measurements, together with numerical 
simulations with a higher order meso-scale model, give an 
opportunity to get a picture of the wind field, and its 
variation in time and space, over the Baltic Sea during the 
two days studied. 

3. MODEL 
The model used here is a three-dimensional hydrostatic 
meso-scale model with higher order elosure. This model is 
developed at MIUU ([5] and others). The model domain is 
400 km x 280 km and contains 79 x 79 grid points, with a 
telescopic horizontal grid, with a resolution of 2 km in the 
area around Gotland. The boundary of the model domain 
can be seen in Figure 1 (marked with a bold rectangle). The 
background flow in the model is specified as a geostrophic 
wind, which is constant in time (see also [3]). The model 
was mn with prescribed surface temperature, which for sea 
was assumed constant in time and space. For land a 
representative temperature, varying with time, was used. 

The MIUU model has been used earlier in case studies 
over the Baltic Sea (e.g. [6], [7]). The simulations have 
shown a general good agreement with measurements. 

4. SEA-BREEZE 
The sea-breeze circulation is a common phenomenon in 
coastal areas over large parts of the world, at lower 
latitudes throughout the year and at higher latitudes during 
spring and summer. Numerous references may be found in, 
for example, [8], [9] and [10]. With a relatively warm land 
area and a colder sea, a sea-breeze circulation rnay develop. 
A schematic illustration of a sea-breeze circulation is found 
in Figure 2. This gives onshore winds in the coastal area, 
with a wind speed maximum at a relatively low height. The 
onshore part of the circulation may typically be a few 
hundred meters height. The wind speed may become 
almost zero in the height interval between offshore and 
onshore winds. An example of a wind profile during a sea 
breeze occasion (from the case study described below) is 
found in Figure 3. In Figure 3a a wind speed maximum of 
7 ms-l is seen elose to the ground, with low wind speeds 
above, where the wind direction changes (Figure 3b). 

Important factors for the sea-breeze development are 
the land-sea surface temperature difference and the 
geostrophic wind (both strength and direction) (e.g. [8]). In 
addition, there are many factors that may affect the sea
breeze evolution at a certain site, i.e. the topography and/or 
the curvature of the coastline, the width of the landmass, 
the width of a lake or gulf (see e.g. [9]). 

4.1 Case study - 4 May 1997 
During the measurement campaign at Östergarnsholm 

in May 1997, there were three days with a sea-breeze 
circulation, whereof one (4 May) will be described below. 
The geostrophic wind was from the northwest, with a 
strength of 4-7 ms-l during the day. The sea-breeze 
circulation was first seen as a wind direction change in a 

shallow layer elose to the ground, gradually changing with 
time from northerly wind to easterly winds. The onshore 
part of the sea-breeze circulation was slowly increasing 
vertically with time. A wind speed maximum (Figure 3) 
developed elose to the ground. Above that, there is a wind 
speed minimum, at the height where the wind direction 
changes (Figure 3a, b). The wind speed maximum strength
ens during the day, with wind speeds up to 8 ms-l. The 
wind direction elose to the ground continues to veer during 
the day, from east to about south (Figure 3b). In the 
aftemoon, the height of the onshore part of the sea-breeze 
circulation is about 500 m. The wind speed seems to be 
affected up to at least 1000 m height. 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a sea-breeze circulation. 
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Figure 3: Example of a wind (a) speed and (b) direction 
profile from pibal measurements (cf. section 2). Öster
garnsholm4 May 1997, 1500 LST. 

Figure 4 shows the wind (a) speed and (b) direction 
from a flight leg flown at 75 m height, giving a "cross 
section" across a large part of the Baltic Sea. This flight leg 
is performed 1430-1510 LST, 4 May, at about 57.40 (east 
part) - 57.8 0 (west part) latitude and reaches from 90 km 
east of Gotland, across Gotland and the sea between 
Gotland and the east coast of the mainland of Sweden, and 
3 km inland. Figure 5 shows a simulation, for the whole 
grid area (see Figure 1), at 14 m height for 13 LST, 4 May 
(to be comparable with observations from synoptic weather 
stations). The general agreement between measurements 
and model is good. 

A wind speed maximum is seen, with its maximum 
strength just offshore the coastline of Sweden (Figure 4 and 
5). According to the simulation, the sea breeze reaches 40 
km inland over Sweden in the aftemoon. For the sea breeze 
at the east coast of Gotland (Figure 4) the inland 
penetration is more difficult to estimate because of the 



irregular coastline. Above the wind speed maximum, there 
is a quite deep height interval with low wind speeds, where 
the wind direction tums from onshore to northwest. With 
increasing distance from both coasts, the wind speed 
maximum disappears and the minimum, caused by the 
wind direction change, is now found at the height of the 
flight leg shown here (Figure 4). The sea-breeze circulation 
at the east coast of the mainland affects the wind field all 
the way to Gotland, a distance of about 100 km. This gives 
decreasing wind speeds with a minimum just west of 
Gotland, where the wind direction tums to north-west 
(Figure 4a,b and 5). 
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Figure 4: Aircraft measurements at about 75 m height, for 
wind speed (a) and direction (b), performed 1430-1510 
LST 4 May 1997, at 57.4° (east) to 57.8° (west). The land 
areas are marked schematically in the Figures. 

Figure 5: Modeled wind field for the whole grid area, at 
1300 LST, 14 m for May 4. The isolines show the wind 
speed (ms-l) and the arrows show the representative wind 
direction for different parts of the area. 

East of Gotland, the wind direction is about south west 
along the whole flight leg (Figure 4b). Here, the area with 
onshore winds is quite small. Still, the wind field at lower 
levels is deviating from the geostrophic wind for very large 
distances from the coast, which is seen both in the 
measurements (Figure 4) and the simulation (Figure 5). 
The offshore extent of a sea-breeze circulation is of ten 
expected to be quite limited at these latitudes. This case 
shows, though, that a sea-breeze circulation may affect the 
wind field over most of the Baltic Sea. 

5. INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
When the wind is blowing from the sea, an intemal 
boundary layer (IBL), where the meteorological conditions 
are influenced by the conditions over land, evolves. A 
schematic illustration is shown in Figure 6 (the height of 
the IBL is shown as a dashed line). The changes in 
roughness (zo) and temperature conditions (T) at the 
coastline results in a different wind speed profile (in this 
example with lower wind speeds). The height of the IBL 
grows inland with distance from coast, until an equilibrium 
height is reached. With offshore wind, a corresponding 
development of an IBL is formed over sea. For both 
onshore and offshore flow, important factors for the growth 
of an IBL inelude the surface temperature difference 
between land and sea, the thermal conditions and the 
roughness over both surfaces, and the wind speed (e.g. 
[11], [12]). 
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Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the effect of an intemal 
boundary layer on a wind profile. U=wind speed and Tb 

T2, ZOb Z02 =temperature and roughness length over surface 
1 and 2, respectively. Dashed line=height of the intemal 
boundary layer. 

5.1 Case study - 3 May 1997 
The day before the sea-breeze case described in section 

4, the geostrophic wind was stronger, about 17 ms· l
, but 

with almost the same direction (i.e. offshore from the 
Swedish east coast). Figure 7 shows the wind (a) speed and 
(b) direction from a flight leg flown at 75 m height, giving 
a "cross section" across a large part of the Baltic Sea. This 
flight leg is performed 1305-1400 LST, 3 May, at about 
57.0° (east part) - 58.2° (west part) latitude and reaches 
from 80 km east of Gotland, across Gotland and the sea 
between Gotland and the east coast of the mainland of 
Sweden, and 25 km inland. Figure 8 shows a simulation, 
for the whole grid area (see Figure 1), at 14 m height for 13 
LST, 3 May. The general agreement between measure
ments and model is good. 

Both east of the mainland of Sweden and east of 
Gotland, the wind pattems are similar. Over land and elose 
to the coast, the wind speed is quite uniform over the 
height interval covered by the aircraft measurements (i.e. 
30-600 m). For larger distances from the coast, the vertical 
wind speed gradient increases, giving lower wind speeds at 
the lower levels (Figure 7 and 8). The wind direction also 
veers with height when the wind speed profile changes, 
with a more westerly wind direction elose to the ground. 
These changes are connected to the marine stable intemal 
boundary layer, slowly growing with distance from the 
coast. From the flight leg across Gotland (Figure 7), it is 
seen that the wind speed increases over Gotland, from the 
west to the east coast. AIso the temperature increases, 
approximately two degrees. This is related to the formation 



of an uns table internal boundary layer, growing up over the 
warmer land area. The same pattern is described in [13], for 
a land-water-land area with stable stratification over sea 
and a convective boundary layer over land. The stable !BL 
over the cold sea grows slowly, resulting in a 
heterogeneous wind field over a large part of the Baltic 
Sea. Also the !BL over Gotland grows quite slowly, 
because of the upstream therrnal conditions over sea (e.g. 
[11]). With a smaller difference in therrnal conditions 
between land and sea, the increasing roughness is expected 
to be more important than the therrnal conditions, resulting 
in a wind speed decrease at a sea-land transition (and a 
wind speed increase at a land-sea transition). 
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Figure 7: Aircraft measurements at about 75 m height, for 
wind speed (a) and direction (b), perforrned 1305-1400 
LST 3 May 1997, at 57.0° (east) to 58.2° (west). The land 
areas are marked schematically in the Figures. 
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Figure 8: Modeled wind field for the whole grid area, at 
1300 LST, 14 m for May 3. The isolines show the wind 
speed (ms,l) and the arrows show the representative wind 
direction for different parts of the area. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Airborne and groundbased measurements performed during 
two days in spring 1997 are used for a case study of the 
wind field over the Baltic Sea. The measurements are 
performed in the Gotland area, situated at relatively a high 
latitude (ca 58° N). Comparing the conditions aloft for 
these two days, the wind direction is approximately the 
same. Since the temperature conditions are comparable, the 
main difference between these two days is the strength of 

the geostrophic wind. The second day, with a weaker wind, 
a sea-breeze circulation develops. The sea breeze modifies 
the wind field across most of the Baltic Sea. But, also 
during the day without a sea breeze, the wind field over 
most of the Baltic Sea is quite heterogeneous, caused by 
the growth of intern al boundary layers. 

For the Baltic Sea, which is a semi-enclosed sea, the 
wind direction is always offshore from some coast. Thus, 
meso-scale phenomena developing over the sea may often 
affect the wind conditions in the whole area, at least during 
the parts of the year when the sea is colder than the land 
areas. Models to estimate wind energy potential need to be 
able to simulate meso-scale effects caused by therrnal 
conditions, to get arealistic estimation of the wind energy 
potential over the Baltic Sea area and similar areas. [14] 
has used the MlUU model to simulate the climatological 
wind field over the Baltic Sea and he gets a wind speed 
maximum at 150 m height. Since low level jets are often 
seen in wind profile measurements in this area (see e.g. 
[15]), they are a probably explanation of this maximum. 
This shows that meso-scale phenomena affect the wind 
field also on a yearly basis. Thus, further studies will more 
systematically estimate the contribution of different meso
scale phenomena to the climatological wind energy 
potential. 
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ABST ARACT: The wind potential in a wind farm is an intriguing problem. Basically all site investigations for wind parks have 
been focused on the available wind potential, but then it is always the 'upstream' wind potential that have been studied. In a 
wind park the turbines will interfere and 'steal' wind from each other. For a financial successful wind park the wind potential in 
the planed site has to been investigated. The models for determining the flow downstream wind turbines used today are not 
physically complete. In this paper the flow downstream a wind turbine are calculated by using the transport time instead of the 
geometrical distance. This method is used since the flow downstream a wind turbine has not reached se1f-sirnilarity at the 
distance that we deal with in wind turbine parks. 
Keywords: Wakes, Wind farm, Wind speed, Turbulence. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge about the wind potential in a planned wind 
farm is of great importance for the econornic outcome of 
the wind farm. If the wind is overestimated, too large 
turbines will be built, and the project will be too costly. 
Underestimation of the wind potential will give to small 
wind turbines so that a lot of the energy in the wind will be 
lost. The wind potential within the farm is also a function 
of the type of turbines that will be built. Smaller turbines 
can be located eloser to one another; more turbines can be 
situated in the farm, than what should be the case for large 
wind turbines. 

To be able to estimate the wind potential in wind farms 
equations have to be derived for the flow downstream wind 
turbines. The flow downstream a wind turbine, the wake, is 
determined by a number of parameters, which depends on 
both the site and the turbine. One parameter, that as been 
more or less neglected so far is the atmospheric stability. It 
has been found, however, that it can not be neglected when 
calculating the wind potential in a wind farm. 

2. RESULTS 

Calculations of the wind speed at fixed positions in the 
wake needs knowledge of how the velocity of the flow 
behaves as a function of the distance downstream a wind 
turbine. In order to get a non dimensional variable for the 
flow velocity is to use the relative velocity deficit of the 
flow. The relative velocity deficit in the wake is defined as 

tU = Ua~Uw , where 'a' denotes the ambient wind speed 
a a 

and 'w' the wind speed in the wake. It has been found [1] 
that the relative velocity is a function of the transport time 
instead of the geometrical distance, see Figure 1. The 
transport time is calculated with the aid of Taylors 
hypothesis. Hence as surning that the eddies are transported 
with the mean velocity, without distortion. This is not 
completely true, but assurning this evolution to be 
relatively slow, the errors introduced are small. The free 
stream velocity is used as transport velocity of the eddies. 
The transport time, t, at a fixed height, z, is calculated. 

fez) = urz) . The data points then form a more continuos 

band then when using the geometrical distance. In the latter 
method data will only occur at fixed position, while in the 
case of using time scale due to the fact that the ambient 
wind speed varies the data points will occur at a number of 
position on the time axis. The use of the transport time 
behind the turbine is a more physical way to represent the 
variation of the relative velocity deficit instead of using 
geometrical distance. The near wake is determined by the 
properties of the turbine but the diffusion of the wake 
downstream is settled by the ambient turbulence and the 
longer transport time the stronger influence of atmospheric 
turbulence. 

The magnitude of the relative velocity deficit has been 
found to be strongly correlated to the magnitude of the 
wind turbines thrust coefficient [1]. The thrust coefficient 

is defined: eT = O.5;U;A ' where F is the axial thrust, p is 

the air density and A is the rotor area. The thrust coefficient 
varies with wind speed. When eT is large, elose to one, the 
wind turbine works with a high degree of efficiency, but 
this occurs at low wind speeds and thus the power 
production are low. For higher wind speeds the turbine is 
less effective, but the power production is large. Power 
production can thus be expressed as a function of CT' But 
produced power can also be written as P = pC pU~ A, 

where P is produced power and C p is the efficiency 

coefficient of the turbine. For a given wind speed the 
variation of produced power is large. This is mainly so 
because the turbine is very often not correctly aligned with 
the mean wind direction, it operates with a yaw angle 
towards the wind direction. This will increase the scatter in 
all analysis, where one wants to relate the flow structure in 
the wake to turbine characteristics. A way to come around 
this problem is to use the thrust coefficient instead of wind 
speed to describe the conditions of the turbine. 

In the region elosely behind the turbine the wake is mainly 
determined by the characteristics of the turbine, although 
atmospheric stratification also comes into play. In [2] 
theoretical calculations, supported by measurements, show 
that just behind the rotor the relative velocity deficit has 



two peaks, situated at the middle section of the blades. 
With increasing transport time behind the turbine 
momentum transport from the centre gradually wipes out 
the two peaks and one maximum at the centre will occur. 
The time needed to create one maximum at centre line to for 
neutral stratification can be expressed as [3] 

to =i1n(ZX17) (1) 

where fis the rotational frequency, H the hub height, Zo the 
roughness length and R the rotor radius. From this 
expression we see that the time needed to create a 
maximum at centre line is inversely proportional to the 
rotational frequency of the turbine, hence the faster rotating 
turbine the shorter time is required. This relation is due to 
the fact that when the rotor is operating faster more 
turbulence is created at the blades. The other term on the 
right side is proportional to the atmospheric turbulence 
intensity at hub height (for neutral stratification). The 
relation between rotor radius and hub height, the last term, 
implies that a small rotor radius compared to the hub height 
will have a shorter time scale. 

Beyond t=to the relative velocity deficit decreases with 
downstream travel time, at all position in the wake. It has 
been found that to is more or less independent of CT, but of 
course at time to the relative velocity deficit is larger for 
larger CT' An expression for the velocity deficit for the far 
wake, t>to, can be written [3]: 

t~ = 0.4 In C: )+ C T (2) 

The equation implies that t~ = eT at t=to. To test the 

generality of Eq(2), data from wind tunnel experiments and 
from five full-scale wind turbine sites were used The wind 
tunnel data is from measurements performed at TNO. The 
data from the full-scale turbines are from Nibe in Denmark, 
Sexbirum in Holland, Alta Nurra in Italy and Näsudden in 
Sweden. Except for Näsudden there is no stability 
information from the sites. Considering the latitudes of the 
sites and the fact that turbines will normally work at rather 
high wind speeds, it is justified to assume the stability to be 
near neutral on the unstable side, the average for all data 
should at least show the behaviour observed for near 

neutral conditions. In Figure 1 tf! is given as function of 

transport time for the sites: a) Nibe, b) Sexbierum, c) 
Näsudden, d) Alta Nurra and e) wind tunnel measurements 
at TNO. There is some uncertainty of the Crvalue used for 
Alta Nurra. The solid curves in all figures are Eq (2). The 
overall impression is that this equation fairly well describes 
the deficit decrease as a function of transport time. The site 
with largest difference between measurements and 
calculation is Näsudden. This is due to the fact that the 
averaging time is 30 min. The averaging time for the other 
full-scale sites is 1 min. (Nibe, Alta Nurra) and 3 min. 
(Sexbierum). Case studies at Alsvik, Sweden show that 
longer averaging time's gives lower relative velocity deficit 
[1], because of meandering of the centre line. The 
difference of the relative velocity deficit measured with a 
sampling time of l minute and 30 minutes, is calculated to 
be 20%, which is just about what is needed to get full 
agreement between measurements at Näsudden and the 
prediction obtained with Eq. (2). Above only near neutral 
conditions was investigated. 
What is interesting for deterrnining the potential in a wind 
farm is the energy available at the position of the planed 

turbine. For that reason the equation derived for the relative 
velocity can be rewritten as: 

Hence the information needed for deterrnining the flow 
downstream a wind turbine is the ambient wind speed, the 
thrust coefficient, the lateral and vertical standard 
deviation. The two last variables are also functions of the 
transport time. 

a z =ay =0.56.[-f 

INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY 

The recapitulation of the wind speed downstream a wind 
turbine is depending on the atmospheric stability, the 
temperature variation with height, the time scale is 
modified. It has been found that the time scale is a function 
of the ratio between the height and the Monin-Obukhov 
length, L. For unstable stratification z/L is negative and for 
stable stratification it is positive. In the equation for the 
time scale the second term has to be modified. Applying 
turbulence theory [4] by including the stability functions 
does this. The time scale then becomes larger during stable 
stratification and smaller for unstable stratification, which 
also has been found in measurements. For investigation of 
how this new expression is behaving, the ratio between 
calculated and measured CT independent relative velocity 
deficit as function of stability was calculated. The data used 
are from the Alsvik Wind Park, Sweden. The result from 
this comparison is shown in Figure 4. From the figure it is 
clear that the development of the wake is dependent on the 
degree of stratification. Neglecting the stability effect in 
calculations of the relative velocity deficit for unstable 
conditions gives to high values, while for stable cases the 
calculated values are to low. The result is that by using 
models that neglects the influence of the atmospheric 
stratification the estimated energy production from the 
wind park will be wrong. Since the energy production from 
a wind turbine is proportional to the cube of the wind speed 
a small error in the wind speed estimation generates large 
errors in the estimated power production. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

By using the time instead of the geometrical distance for 
measurements of the velocity field downstream wind 
turbines, expressions for the modified velocity field can be 
derived. These expressions have been validated against 
both full-se ale measurements and wind tunnel 
measurements. It is also found that the atmospheric 
stability has large influence on the behaviour of the flow. 
This will also have influence of the loads experienced by 
turbines situated downstream other turbines. 
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relative velocity deficit 
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Figure 3, Comparison between measured (+) and 
calculated lateral distribution of relative velocity deficit. 
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Figure 4, Investigation of the influence of the stability on 
the relative velocity deficit. o: without stability correction, 
+: with stability correction. 
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ABSTRACT: Offshore wind- and temperature profile data taken on the small island Östergamsholm, 4 km east of the island 
Gotland in the Baltic Sea, have been analysed. Although this site is in the lee of Gotland for the dorninating westerly winds, 
the offshore position compensates for this, giving slightly higher winds than at the west coast of Gotland. Using a simple wind 
model the wind profile has been estimated and comparisons have been made with observations at the height 29 m. This made it 
possible to identify two factors leading to disagreement between model output and reality - low level jets and interaction with 
the sea surface waves. 
Keywords: Wind Flow Measurements, Off-Shore, Wind Shear Effects, Climate Conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the future offshore siting of wind turbines will 
become increasingly interesting. As the knowledge about 
both mean wind and turbulence conditions in the marine 
atmospheric boundary layer is still far from complete, the 
need for research conceming the offshore wind climate is 
large. This applies not only to questions conceming siting 
and wind potential, but also to matters about load on wind 
turbines. 

2. MEASUREMENTS AND SITE 

Within the Swedish wind energy research program, 
offshore wind measurements have since May 1995 been 
taken on the small island Östergamsholm, located 4 km 
east of the island Gotland in the Baltic Sea, see Fig. l. 
Östergamsholm is a low island with mainly low vegetation, 
about 2 km x 2 km large, and reaches as most about 5 m 
above sea leve!. A 30 m high tower for meteorological 
measurements has been put up on the southemmost tip of 
the island. This allows for measurements with an 
undisturbed over water fetch in a wide sector from 
northeast over east and south to southwest. 

The data consists of both slow response profile 
measurements of wind speed and direction together with 
temperature at 5 leveIs on the 30 m tower, as weil as fast 
response 20 Hz data taken with Solent ultrasonic 
anemometers at three heights. Also wave height and 
direction as weil as water temperature are measured during 
some periods with a directional wave rider buoy (run and 
owned by the Finnish Institute for Marine Research). 

Previous case studies have shown that the conditions in 
the marine boundary layer may to a large degree be 
affected by the underlying waves [l], leading for ex ample 
to mean wind gradients during neutral conditions varying 
between very large, of the same order as would be expected 
over a forest, and extremely small, as over a completely 
smooth surface. Earlier analyses indicate that the whole 
turbulence structure in the surface layer may be affected 
due to a combination of both wave effects and the presence 
of low level jets at 50-300 m height [2], [3]. These jets are 
frequently observed over the Baltic Sea area [4]. A 
climatological analys is of measurements taken at 

Östergamsholm between May 1995 and January 1999 is 
presented below, illurninating the offshore wind conditions 
in the surf~ce layer over the Baltic Sea .. 

Figure l: Map of the Baltic Sea area showing the location 
of the measurements site Östergamsholm. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Mean wind speed 
The observed mean wind distribution during the period 

May 1995 to January 1999, with data covering about 57% 
of the time randornly spread over the years, is shown in 
Fig. 2. As expected it is very well modelled by the Weibull 
distribution, which is given by the relation 

( 
UJ(C-1) (~)C 

f(U) = ~ A . e A (1) 

where U is the mean wind speed and f is the relative 
frequency distribution. This distribution is thus completely 
described by two parameters, the scale factor A and the 
shape factor c. The mean and median wind speeds, and the 
Weibull parameters, are given in Table I. A mean wind 
speed of 7.4 mls at around 30 m height is somewhat higher 
than has been measured at the west coast of the island 
Gotland, where Alsvik has the average 7.0 mls at 36 m 
height. 
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Figure 2: Observed wind speed distribution at the 29 m 
height, Östergarnsholm May 1995 to January 1999 (bars), 
together with the corresponding Weibull distribution. 

Table I: Mean and median wind speed (mls) and Weibull 
parameters estimated from measurements taken on the 
island Östergarnsholm from May 1995 to January 1999. 

Height (m) 7.1 12.0 14.5 20.4 29 

Mean wind speed 6.66 6.84 7.02 7.17 7.37 

Median wind speed 6.56 6.57 6.84 7.16 7.17 

Scale factor 7.61 7.64 7.97 8.31 8.38 

Shape factor 2.48 2.44 2.41 2.45 2.34 
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Figure 3: Observed wind direction distribution at 
Östergarnsholm May 1995 to January 1999 
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Figure 4: Observed mean wind speed at 5 heights (cf. 
Table I) as function of wind direction. Data from 
Östergarnsholm May 1995 to January 1999. 

Thus the offshore distance of 4 km in this case seems to 
compensate for the location at an eastwards facing coast, 
where one might expect reduced winds as compared to a 
west coast due to the dominance of winds from the western 
sector. This can be seen in Fig. 3, showing the observed 
wind direction distribution at Östergarnsholm, and in Fig. 4 
the dependence of mean wind speed upon wind direction is 
shown. It can be seen that the highest values are found for 
winds from south to southwest, and for winds from around 
north-northwest to north, while the lowest mean winds 

occur for westerly winds coming directly from the island 
Gotland. 

3.2 Turbulence intensity 
Wind data were sampied with 1 Hz, which makes it 

possible to get an estimate of the turbulence intensity from 
the data. That is the ratio between standard deviation of the 
wind and the mean wind speed has been detennined as 10 
min averages. The result is shown in Fig. 5, plotted as 
averages with standard deviations in 2°-sectors of wind 
direction (for directions 0°_50° the measurements are 
disturbed by the tower). As a mean the turbulence intensity 
is rather low, with values between 0.07 and 0.10 for the 
offshore sector, while for winds from Gotland the values 
are somewhat higher reaching as most about 0.12. But 
although the mean values are quite low, this is not always 
true as may be seen from the standard deviations of the 2°_ 
sector averages, which are of the order 0.05. Thus 
turbulence intensities reaching 0.15-0.20 may be expected 
to occur during a few percents of the time. 
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Figure 5: Turbulence intensity, averaged in 2°-sectors and 
with bars showing standard deviations, plotted against 
wind direction. Data from Östergarnsholm May 1995 to 
J anuary 1999. 

3.3 Modelling of mean wind 
As direct observations of the wind conditions can not 

be made at all sites of interest and as measurements are 
of ten taken at just 10 m, it is important to be able to model 
the wind potential accurately. Different types of models 
have been used for this purpose over the years, from the 
simplest power-Iaw models, over the of ten used WA sp_ 
model [5], to very advanced higher-order closure models as 
the MIUU-model [6]. Common to the more simple models 
is that they are mn stationary in time and that they use 
more or less simplified parameterizations of the physical 
processes governing the conditions in the atmospheric 
boundary layer. One of those simplified models [7] will be 
used here in order to test the ability of simplified models to 
estimate the mean wind conditions at the height 29 m using 
as input the wind speed at 7 m and the therrnal stability of 
the boundary layer, simply detennined using the 
temperature difference between the heights 7 m and 29 m. 

The model is described in detail in [7] and consists of 
two parts. In the layer immediately above the surface (the 
surface layer) up to some tenths of metres, the Monin
Obukhov similarity theory is used, while higher up in the 
boundary layer the wind profile is detennined using the 
equations of motion for stationary conditions and with an 
eddy diffusivity which is constant with height. 

The resulting modeloutput using data from 1997-1998 
is shown in Fig. 6. As a mean for the whole period the 
agreement between the model output and the observations 
is good, the model giving the rnean wind speed 6.91 mls at 
29 m while the observations give 6.99 mls. There are some 



seatter around the 1: 1 line but this is expected due for 
example to non-stationary effects. But studying Fig. 6 in 
more detail, one may distinguish two areas in which the 
deviation from the 1: 1 line is larger and systematic. For 
winds above about 10 mls the model sometimes seems to 
prediet too low winds, and for wind below about 7 mls the 
model in some cases overprediets the wind speed. We shall 
now look into this in more detail and try to find out the 
reasons for this behaviour. 

8 10 12 14 18 18 20 
Umodel(29 m) (mls) 

Figure 6: Relation between model predicted and observed 
wind speed at the height 29 m. 

For high wind speeds the relation between modell ed 
and observed wind speed seems to divide into to parts as 
can be seen from Fig. 6. On one hand we have a part which 
follow the 1: 1 line rather well, but on the other hand in 
some cases the model predictions are too low. That there 
are really two populations in the distribution for high 
winds can also be seen in Fig. 7, where all data where the 
modelled wind speed fall between 14 and 15 mls have been 
picked out and the distribution of the observed wind speed 
for these data have been plotted. To be able to clearly 
illustrate the division of the data into two parts, the total 
distribution has been divided into to parts simply by 
assuming symmetry in the distribution having its peak at 
14.5 mls. Taking the difference between the complete 
distribution and the assumed symmetric distribution will 
then result in the distribution given by the dashed bars. 
This distribution then represents the cases when the 
atmosphere does not behave in a 'normal' way. 

Some of the data where the observations show higher 
winds at 29 m then the model predicts were identified to 
occur during a period in May 1997 when wind profiles 
were also measured with the pibal technique using 
theodolites to follow ascending free flying balloons 
released from the ground. With this technique it was 
possible to determine the mean wind profiles up to 1000 to 
3000 m height. 

One ex ample of such a wind profile is shown in Fig. 8 
(full line), and we can see that the wind speed increases 
from 9 mls at 25 m to almost 14 mls at 300 ffi. Higher up 
the wind speed decreases again to about 8 mls around 1000 
m, and even higher up the wind increases again. This type 
of wind profile is a good example of a 'low level jet', that 
is a wind profile with a maximum at relatively low heights. 
This type of wind profil e has been observed frequently 

during many experiments in the Baltic Sea area, and is 
believed to be rather common, at least during the part of 
the year when the water is usually colder than the 
surrounding land areas [4]. 
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Figure 7: Distribution of the observed wind speed at the 
height 29 m, using data when the modelled wind speed 
falls in the interval14-15 mls. The full line bars correspond 
to the distribution following the 1: 1 line in Fig. 6, while the 
dashed bars correspond to the other part of the distribution. 
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Figure 8: Wind speed profile measured with the pibal 
technique (full line), on the tower (x), and modelled (o, 
dashed line). 

The explanation to why the model is not capable of 
catching the high wind in these low level jet cases is 
obvious from Fig. 8. Already at heights around 10 m on the 
tower, the measured wind speed begins to increase more 
rapidly with height than is explained by common surface 
layer theories as a consequence of the low level jet above. 
As the model does not include any of the physics needed to 
generate the low level jet, it obviously fails in predicting 
the high wind at 29 m, as we can see when comparing the 
modell ed profile (dashed line) with the observations. The 
difference is in this special case about 0.5 mls at 29 m, but 
increases with height and is at 100 m height around 2 mls. 

We may thus conclude that at least some of the data 
belonging to the population with underpredicted winds are 
caused by the presenee of low level jets, and it is not 



unreasonable to assume that this may be true for a large 
number of these cases. 

Tuming to the lower wind speeds where the model 
overpredicts the wind under some circumstances as can be 
seen in Fig. 6, we have also here been able to identify some 
typical situations which may explain this. An example is 
shown in Fig. 9, where the observed wind profile (full line) 
is plotted together with the modelled profile using the 7 m 
height observation as input together with the thermal 
stability. The observed wind profile shows a very peculiar 
shape with a maximum at 15 m of about 4.2 mls. Higher up 
the wind speed decreases to 3.6 mls at 29 m. The reason for 
this odd profile is not obvious, but looking at the time 
history of the wind speed and the state of the waves, one 
explanation may be that it is a consequence of an 
interaction between the sea and the atmosphere during 
swell conditions [1]. Thus the wind has decreased with 
time and at this state the waves are driving the wind, 
causing an acceleration of the wind at the lowest heights 
compared to what corresponds to the air pressure gradient 
force driving the wind at higher altitudes. If we assume that 
the wind at 29 m is unaffected by the waves, then the wind 
at 7 m should be about 2 mls following the similarity 
theory and the current thermal stability of the atmosphere, 
rather than the observed 3.7 mls. 

Again we may conclude that at least some of the data 
for which the model predicts too high winds may be 
explained, this time by an interaction between the waves of 
the sea and the atmospheric flow. At this state it is not 
possible to say that this is so for all cases, but it is not 
unlikely that a large part may be explained by such an 
interaction during swell conditions. 
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Figure 9: Observed (full line) and modelled (dashed line) 
mean wind profile. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Wind measurements at Östergarnsholm 4 km east of 
the island Gotland in the Baltic Sea has shown that the 
mean wind speed at this offshore site is slightly higher (7.4 
mls at 29 m) than at the west coast of Gotland (7.0 mls at 
36 m). Thus the offshore distance 4 km from the coast, 
compensates for the location east of Gotland in lee for the 
dominant westerly winds. 

Comparisons with a simplified stationary wind model 
using standard relations valid for homogeneous surface 
conditions, but including thermal stability effects, show 
that it is not always possible to use such a model to 
accurately predict the mean wind speed profile. 

It has been shown that at least two observed effects 
lead to erroneous predictions when using simplified 
modeIs. The first one, and probably the most important 
one, is the presence of a low level jet somewhere in or just 
above the boundary layer. This jet is not caught by simple 
models and as a consequence the wind speed predictions 
give too low values during these conditions. More 
advanced models, like the MIUU-model, are however 
capable of generating these low level jets. 

The other effect which was identified as a reason for 
the predicted wind not being in accordance with 
observations, was the interaction between sea waves and 
the atmosphere during swell conditions. Also with the 
opposite conditions, that is when the sea waves are actively 
developing during situations with increasing winds, the 
wind profiles are likely to be affected and deviate from 
'normal' boundary layer theories. Qualitatively this 
corresponds to an increased loss of atmospheric momentum 
at the surface and consequently an increased wind shear. 
The model predicted wind at 29 m will thus be too small, 
and situations with developing waves may partly be the 
reason for the underpredicted winds for speeds above 10 
mls. 
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ABSTRACT: Unsteady aerodynamic effects, like dynamic stall, must be considered in calculation of dynamic forces for 
wind turbines. Models incorporated in aero-elastic programs are of semi-empirical nature. Resulting aerodynamic forces 
therefore depend on values used for the semi-empirical parameters. In this paper a study of finding appropriate parameters to 
use with the Beddoes-Leishman model is discussed. Minimisation of the "tracking error" between results from 2D wind 
tunnel tests and simulation with the model is used to find optimum values for the parameters. The resulting optimum 
parameters showaiarge variation from case to case. Using the se different sets of optimum parameters in the calculation of 
blade vibrations, give rise to quite different predictions of aerodynamic damping which is discussed. 

Keywords: Aerodynamics, Aeroelstic Stability, Blade Aerodynamics, Dynamic stall, Modeis, Optimization, Unsteady effects 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Unsteady aerodynamic effects, like dynamic stall, 
must be considered in the calculation of dynamic force s 
for wind turbines. Models for dynamic stall is therefore 
common ly incorporated in aero-elastic programs. These 
models are of semi-empirical nature due to their 
computing time effectiveness and the results depend on 
values used for the semi-empirical parameters. 

In this paper a study of finding appropriate 
parameters to use with the Beddoes-Leishman model is 
discussed 

2 THE DYNAMIC STALL MODEL 

The dynamic stall model used is an implementation of 
the Beddoes-Leishman model, see e.g. [1]. The FFA
implementation has previously been described in [2]. The 
Beddoes-Leishman model can shortly be described as an 
indicial response model for attached flow extended with 
models for separated flow effects and vortex lift. The 
model use static CJ (a) and Cd (a) data as input for the 

specific airfoil for which the dynamic forces shall be 
calculated. 

In the FF A-implementation, the force s are calculated 
in the wind reference system (C l and C d ). 

The steps included to calculate the lift are: 

Step l) 
Step 2) 
Step 3) 

Step 4) 

Step 5) 
Step 6) 

Compute impulsive loads 
Compute shed wake effects. 
Compute a shift in angle of attack due to the 
lag in leading edge pressure response. 
Compute a lag in the separation point 
position.? Cl,f 

Compute vortex lift. 
Add components of lift: Impulsive lift, vortex 
lift and Cl,f to obtain the final value of Cl . 

The steps are calculated as described in [2]. The 
function relating lift to the separation point is, however, 
now changed to the "Kirchoffflow model", 

(l) 

in favour of the expression previously used by FFA, 

C l,[ (a) = f(a) ?C l,inv (a) + (1- f(a»)?CI,sep (a) (2) 

This change has been introduced to avoid the 
arbitrariness in the creation of Cl,sep(a) -curves. By using 

equation (l) the function relating lift to the separation
point is more well-defined. 

Much of the dynamie effect on lift is obtained by the 
introduction of a time lag in the movement of the 
separation point. The separation point tends to its static 
value, but lags according to a first order filter with a time 
constant Tf. 

df fstatic - f 
ds Tf 

(3) 

The model for vortex lift is the same as described in 
[l]. The "feed" of vortex lift is proportional to the 
difference between the "inviscid" value of circulatory lift 
and the lift obtained through the Kirchoff flow mode l The 
accumulated vortex lift decays exponentially with time but 
is also updated with new incremental feed. The time 
constant for vortex decay, Tv, is one of the semi-empirical 
parameters in the model. In the currently used model, no 
criteria for the start of "vortex travelling" is used, and 
vortex feed is allowed as long as the angle of attack is 
increasing 

The vortex lift is assumed act only normal to the 
airfoil chord and hence will give a component in the drag 
direction 

The drag is obtained as the static drag plus 
components of induced drag due to shed wake effects, 
vortex drag and separation drag, Cd,sep 

The latter is a model of the drag being larger than its 
static value if the separation point is upstream of its static 
value and vice versa. 

(4) 
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s in equation (3) is the non-dimensional time, 
s = 2?V ?t/c . The time constant, Tp, used to determine 

the a-shift of step 3 has been set to 0.8 in the current 
study. 

The average lift curve slope is very important for 
aerodynamic damping as pointed out in e.g. [6], and an 
object function that considers the agreement in "me an lift 
curve slope" is also imaginable. 

3 OPTIMISA TION 

In the current study an object function based on 
minimising the "tracking error" between experiments and 
simulations has been used: 

3.1 Cases and type of object function 

The resulting lift and drag for unsteady cases will 
depend on the semi-empirical parameters Tf, Tv and acd. 

What values should be given to the se parameters? 

(S) 

One way of finding appropriate values is to use an 
optimiser to minimise some definition of the discrepancy 
between experimental results and dynamic stall model 
results. 

By using different values of T] , different weighting of 

normal and tangential force can be obtained. 

The definition of a relevant object function is, 
however, by no way obvious. 

Optimisation has been made using wind tunnel 
experiments from three sources and also results from 
Navier Stokes calculation carried out at Ris0. The 
different cases and also the resulting values for optimised 
parameters are shown in Table 1. The optimisation in 
Table 1 is made with T] = 0.1 . 

A good agreement between experiments and 
simulations could be good agreement in maximum lift. 

Table 1. Cases for optimisation and resulting optimal semi-empirical parameters. 

Airfoil and cases a a amplitude Reduced 
mean frequency 

Ohio State University. Wind tunnel pitchine motion. Ref 131 

Optimised 
Tv 

Optimised 
Tf 

Optimised 
acd 

NACA 4415 l_-.-l±:1..-_+ 10.8 0.023 __ .~ 3.1 L_.-l.1. __ -+-_...JlQ,O __ _ 
1--__ l±L-+-~L __ .f---0.04-L-j' 2.7 ,_ 3.9 --l 0.01 
i 14.2 I 10.8 I 0.069 3.6 3.6 1 0.04 

LS(1) 0421 MOD 1..._...-.!l_.2 __ 1 10.5 .. ~. 0.022 I 0.0 I ___ ~_ ! 0.00 

I 13.2 r 10.5 1 0.045 I 0.9 -;- 7.0 I 0.00 
13.2 110.5 'r 0.066 ,--0.8-----r---65--·-1 0.02 

SERl809 \-_E:2.. __ 1 10.6 I 0.02 l-_~ ___ t ___ l_0._9 ____ ~--Q""'.0:=..8 _--1 
L-LU",,_ I 1<1.:.6 __ 1 0.041 _j 1.6 I 5.3 I 0.11. __ _ 
I 12.9 !lO. 6 10.061, 3.3 I 4.0 1 0.16 

Optimisation for 9 Ohio state university cases /1.9 5.0 I 0.04 
Glaseow University. Wind tunnel pitchine motion. Ref 141 

NACA 0015 ! Il. J. 8.0 I 0.026 I 2.1 1 12.3 I 0.06 
Ill-~=I=J)--H~~_I --l=- 6.4 --=-1 ------8.2----r-o.i4---_ 

r[--·-l1-·-t--.1ii----~l.Q.?-j 6.3 F. 7A._--TL---OJL--
11 I 7.0 I 0.155 i 6.7 14.6 0.16 

Optimisation for all 8 NACA 0015 cases I 8.5 5.2 I 0.17 
NACA 0021 I 11 7.9 I 0.024 1 1.0 ! 13.6 1 0.09 ___ _ 

!----h~ 7.8 0.049' '_'_jr-:u --==-C=--_.;.:IO""'.9c--_-+! __ .0"" . .::..:03'--__ 
! 1..!........-J 7.8 0.097 3.7 _.--:~8:_:_.7:---_-t_-...::0..:.:.1':::4 __ -i '--Il 1 7.7 0.142 r 7.1 10.0 I 0.17 
I 20 I 7.9 I' 0.024 _ il 0.9 __ 9.4 I 0.00 
'20 7.9 0.049 1.6 5.8 1 ___ 0_.08_ 

i~- -- ;:~ + ~:~:~ I ~:: I ~:~ 1 . ~:~~ --
Optimisation for all 8 NACA 0021 cases ! 3.8 16.7 10.01 

Optimisation for all 8 GU cases at mean-a=ll 15.4 1 9.1 10.14 
Optimisation for all 7 GU cases at mean-a=20 ! 7.2 4.5 ! 0.18 

Riose- airfoil. Wind tunnel pitchine motion. Ref ISl 
No shift I 11.8 1.6_~ 

Shift ofCl and Cd _f"lT.8 1.6 i 

Riose-l airfoil CFD calculatio:.:.;n"s. _...-_-:--:.-__ , ___ -::-::-:-__ 
Plunging L 11.8 1.6 0.11 T---o.o·-'1--- 8.7 
Pitching I 11.8 1.6 0.11 T--l~3 1.6 

1 __ 0.0° ___ . 
1 0.10 
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3.2 Wind tunnel tests from Risa and comments on 
the effect of small errors in the test-data 

Figure l show the dynamic loops for four different 
mean angIes of attack for the measurements of Ris0 [S] 
and simulations. The static data in figure 1 is input to the 
dynamic stall model. At the mean angle of attack of 11.8° 
optimum parameters be come Tv=6.2 and Tf=0.8. Such a 
low value of Tf can not be found in the optimisation for 
other airfoils and the value is too low considering the 
interpretation of the physics of the delay in separation 
point. Expectations also suggest that the dynamic curve lie 
rather high compared to the static data. A second 
optimisation was therefore made with the dynamic wind 
tunnel data shifted in the C ( direction. A shift of 

ÖOC( = -0.02 was applied to the dynamic wind tunnel data 

before optimisation. This resulted in optimised values of 
Tv=1.2 and Tf=4.2. Thus quite a difference. 

This shows that possible errors in the experiments 
have a large influence on resulting optimum values of Tf 
and Tv. 

Figure l shows that using Tv=l and Tv=4 gives a 
rather good agreement for the higher angles of attack even 
though the loops are shifted relative to the uncorrected 
dynamic data of[S]. 
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Figure l. Results from pitching wind tunnel test by Ris0 
compared to dynamic stall simulations. 

3.3 Discussion on optimised parameters 

Table 1 shows a rather large variation in optimised 
values for Tv, Tf and acd. Optimised Tv and Tf is larger 
for the Glasgow University cases than for other cases. For 
the Ohio State University cases, an optimum average flt 
was obtained with Tv=1.9, Tf=S and acd=0.04. 

Looking at pitching moment results from the 
Glasgow cases it can be seen that the dynamic stall 
process inc1udes the formation of a vortex with associated 
vortex shedding for the se cases. Such a marked vortex 
shedding process cannot be found in the small amplitude 
oscillation cases of Ris0 and only for the SERI airfoil and 
to a small extent for the NACA airfoil of the Ohio State 

University cases. As a general rem ark it seems as if 
optimised Tv and Tf become larger for cases where a 
dynamic stall vortex is developed. 

Figure 2 shows results for the NACA 0021 airfoil. 
The figure shows results for simulations with the 
optimised values Tv=3.7, Tf=8.7 and acd=O.l4 and also 
for simulations 'with the values for a good average flt for 
all Ohio State University cases (Tv=2, Tf=S and 
acd=0.04). 
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Figure 2. Comparison of wind tunnel test data and 
simulations with two parameter sets. NACA 0021 airfoil 
at a reduced frequency of 0.1 and a mean a. of 11°. 

It can be seen that the agreement is good for the 
optimised values except from a deviation for decreasing 
angle of attack below o.=lSo. With non-optimum values of 
Tv=2, Tf=S and acd=0.04 the agreement for the 
reattachment part (decreasing angle of attack) and the 
agreement of minimum tangential force, Ct, becomes 
worse. Still, the maximum normal-force, is well predicted. 

The flgure gives an idea of the change in predicted 
forces when other than optimum values are used. 

3.4 Tf as a function of the separation point 

Optimisation was also made with a version of the 
dynamic stall model where Tf is a function of the 
separation point. Tf was linearly varying between 
breakpoints with different Tf-values for increasing and 
decreasing angle of attack. Four values of Tf at f=O, 
f=0.33, f=0.66 and f=l where used for both increasing and 
decreasing angle of attack. An improvement in the 
tracking error (object function) could be obtained for each 
case. However, no "pattern" in the Tf(f) variation could be 
seen and hence no Tf(f)-variation that could be used to 
represent a good standard variation for a "general airfoil" 
was found. 
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3.5 Results from CFD 

Navier-Stokes calculations with the Riose Ellipsys 
code with a k-w SST turbulence model were done for the 
Ris0-1 airfoil. These calculations were carrie d out at the 
same reduced frequency and a-amplitude as the wind 
tunnel test with me an-a of 110. The calculations were 
done with the airfoil in pitching motion with an amplitude 
of 1.60 and also with the airfoil in plunging motion. For 
plunging motion the plunging amplitude was set to 
h/c=0.I27 corresponding to the same a-amplitude as for 
the pitching case. 
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Figure 3. Results from CFD pitching airfoil calculations 
compared to dynamic stall simulations. 

l 
C 
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Figure 4. Results from CFD plunging airfoil calculations 
compared to dynamic stall simulations. 

Comparing the results for pitching and plunging 
motion it can be seen that the mean lift curve slope is 
larger for the plunging case. Interesting to note is that this 
is opposite to what is found from analysis of pitching and 
plunging motion of wind turbine blade in the wind tunnel 
tests analysed in [6]. 

Comparing the wind tunnel pitching motion results 
and CFD pitching calculations, it can be seen that the CFD 
results showa much smaller mean lift curve slope and that 
the width of the loop is smaller. This is also reflected in 
the resulting optimised value of Tf, which is very small for 
the CFD-case. 

By using values for Tv and Tf optimised for the 
different specific cases, the dynamic stall model can 
mimi c the wind tunnel and CFD results quite weil (figures 
2,3 and 4). The variation in optimised Tv and Tf, however 
varies and it would be difficult to select one set of values 
that we re to be representative for the airfoil without 
having an idea ofwhich case to trust the most. 

The optimum parameters that have to be used to 
obtain good agreement between the CFD-calculations and 
dynamic stall simulations differ for the plunging and 
pitching case. To find out if this is a general effect or not 
would be valuable to investigate. 

4 AERODYNAMIC DAMPING AS FUNCTION OF 
SEMI-EMPRICAL PARAMETERS. 

Aerodynamic damping has a major influence on the 
blade vibration levels and possible stall induced 
instabilities. It is therefore of great importance that the 
damping is correctly calculated. 

A measure of the aerodynamic damping can be 
obtained by looking at the aerodynamic cycle work for 
sinusoidal oscillations. Figure S and 6 shows this 
aerodynamic work for small amplitude plunging and lead
lag oscillations at different mean angles of attack. The 
work has in both cases been normalised with the work that 
would have been obtained with quasi-steady profile 
aerodynamics for attached flow and plunging motion with 
the same oscillation amplitude. The calculations are based 
on the static data profile in figure 2. Figures S and 6 show 
the calculated damping without the dynamic stall model 
applied (quasi-steady curve) and with the model applied 
with two different sets of Tv an Tf. The plunging motion 
cases are calculated for a reduced frequency k=O.I and 
lead-lag motion cases are calculated for k=0.2, both fairly 
representative for reduced frequencies for the outer part of 
a wind turbine blade for "normal" blade eigen-frequencies. 

The result with crosses are calculated with optimum 
values of Tv and Tf for the Glasgow University cases at a 
mean a of 110. The other curve with Tv=2 and Tf=S is 
elose to the optimum values for the Ohio State University 
cases. The latter set of values also result in relatively good 
agreement for the CFD plunging case. (The normalised 
damping work of the plunging motion of figure 4 is 0.S3 
for the CFD calculations, 0.6 for Tf=0.82 and Tv=O and 
O.SI for Tv=2 and Tf=S.) 

It is seen that the damping calculated with the two 
different sets is quite different. If the real damping would 
be elose to the damping calculated with Tv=2 and Tf=S, 
then the damping calculated with Tv=S and Tf=9 would be 
far too large and estimations of margins to stall-induced 
vibrations would be non-conservative with respect to 
dynamic stall. 
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Figure 6. Aerdynamic damping for lead-Iag motion 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Optimum values for semi-empirical parameters in the 
Beddoes-Leishman dynamic stall model have been found 
by use of numerical optimisation such that good 
agreement between simulations and measured 
aerodynamic forces are obtained. 

Except from the high mean-<x, large amplitude, deep 
dynamic stall cases (Glasgow cases with <x-mean =20°) 
the dynamic stall model is capable of representing the 
dynamic stall data quite accurately with optimised 
parameters. The optimisation, however, resulted in a large 
span of the values for the optimised parameters. The small 
amplitude oscillation cases of Ris0 result in small er 
optimised values of the semi-empirical parameters Tv and 
Tf than the optimisation for the large amplitude "in and 
out of stall" cases of Glasgow university cases (cases with 
<x-me an =11°). 

The use of different sets of optimised parameters in 
the calcu1ation of aerodynamic damping shows that the 
calculated damping varies significantly using different 
parameter sets. Using optimised values of Tv and Tf for 
the wind tunnel cases of Glasgow with a mean-<xof 11 ° 
would e.g. highly over-predict the damping for the 
plunging motion case calculated with Navier-Stokes 
calculations. 

In order to better validate the dynamic stall model for 
the capability of accurately calculating aerodynamie 
damping in stall, experiments with plunging and lead-Iag 
motion (or a combination ofthese cases) is largely wanted. 

30 

Future work of tuning parameters of the dynamic stall 
model could also include optimisation that minimises 
differences between measured and calculated wind turbine 
blade loads. The result of such an optimisation will, 
however, be very much influenced by the static airfoil data 
that are used and should best be accompanied by a 
thorough validation of what static that should be used. 

With Tv=2 and Tf=5 a reasonable agreement is 
obtained for a large number of cases. 
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ABSTRACT 
Although the nacelle anemometer method has been used for power verification purposes for several years, it is only relatively 
recently that a full understanding of its limitations has emerged. The technique is totally dependent upon the assumption that 
the nacelle to free wind speed relationship established for a reference turbine in free air can be applied universally to other 
turbines. Facts emerged from research projects have shown that this assumption is unjustified. In the present paper facts are 
presented of which some have not been identified nor presented before. E.g. the effect related to wake conditions is novel as a 
phenomena and the size of the effect can be considerable. The analysis shows that the total error cause d by the effects 
considered in this paper can, in the worst case reach unacceptable high values, but by taking precautionary measures the 
errors may be kept at fairly low leveis. It is found probable that the future use of nacelle anemometry for power performance 
verification will be subject to strong restrictions. 
Keywords: Nacelle Anemometer, Power verification, Power performance 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For reasons of low costs and convenience the 
application of an anemometer mounted directly on the 
wind turbine's nacelle has been seen as an attractive way 
of acquisition of the reference wind speed. Although the 
nacelle anemometer method has been used for several 
years, it is only relatively recently that a full understanding 
of its limitations has emerged. The technique is totally 
dependent upon the assumption that the nacelle to free 
wind speed relationship established for a reference turbine 
in free air can be applied universally to other turbines of 
the same make and kind. 

2 OUTLINING THE PROBLEM 

However, there are several potential problems in the 
use of nacelle anemometry: 

• Wake conditions: In wake conditions from other 
wind turbines, the reading from the nacelle 
anemometer may not be representative for what the 
whole rotor experiences. Two sets of independent 
measurements enlighten this problem. 

• Flow induction: The flow speed in the rotor plane is 
aerodynamically linked to the power output. The 
effect is investigated with data from two different 
MW -sized wind turbines and with results from a flow 
model. 

• Flow over nacelle: the nacelle anemometer is in a 
position of significant flow disturbance caused by 
blade passage and flow over the nacelle. If the flow 
regime change due to topographically induced change 
in general vertical inelination in the incident flow or 
due to changed nacelle alignment the n the 
anemometer reading will change, hence invalidating 
the assumed relationship to free field conditions. This 
effect has been investigated by me ans of full-scale 
tests. 

3 NACELLE ANEMOMETRY PROBLEMS 

3.1 Wake Operation 

Wake Operation In The Alsvik Wind Farm 

Data from the Alsvik wind farm (Fig. 1&2) on the 
isle of Gotland have been used to investigate [l] how the 
power curve is affected when using the nacelle 
anemometer under wake conditions. 

Figure 1&2: The Alsvik wind farm and a elose up view of 
the instruments on the nacelle. The middle propeller 
anemometer was used for the test. 

The rear turbine was exposed to wake flow at a 
distance to the upstream turbines varying from 5, 7 and 9.5 
turbine diameters (D). The average turbulence level was 
about 7%, measured during 10minutes. The low 
turbulence levels at the site gave very elear wake 
conditions. 

A relationship between free wind speed and the wind 
speed on top of the nacelle was established from open 
sectors. This relationship was used to determine the power 
curves in 6°sectors. The figure (Fig. 3) below shows the 
derived normalised power curves. 
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Figure 3: Normalised power curves for different wind 
speeds. 



From the figure it is evident that the power is 
considerably exaggerated in the centre of the wakes. The 
power value is for the worst case, SxD and 6 m/s, 
increased by more than 70%. A possible explanation could 
be that the nacelle anemometer does not measure a wind 
speed that is representative for the whole turbine. The 
anemometer is exposed to the low velocity in the centre of 
the wake compared to the higher wind speed in the outer 
region of the wake. This will cause a shift towards lower 
wind speed for the power curve based on the nacelle 
anemometer and an apparently higher power output. 

A model has been used to quantify the uncertainty in 
annual mean power (AMP), the use of nacelle anemometer 
may have, for a turbine embedded in a wind farm (see 
Table I). The turbine of interest is assumed to be 
surrounded by turbines in a hexagonal pattern. The first 
Hrow" consists of 6 turbines, the second Hrow" consists of 
12 turbines and so on. 

The model was fitted to the measured data and takes 
the fraction of time the turbine is exposed to wake 
conditions, the effects from wind speed and the effects of 
distance into account. The inte grate d apparent % increase 
in AMP for a range of wind farm sizes and spacing 
between turbines are presented. The table is calculated for 
an average, Rayleigh distributed, wind speed of 7 mls. 

Table I: Apparent % increase in AMP for a range of wind 
t:' . arm slzes and spacmg 

Turbine Inter S~acin XID 
Noof No of 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
rows turbines 

l 7 14.7 8.7 5.4 3.4 2.2 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.4 

2 19 21.5 11.7 6.8 4.1 2.6 1.7 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 

3 37 24.6 12.8 7.2 4.4 2.8 1.8 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 

4 51 26.1 13.2 7.4 4.4 2.8 1.8 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 
5 81 26.8 13.5 7.5 4.5 2.8 1.8 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 

As seen from the table the use of nacelle anemometer 
in power performance assessment may have a 
considerable effect on the derived annual mean power. 
The over estimation of the AMP is for reasonable inter 
turbine spacing in the order of 2-S%. Although these 
values were derived for very smooth conditions and for a 
relatively low mean wind speed the influence on the 
power curve is of such a magnitude that the effects has to 
be taken into account in the uncertainty analysis. 

A Small Wind Farm In Semi-Complex Terrain 
Data from a small wind farm in semi-complex terrain 

in the British Isles was analysed in a similar manner as the 
data from Alsvik. The average turbulence levelon this site 
was higher, approximately 11 %. The results are similar 
(Fig. 4) and confirms the findings from Alsvik. The 
maximum performance enhancement, is in this case, in the 
order of 40%. The lower performance enhancement 
compared to the Alsvik case could be due to the higher 
turbulence leveis. 
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Figure 4: Normalised power curves from a small wind 
farm in semi-complex terrain. 

3.2 Induction Effects 
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Induction effects on the Näsudden 3 MW turbine 
In order to find the optimum pitch settings on the 

Näsudden 3 MW wind turbine a test was carried out, 
during 3 month, with the turbine operating at different 
pitch angles. The pitch angle was set, at fixed values 
between O and S degrees, in a repetitive manner. 

The database from this test has been made available 
in order to investigate [1] the applicability of using the 
nacelle anemometer to determine the changes in power 
performance due to different pitch angle settings. 

Figure S shows density corrected power curves from 
the test. Only data in a free sector and with a yaw 
misalignment with in ±so from the average yaw 
misalignment were used. 
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Figure S: Power curves from "pitch" tests 

The relationships between the wind speed measured 
by the nacelle anemometer and the "free undisturbed wind 
speed" measured by the mast anemometer, are plotted in 
the figure below (Fig. 6) for the pitch angles 0° and SO. 
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Figure 6: Wind speed Nacelle-Mast relationship for pitch 
angles 0° and So. 



It is noticeable that although the power, for increasing 
pitch settings, is reduced the speed on top of the nacelle is 
also reduced. The consequence of this is that a reduction 
in power partly will be covered by the apparent lower 
wind speed. 

The effects on the assessed annual mean power 
(AMP) have been quantified for an average Rayleigh 
distributed wind speed of7 mls. 

The table below (Table II) shows the error introduced 
by using the nacelle anemometer in this case. The values 
are integrated values over the whole wind speed range. 
The % error in each bin in the low wind speed range, are 
approximately 2-3 times higher than the integrated values. 

Table II: Error in annual mean power (AMP) 
introduced by using the nacelle anemometer 

Based on Mast WS Based on Nacelle WS 
Pitch AMP Actual AMP Apparent Error% 
angle [kW] Reduction [kW] Reduction % 

% 
O 796 0.0 796 0.0 0.0 
1 759 -4.6 768 -3.5 1.1 
2 719 -9.7 735 -7.7 2.0 
3 679 -14.7 704 -11.6 3.1 
4 635 -20.2 668 -16.1 4.1 
5 590 -25.9 629 -21.0 4.9 

A pltch error m the order of 10 must be consIdered to 
be a rather large structural deviation which in this case 
introduces a moderate error in the order of 1%. 

Although the consequences are limited, these results 
are different from the findings in other projects [2] where 
they concluded that the dependency of the calibration 
formula to the wind and wind turbine parameters was 
expected to be magnified iftested under other conditions. 

Induction effects on the ELKRAFT 1 MW turbine 
Tests have been carrie d out with the ELKRAFT l 

MW stall-regulated wind turbine in order to investigate the 
applicability of nacelle anemometry methods for power 
verification. Data we re collected from three phases of 
operation according to Table III. 

T bl III Th h ·d a e e t ree measurement peno s 
Phase l 2 3 
Pitch setting +0.50 +0.50 _1.00 

Yawerror 12 7 7 
Vortex Generators No No Yes 

In the following table (Table IV), the normalised 
annual energy production figures are presented both as 
function of the mast anemometer and as function of the 
corrected nacelle anemometer. The correction applied to 
the nacelle anemometer is derived from phase l. 

Table IV: The nonnalised armual energy production 
calculated both as function of the mast (m) and the 
corrected nacelle anemometer (n) from phase l. 
WS Ph I (m) Unc. Phl(n) Ph2(m} Ph2{n) Ph3{m~ Ph3(n) 

6 100 9.9 100.1 101.7 90.1 101.5 88.7 
7 100 7.8 100.2 101.5 93.2 102.7 92.7 
8 100 6.3 100.2 101.3 95.2 103.0 95.1 

As seen from the table the method of using the nacelle 
anemometer fails to detect the changes in power when 
going from phase l to phase 2 & 3. For ex ample going 
from phase l to phase 2 gives an actual increased 
production of 1.5%. The nacelle method gives a reduction 
of 6.8%. Changing to phase 3 gives even larger 

discrepancies. The reason for the discrepancies can be 
found from the figure below (Fig. 7), which shows how 
the mast-nacelle anemometer relations ch ange for the 
three phases. Changing from phase l to 2 and from l to 3 
giv e rise to slightly higher power output as indicated from 
the tabulated production figures. However the changes 
also causes a change in the mast-nacelle anemometer 
relations which may have a considerably larger influence 
on the derived power curve. 
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Figure 7: The mast-nacelle anemometer relations for the 
three phases. 
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Should, on the other hand, the conditions from phase 
2 be taken as the reference conditions then the change to 
phase l would give an apparent considerable increase in 
production although we know that this change in reality 
implies a slight decrease in production capability. 

This enlightens one serious problem in power 
performance verification when using the nacelle 
anemometer namely how to distinguish changes in mast
nacelle anemometer relations from deviations in 
perfonnance of the machine. 

3.3 Flow Over Nacelle 
The nacelle anemometer is in a position of significant 

flow disturbance caused by blade passage or flow over the 
nacelle. Should the flow regime change due to changed 
nacelle alignment or due to topographically induced 
change in general vertical inclination in the incident flow 
the n the anemometer reading may change, hence 
invalidating the assumed relationship to free field 
conditions. 

The first-mentioned case was demonstrated in section 
3.2 where the change in operational conditions from phase 
1 to phase 2 was due to changed alignment of the nacelle. 
This was shown to have a strong influence on the nacelle 
wind speed to free field relationship. 

The change vertical inclination in the incident flow is 
demonstrated in figure 8 which show power and Cp curves 
derived from [3] met-mast-based and nacelle-anemometer
based conditions. 
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Figure 8: Power curves from a steep slope sector. 



The curve denoted "nacelle anemometer, original 
position", derived from sectors with steep slopes deviates 
significantly from the curve denoted "mast, site calibrated" 
derived from sectors with low terrain inclination. This 
effect was most probably caused by nacelle body flow 
distortion. In this case the problem was reduced by 
changing the position of the nacelle anemometer and 
determining a new nacelle anemometer correction from 
sectors with low terrain inclination. 

4 MEASURES TO MITIGATE THE PROBLEMS 

Wake Operation 
Data collected when the wind turbine is affected by 

the wake from another turbine or a nearby obstacle should 
be rejected. The wake rejection criteria used in IEC [4], 
could be used as a basis for rejection. 

Induction Effects 
It is vital to be able to demonstrate whether the use of 

corrected nacelle anemometry will tend to indicate 
enhanced, attenuated or reversed performance differences. 
This knowledge could be gained by carrying out 
calibration tests on the reference wind turbine at different 
pitch settings. 

Flow Over Nacelle 
Nacelle to free wind speed relationships should only 

be applied to a turbine if its flow regime is similar to that 
seen by a reference turbine. The key considerations are, 
that the upwind terrain adjacent to the test turbine is of 
similar slope to that for the turbine on which the 
relationship was determined, and that the controlled 
nacelle alignment behaviour is similar. 

During evaluation of the nacelle to free wind speed 
relationship for a reference turbine in a wind farm, 
changing wind directions will giv e rise to changing 
inclination angles and therefore a possible change in wind 
speed relationship. The spread of the nacelle to free wind 
speed data can giv e an indication of the flow angle 
sensitiv ity . 

It is also vital to be able to demonstrate whether the 
use of corrected nacelle anemometry will tend to indicate 
enhanced, attenuated or reversed performance differences. 
This knowledge could be gained by carrying out 
calibration tests on the reference wind turbine at different 
nacelle alignments. 

Additional Essential Steps 
There are a number of additional essentiai steps 

which must be taken when using nacelle anemometry, 
these being: 

The nacelle anemometers on the reference turbines 
should be calibrated to ensure that apparent difference in 
nacelle to free wind speed relationships between reference 
turbines are real and not a consequence of differences in 
anemometer sensitivities. 

Ideally the nacelle anemometers from each individual 
turbine in a wind farm should be calibrated, or at least a 
representative sample, so an objective assessment can be 
made oftheir population scatter. 

5 UNCERTAINTIES INHERENT IN THE USE OF 
NACELLE ANEMOMETRY 

In the following type B (bias) uncertainty leve Is on annual 
energy production are estimated both for the case when 
the nacelle anemometer method is used incautiously and 
for the case when every pre caution measures have been 
taken. 

Wake effects 
In some special conditions, errors in power 

performance of up to 70% have been noted. For a typical 
wind farm the mean error will be of the order of 7%, but 
this value can easily reach 15%. On the other hand, by 
suggested mitigation measures this value can be kept low, 
2% 

Induction 
Worst case uncertainty values can certainly reach 

10%, but by adopting best practise this value can be low, 
say 1%. 

Flow over nacelle 
W orst case uncertainty values can certainly reach 

15%, but by adopting best practise this value can be low, 
say 3%. 

Assume independence: UT = ~ U;ake + UYnd + U~ist 
Table V: Estimated worst and best unceraill!Y values. 

Component High Low 
Wake effects 15 2 
Induction 10 1 
N acelle flow distortion 15 3 
Total 24 4 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The use of nacelle anemometry is a practical me ans 
for estimating power curves for individual wind turbines 
in a complex environment. 

The technique is not without its shortcomings and can 
be very misleading if applied without caution. 

The analysisshows that the total error caused by the 
considered effects can, in the worst case reach 
unacceptable high values, but by taking pre caution 
measures the errors may be kept at faily low leve Is. 

It is found probable that the future use of nacelle 
anemometry for power performance verification will be 
subject to strong restrictions. 
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ABSTRACT: The uncertainty of presently-used methods for retrospective assessment of the productive capacity of wind 
farms is unacceptably large. The possibilities of improving the accuracy have been investigated and are reported. A method is 
presented that includes an extended power curve and site calibration. In addition, blockage effects with respect to reference 
wind speed measurements are analysed. 
It is found that significant accuracy improvements are possible by the introduction of more input variables such as turbulence 
and wind shear, in addition to mean wind speed and air density. Also, the testing of several or all machines in the wind farm 
- instead of only one or two - may prov ide a better estimate of the average performance. 
Keywords: Performance assessment, wind farm, sensitivity, site calibration, blockage effects, uncertainty. 

1 INTRODUCTlON 

Prior to the initiation of the work, [l] summarised here it 
was konwn that the uncertainty - subject to complexity of 
terrain - of assessment of the production capability of a 
wind farm would range from 5 to 15% or more, [2] and [4]. 
Thus, addressing the problem, the purpose is to reduce the 
financial risk of investment in wind power projects by 
significant improvement of power performance assessment 
methods. 
The presently used method for assessment of whether a 
wind farm is meeting the manufacturer's production 
warranty or not, is to select one or a few wind turbine units 
for power curve measurementl. The (standardised) power 
curve measurement, [3], basically includes measurement of 
wind speed at hub height some distance in front of the wind 
turbine and measurement of air density and electric power 
from the wind turbine. From the measured power curve and 
a pre-de fine d wind speed distribution, the annual energy 
production is calculated and compared to the warranted 
production. The large measurement uncertainty is 
expectedly cause d by l) inadequate information of the site 
wind flow, 2) inadequate anemometry, and 3) lack of 
controi of experimental uncertainties, and last but 
definitely not least 4) the limited number (two) of flow 
(input) variables that will affect power. Thus, consider e.g. 
the influence on power of turbulence intensity, l. In 
isotropic turbulence, the mean energy flux through a unity 
area perpendicular to the mean velocity vector is given by 

e flux = <? p«U + Ul )2 + u~ + uJ )(U + u l ) > 

=? pU 3 (1+51 2
), 

(1) 

l Also the so-called nacelle anemometry is used; problems related 
to this technique is reported separately, [5]. 

where <*> denotes time average, U is the mean wind 
speed, Ur are standard deviation of fluctuations in the three 
orthogonal directions and p is the air density. Thus, the 
energy that potentially may be gathered by the wind turbine 
is a function ofturbulence intensity. 

2 METHOD OF IMPROVEMENT 

It is presumed that there is a unique power curve to each 
wind turbine: given that enough input variables are 
included in the analysis all power variations can be 
explained. The principal ide a of the proposed method is to 
determine power curves by me ans of measurement power 
and of an increased number of flow variables in a met 
tower. Seeking to measure the se unique reference power 
curves has led to definition of the principal test
components 
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which will be explained below. The result of the 
assessment will be a number of generalised reference 
power curves, Le. measured power curves that have been 
"corrected" to a set of reference values of the input 
variables. By means of the reference power curves and a 
predefined wind speed frequency distribution reference 
mean power from each wind turbine unit can be calculated. 
The end-results of the proposed assessment method are 
thus estimates of the power plant mean and standard 
deviation of reference mean power. 
The components of the proposed extended performance 
assessment procedure are illustrated in Figure l, described, 
and evaluated below. 
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Figure l: Proposed components in an improved perfor
mance assessment procedure. 

2.1 Reference power curve 

The direct test result of the measurements and data analysis 
is the generalised power curve with coverage (a,; f3J: 

P =e(x)=e(x} 'X 2 , .•. ,X N ),ai ~Xi ~f3i 

Should the test covers all possible vanatlons and 
combination of variations of the variables, the power curve 
can be said to be fully determined and the coverage 
complete. Otherwise - and this is always the case in the 
real world - the test is incomplete. Even if being 
incomplete, two generalised power curves can be compared 
without extrapolation, if their coverage ranges are 
overlapping. 
While logical and consistent, the concept is difticult to 
apply. It is therefore useful instead to define a reference 
power curve. Doing so, it is firstly noted that the along
wind component of the wind velocity is obviously by far 
the most important. So to devise a reference power curve, 
hub height wind speed is single d out as reference 
parameter. Assume next the test data sorted in bins of 
suitable size according to the reference wind speed (XI). 
In each bin, the averages of the input quantities are - - - -
estimated: u = Xl and {p,X2,X3, ... ,XN} (The overbar de-

note wind-speed-bin averages of the parameters). Having 
covered a sufficient range of reference wind speed bins, a 
f:;.sf-.!!verage _power curve has been estimated: 

e = e(u) and Xi = Xi (u), i = 2,3 ... N . 
The test-average power curve is different from test to test 
and from site to site and can therefore not be used for 
comparison of e.g. a power curve measured at a test site 
and one measured on an implementation site. If the 

coverage of two curves are only partly or not at all 
overlapping, extrapolation of the measured data to a set of 
reference conditions will be necessary to make comparison 
possible. To facilitate extrapolation it is assumed that 
binwise, power is linear in the independent variables. 
Therefore, the analysis is made binwise, thus having 
levelised the importance of wind speed. Selecting power as 
the dependent output quantity, the best fit of the data to a 
hyperplane is found by means of multivariate linear 
regression analysis (see later): 

_ N 

ejit =e+"Lf3i (Xi -Xi)· 
2 

(2) 

Here, _2, _3, ... ,.fl are the regression coefficients. In 
princip le, one set of regression coefficients is determined 
for each wind speed bin. 
A set of reference values of the input variables has been 
chosen prior to the test Rxi=RXi(u),i=2, ... ,N. The 

functions could have any shape; however, it seems useful 
to chose functions that are as representative as possible for 
as many potential wind farm sites as possible. The 
reference power curve2 derived from the data is 

- N 
erej =e+"Lf3i(R Xi- Xi)· 

2 

(3) 

Introducing a reference frequency distribution of wind 
speed, the best estimate reference power of the unit is 

p = J frej (u)erej (u)du . (4) 
O 

From these estimates of reference mean power of the 
individual units, wind power plant average is determined. 

2.2 Sensitivity analysis 

Thus, to determine the regression coefficients of Section 
2.1, the sensitivity of power to a range of flow variables 
was investigated. The flow variables included wind speed, 
flow inclination, turbulence, air density, shear, standard 
deviation of wind direction and turbulence scale. In multi
variate regression analysis techniques one major problem 
- amongst several - is collinearity (correlation between the 
independent variables. The method applied for removal of 
collinearity relates to use of residuals from the independent 
variables rather than the variables themselves. Each 
variable in tum is predicted using a linear combination of 
the remaining variables. The difference between the 
original variable and the modelled variable (residual) then 
becomes the new variable for use in the final regression 
model. These new residual variables then describe the 
variance of the original variable that cannot be explained 
by a linear combination of the other independent variables. 
The method was applied on a number of wind farms/wind 
turbine units, and the coefficients, f3i, were determined. In 
figure 2, 3-months mean values ofmeasured power (actual) 
is plotted together with the power predicted with the result 
of the regression analysis made on a different machine. It is 

2 Nate that "reference" refers to reference input variables, and not 
to fixed power curve. 



seen that the prediction model has larger annual variations, 
meaning the machine used for the modelling is more 
sensitive to the annual variation in the chosen flow 
variables than the machine used for comparison. If the 
prediction is scaled to the same mean and standard 
deviation as actual power, the standard deviation of the 
difference between predicted and actual power is reduced 
30% of the original standard deviation ofpower. 
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Figure 2 Actual and predicted power, 7<U<8 m/s 

In the particular case considered above the most important 
variable was (off course) wind speed. The next most 
influential variable was flow inclination (angle between 
mean wind vector and horizontal) followed by turbulence 
intensity. First after these came air density. 
Numerical sensitivity analysis was also investigated. 
However, the results were not encouraging, the applied 
aero-elastic codes predicting variations in power, the on ly 
partly matched measurements. 

2.3 Site calibration 

The phrase "site calibration" covers the actlvlty of 
establishment of the relationship between the flow 
variables, measured or computed, at one position in space 
(reference met mast) with the flow variables at another 
position (wind turbine). 
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Figure 3 Measured and predicted ratio of wind speeds in 
two met masts, separate d approx. 800m, Vindeby. 

Consider N variables (mean wind speed, turbulence etc.) 
with the values y f,Y2, oo.,YN in some reference position. With 
measurements of the se, the target is to be able to estimate 
the values Xf,X2,oo.,XN of the same flow variables in the 
prediction position. Thus, the generalised problem is to 
map the functions ii: 

Xi = /;(Yl,Yz,oo"YN) i = 1,2,oo.,N 

The expression indicates that in general it is to be expected 
that each predicted variable is a function of all the 
considered variables at the reference position3

. However, 
with the methods presently available, is has on ly partly 
been possible to consider other relations than the relation 
between the wind speeds at two different positions. 

2.4 Blockage effects 

The general assumption is that the wind power plant has 
insignificant influence on the local climate, and thus also 
causes a blockage effect. The plant blockage effect is taken 
into account in the single-unit performance standard, [3], 
by demanding that the reference met mast should be placed 
at least 2 rotor diameters away from the wind turbine under 
test. A similar - presumably larger - effect would be 
expected for an array of machines, as illustrated in Figure 
4. 

Figure 4 Plant blockage on reference wind speed mea
surement, wind farm. 

The actuator disc concept has been used in the present 
project as basis for the computation of the flow field near 
one rotor as weil as the influence of multiple rotors. 
Linearised and simplified solutions for the actuator disc 
flow has been derived decades ago, but in the present case 
the full describing equations have been solved by 
numerical techniques. However, a comparison is also made 
with simple analytical solutions. The analytical and 
numerical solutions are in good agreement. With a mast at 
a distance of 2.5 rotor diameter the blockage is around 1% 
for a single turbine and around 4% for a row of turbines 
perpendicular to the wind direction. 

3 DISCUSSION 

Consider a wind power plant, conslstmg of Mr wind 
turbines. Several different measures may be chose n for 
assessment of the plant's productive capacity. Here, the 
plant reference mean power - me an of the per-unit 
reference power - is made the target of assessment. The 

3 Le. mean wind speed at the prediction position is not only a 
function of mean wind speed at the reference position, but als o 

turbulence shear etc. 



reference power of wind turbine unit no. i, Pi, is defined 
previously. The plant reference mean power and the 
variance ofunit reference power are defined as 

Estimators of jJ-p and ap are assumed derived from a sample 
of size M ~ MT of P;' s, and the specific goal is to determine 
the uncertainty of the estimators of these two quantities. 
Employment of the procedures and methods reported opens 
possibilities for reduction of uncertainties relative to 
present "common practise". Concerning the upper limit of 
the ranges of uncertainties (complex terrain), the following 
would lower the limits. 
Rationai estimation of reference power of a large fraction 
or all of the units in the wind farm would potentially lower 
the uncertainty of the estimate of the population mean, the 
plant reference mean power. The potential improvement 
depends on to what extent the per-unit estimates can be 
made independent. Assuming the per-unit uncertainties to 
be of the same size and uncorrelated, the uncertainty of 
population mean estimate is reducible to a small number 
(best case). On the other hand, as surning the per-unit 
uncertainties to be of the same size but fully correlated, the 
uncertainty of population mean will be equal to the per-unit 
uncertainty (worst case). 
Numerical site calibration can potentially be improved, by 
applying numerical tools with the outmost care, and by 
calibrating the models with to or three met masts at the site. 
If cost-wise feasible, experimental site calibration would 
improve results significantly. 
Inc\usion of a number of input variables in addition to wind 
speed will - primarily in complex terrain - reduce uncer
tainty significantly. To obtain that effect, proper regression 
analysis tools must be applied. 
The plant blockage effect is not corrected for in present
day practise. With the typical distance between met tower 
and wind farm, a correction can be made by means of 
numerical simulation. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim has been to cover all essentiaI issues of power 
performance of wind power plants. In the following, results 
that are found the most interesting are outlined. 
Different multivariate regression analysis techniques were 
applied on data from a number of wind farms. It is 
estimated that the uncertainty in reference power can be 
reduced by 5-10% percent in complex terrain, by inc\usion 
of more input variables and in tum application of the 
extended sensitiv ity analysis. 
Two computer codes - the WasP code of Risoe and a code 
recently developed at CRES - were applied at three test 
sites of various complexities. Considerable discrepancies 
between measurements and mode\ling were revealed in all 
types of terrain. The analyses disc\osed a need to improve 
methods for site calibration. 
It has been found, that for a wind farm the blockage effect 
is up to 1-2 percent (on wind speed) at a distance of 
approx. 4 rotor diameters upstream. If not taken into 
account the productive capacity of the wind farm could for 
this reason alone be overestimated with up to 3-6%. 

An "all wind farm" assessment procedure is proposed. The 
procedure inc\udes testing of all wind turbines units 
individually and forming plant average of the individual 
results. The advantage is, that an estimate of the population 
mean is obtained - which is not the case when only one or 
two units are tested as it is often done in presently used 
assessment procedures. 
The concept of nacelle anemometry was investigated as 
part of the project and reported in [5]. 
The method presented has the potential in some cases to 
reduce the assessment uncertainty to half of was it is with 
presently used methods. 
For the future, it is evaluated that the following actions 
would significantly improve accuracy of performance 
assessment: 

Identification of ways of assuring the per-unit 
uncertainties of reference power effectively are 
uncorrelated. 
Improvement of analyticallnumerical methods for site 
calibration. 
Refining and streamlining sensitivity analysis. 
Improve quaIity of design, manufacturing and 
understanding of the operation of the (cup) 
anemometer. 
Introduction of remote-sensing anemometry, which 
from the top of each wind turbine can measure wind 
speed at a freely chosen point in space in front of the 
machine. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

• An off-shore wind farm has been furnished 
with a measurement system that in part has 
been in use since mid 1998 

• Valuable experience has been gained from 
the installation and early operation of the 
measurement system 

• Preliminary data demonstrate that wave 
loading contributes significantly to the total 
load distribution in the monopile 

A high wind speed and wave height event 
reveals that the extreme loads observed are weil 
within the design limits. 
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ABSTRACT: The Bockstigen off-shore wind farm consists offive 500 kW wind turbines erected three km off the SW coast of 
the island of Gotland in the Baltic. Whereas the goal of earlier off-shore projects have been to demonstrate the technical feasibil
ity of off-shore wind power, the main emphasis of the Bockstigen project is to develop technologies suitable for making off
shore wind turbines economically compatible. The foundation method implies mounting the wind turbine towers on steel mono
piles secured by grouting in holes drilled into the limestone rock. The method for electrical grid connection enables dimension
ing of the cabling by the thermal rating only. 
This paper describes the instrumentation and the initial results of the evaluation project. The response of the monopile is studied 
with emphasis on the transfer of loads from the monopile to the limestone rock. The evaluation will furthermore cover the 
dynamics of the tower-monopile interaction, including structuralloads emanating from sea waves, currents and ice. 

Keywords: Off-Shore, Wind Farm, Demonstration Projects, Foundations 

THE BOCKSTIGEN OFF-SHORE WIND FARM 

The Bockstigen off-shore wind farm consists of five 
Wind World W-3700 500 kW wind turbines which were 
erected three km off the SW coast of the island of Gotland 
in the Baltic. The individual turbines are sited in a V-forma
tion 350 m apart in an area with a water depth varying 
between 5.5 and 6.5 m. The wind farm was commissioned 
in March 1998. 

The project was initiated and managed by the Swedish 
wind farm developer Vindkompaniet AB in co-operation 
with the Danish wind turbine manufacturer Wind World and 
the British off-shore construction company Seacore. Partial 
funding was received from the Thermie A-program. 

Whereas the goal of earlier off-shore projects have been 
to demonstrate the technical feasibility of off-shore wind 
power, the main emphasis of the Bockstigen project is to 
develop technologies suitable for making off-shore wind 
turbines economically compatible. 

The me ans to achieve the economical goal have been 
twofold. Firstly, the method of mounting 2.25 m diameter 
steel monopiles, secured by grouting in 10 m deep holes 
drilled into the limestone rock, has the potential to be far 
more economical, at suitable locations, than concrete grav
ity foundations. Secondly, the innovative grid connection 
enables dimensioning of the cabling by the thermal rating 
only, not by the short-circuit power, which normally is the 
case for wind turbine installations. 

For this purpose, the electrical system is equipped with a 
frequency converter that enables not only variable speed 
operation at low wind speed but also reactive power com
pensation under all operating conditions. Furthermore, the 
turbines are furnished with dump loads that shed surplus 
power inside the water-filled monopiles. 
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Figure l: The geographicallayout of the wind farm and 
measurement systems 

2 EVALUATION 

The wind farm has been subjected to a primary technical 
evaluation within the Thermie A-project. Further evaluation 
is carried out in projects supported by NUTEKlEnergimyn
digheten (The Swedish National Energy Administration). A 
ten year building permit has been obtained for the off-shore 
met. tower. The following areas will be investigated during 
the evaluation: 



Verification of design parameters in general 
The transfer of loads from the monopile to the lime
stone rock 
Structural loads emanating from sea waves, currents 
and ice 
The dynamics of the tower-monopile, especially in 
connection with wake effect and sea waves 
Power curve, energy production and wake effects mea
surements. Comparison with land-based units. 
Electrical characteristics 

wind speed 
wind direction 
humidity 
rain 
temperalure 

rotor position 
accelerometers 
yawangle 

Figure 2: Position of sensors on wind turbine No 4. 

This paper describes the instrumentation and initial 
results of the evaluation projects conceming the behavior of 
the monopile together with the tower. Although the height 
of the tower was reduced, the added length of the monopile 
lowered the first eigenfrequency to 50% (0.62 Hz) of the 
value for an equivalent, land-based design. 

3 INSTRUMENTATION 

Instrumentation is carried out in a) the wind turbines, b) 
in a 40 m off-shore meteorological mast in the wind farm, c) 
in a 60 m met. tower on the coast and d) further inland in 
the existing 145 m met. tower elose to the Näsudden large 
wind turbine prototypes. Signals from the wind turbines and 
the off-shore mast are transferred via a 5 km optical cable to 
a cabin onshore at Valar and measured at 20 Hz. Data are 
continuously stored, with proper time identification, by all 
three measurement systems. The layout is depicted in Fig. 
l. 

Planning for the off-shore meteorological tower pre
sented obvious difficulties for a project with a tight budget. 
The final solution was to choose a conventionai cantile
vered lattice tower mounted on a tripod bolted to the lime
stone rock. The legs of the tripod were instrumented with 
strain gauges as the principal design of this foundation may 
be of interest as a load carrying support for a wind turbine 
tower. The tripod was installed during the fall of 1998. The 
tower will be lifted onto the tripod in sections during the 
spring of 1999, utilizing a heavy military helicopter. 

The separate objects are instrumented as follows. The 
position of the individual sensors on wind turbine No 4 is 
indicated in Fig. 2. 

Wind turbines No 1-5 
Master status 
Active power 
Total active power (all units) 
Wind speed 
Wind direction 

Wind turbine No 4 
Dump load info 
Water temperature, monopile 
Humidity (outdoor) 
Air temperature (outdoor) 
Rain 
Wind speed (x2) 
Wind direction 
Acceleration, nacelle, X, Y, Z (x2) 
Yaw position 
Rotor position 
Active power transformer 
Shear force, tower X, Y 
Bending moment, tower X, Y 
Torsionai moment, tower 
Bending moment, monopile (3x2) 
Shear force, monopile (lx2) 

Off-shore met. tower 
Wind speed (x8) 
Wind direction (x6) 
Temperature (x5) 
Humidity 
Shear force leg No 1-3 (x3) 

On-shore 56 m met. tower 
Wind speed (x5) 
Wind direction (x4) 
Temperature (x4) 
Humidity 

On-shore 145 m met. tower 
Wind speed (xI2) (two types) 
Wind direction (x5) 
Temperature (x?) 
Humidity 
Air pressure 

3.1 Status of the measurement system 
Data has been recorded continuously since the measure

ment system, apart from the off-shore meteorological tower, 



became operationai in July 1998. The total period with 
complete data sets is 4-5 months. Sea and wind conditions 
have limited the access to the site. Signals and data collec
tion are checked daily by modem thus enabling an early 
fault detection. The vide08 tapes have to be exchanged 
every six to eight weeks. As a first check, overview plots are 
created for the controi of the measurement channels and in 
order to reveal interesting events. A high wind speed situa
tion is shown below. 
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Figure 3: Nacelle wind speed and power at a stop in high 
wind speed. 

4 FIRST RESULTS 

Some initial observations have been made although the 
off-shore meteorological tower remains to be mounted and 
instrumented. 

4.1 Transfer of loads from monopile to rock 
Load conditions along the tower and the monopile are 

registered as bending moments, Fig. 4. The transfer of the 
loads from the monopile to the limestone rock is expressed 
as a decrease of the bending moments along the monopile. 
The variation of the shear forces, measured and derived 
through the bending moments along the monopile, is used 
to evaluate the properties of the load carrying limestone 
rock. 
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Figure 4: Bending moments [kNm] at four leve Is along the 
tower and the monopile for the situation shown in Fig. 3. 

4.2 Wave loads 
Based on the assumption that the shear force measured 

close to the sea bottom (levei 3 in Fig. 2) is the sum of the 
tower forces (levei 4) and the forces from the sea waves and 
currents acting on the monopile, the latter loads can easily 
be calculated as the difference between the shear forces 
measured at level3 and 4. Fig. 5 depicts the standard devia
tion of five minute samples of shear forces at level 3 and 4 
versus mean wind speed measured on top of the nacelle. 

Standard deviation of shear force [kN} versus wind speed 
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Figure 5: Standard deviation of shear forces emanating 
from sea waves acting on the monopile and from turbine 
and wind acting on the tower. 

These observations show that the standard deviations of 
the monopile forces at level 3 are far larger than those 
caused by the forces acting on the tower at level 4. This is 
further underlined by a larger standard deviation when the 
wind is blowing from the sea sector, SW - NW, as compared 
to the land sector, NE - SE. The contribution to the standard 
deviation is larger in the direction of the wind, and thus in 
the wave direction, than in the lateral direction. 



4.3 Dynamics 
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) has been used to analyze 

the frequency contents of the bending moments and the 
shear forces along the structure. Turbine stops have been 
used to obtain information on the frequency response of the 
turbine, where lp (once per turbine revolution) = 30 rpm = 

0.5 Hz. The combined design of the tower and the monopile 
structure aimed at a first frequency of 0.62 Hz, which was 
easily identified in the FFT-analysis. During normal opera
tion this frequency dominates almost all the bending 
moments along the structure, even those at the lowest level, 
Fig.6. 
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Figure 6: Figure 5. FFT-analysis ofbending moments dur
ing normal operation at high wind speed. 

Regarding the shear forces there is a significant difference 
between those of the tower, level 4, and those of the mono
pile below the sea level, level 3, Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7: FFT-analysis of shear forces during normal oper
ation at high wind speed. 

The shear forces in the tower are also dominated by the 
lp-contribution, whereas in the monopile the largest ampli
tude levels and energy contribution are observed at frequen
cies of 0.15 - 0.35 Hz, corresponding to wave periods of 7 
to 3 seconds, which are typical for the sea waves in the area. 
This further demonstrates the importance of including the 
wave loading in the fatigue calculation of the monopile. 

4.4 Extreme loads 
On 2 February 1999, the turbine was running in a high 

westerly wind from the sea. During some ten minutes the 
wind speed increased even more, to a maximum of 35-40 
m/s. The turbines stopped during the event, as expected. 
Visual observations indicated waves of about the same 
height as the water depth, around 6 m. A preliminary inves
tigation reveals that the loads that acted on the structure 
were weIl below the design limits. This is in line with the 
basic assumption that the structure in general is dimen
sioned by a load case involving a floating sea ice cover 
pressing towards the monopile. 

The high wind speed and wave height event, including 
its pre- and post-history, will be studied further. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

An off-shore wind farm has been fumished with a 
measurement system that in part has been in use since 
mid 1998. 
Valuable experience has been gained from the installa
tion and early operation of the measurement system. 
Preliminary data demonstrate that wave loading con
tributes significantly to monopile fatigue. 
A high wind speed and wave height event reveals that 
the extreme loads observed are weIl within design lim
its. 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper the power quality of variable-speed wind turbines equipped with forced-commutated inverters is 
investigated. Measurements have been taken of the same type of variable-speed wind turbines in Germany and Sweden. The 
measurements have been analysed according to existing IEC standards. Special attention has been paid to the aggregation of 
several wind turbines on flicker emission and harmonics. The aggregation has been compared with the summation laws used in 
the draft IEC 61400-21 "Power Quality Requirements for Grid Connected Wind Turbines". 
The methods for calculating and summing flicker proposed by IEC Standards are reliable. Harmonics and inter-harmonics are 
treated in the IEC 61000-4-7 and IEC 61000-3-6. The methods for summing harmonics and inter-harmonics in the IEC 61000-
3-6 are applicable to wind turbines. In order to obtain a correct magnitude of the frequency components, the use of a well
defined window width, according to the IEC 61000-4-7, Amendment 1 is of a great importance. 
Keywords: Power Quality, Variable-Speed Operation, Grid, Power Factor 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The grid interaction and grid impact of wind turbines has 
been focussed on the past few years. The reason behind this 
interest is that wind turbines are among utilities considered 
to be potential sources of bad power quality. Measurements 
show that the power quality impact of wind turbines has 
been improved in recent years. Especially variable-speed 
wind turbines have some advantages concerning flicker. 
But a new problem is faced with variable-speed wind 
turbines. Modern forced-commutated inverters used in 
variable-speed wind turbines produce not only harmonics 
but also inter-harmonics. 

The purpose of this work is to investigate the power 
quality of variable-speed wind turbines equipped with 
forced-commutated inverters. The measurements have been 
analysed according to IEC standards. Special attention has 
been paid to the aggregation of several wind turbines on 
flicker emission and harmonics. 

2 SITES 

Measurements have been taken on a wind farm consisting 
of five variable-speed wind turbines in Germany, and at 
one variable-speed wind turbine on the island of Gotland, 
Sweden. 

In Germany, measurements at the Emden wind park 
have been performed by DEWI. The measurements were 
taken simultaneously on the low voltage sides of two 
Enercon E-40 wind turbines. The measurements are 
divided into two different types: 
l. Flicker measurements performed at a sampling 

frequency of 800 Hz. From the measured voltages and 
currents, active power and phase angle have been 
calculated. The sampling frequency of the calculated 
values was 50 Hz and the length of each measurement 
was 10minutes. 

2. Harmonics measurements were performed at a 
sampling frequency of 12 800 Hz. 

Chalmers University of Technology has performed 
measurements on the island of Gotland, Sweden. On 
Gotland, the site consists of two Enercon E-40, but 
measurements were taken only at one Enercon. The 
measurements have been divided into two different types: 
1. Flicker measurements performed at a sampling 

frequency of 500 Hz. The cut-off frequency of the 
anti-alias filter was 104 Hz and the length of each 
measurement was 10 minutes. 

2. Harmonics measurements performed at a sampling 
frequency of 5 000 Hz. 

3 FLICKER 

In order to determine the flicker emission produced by a 
wind turbine, measurements must be performed. The IEC 
61400-21 warns that flicker emission should not be 
determined from voltage measurements, as this method will 
be influenced by the background flicker of the grid [1]. 
Two methods are proposed to overcome this problem. One 
is based on the measurement of active and reactive power, 
and the other method is based on the measurement of 
current and voltage. The short-term flicker emission from 
the wind turbine should be calculated by means of a 
reference grid using the measured active and reactive 
power as the only load on the grid. 

The flicker has been calculated using a PC-program 
developed by Ris0 National Laboratory [2]. This program 
uses the IEC 60868, Amendment 1 to calculate the Pst [3-
4]. The input to the program are time series of active and 
reactive power, short circuit power and the phase angle of 
the grid. 

Figure l shows the short-term flicker emission Pst from 
an Enercon E-40 at different mean values of the produced 
power. In this particular case, a short-circuit power of 20 
times the rated power of the wind turbine and a grid angle 
of 45 degrees have been used. As can be seen in Figure 1, 
the flicker emission Pst increases at higher wind speeds due 
to higher turbulence in the wind. The flicker level is low, 



almost 4 times lower than the flicker produced by the 
fixed-speed Wind World 600 kW. Measurements 
performed on the fixed-speed turbine using the same 
equipment and flicker algorithm gives the short-time flicker 
emission Pst=0,46. 
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Figure 1: Short term flicker emission Pst from an E-40 at 
different mean value of the produced power. 

3, l Flicker Coefficient 
According to the IEC 61400-21, the flicker coefficient 

from wind turbines shall be detennined by applying: 

() Sk,jic 
cW'k = Pst,jic -S--

re! 

(1) 

where C(1j!k) is the flicker coefficient and Srej is the rated 
active power of the wind turbine, PstJjc is the flicker 
emission level calculated at the short-circuit power of a 
fictitious reference grid SkJjc with grid angle 1j!k' 

The flicker emission produced by a wind turbine 
connected to a grid with an arbitrary short-circuit power 
may then be recalculated by: 

( )S re! 
Pst = C\1j! k -- (2) 

Sk 

3.2 Summation of Flicker 
According to the lEC 61400-21, the following equation 

is valid for determining the flicker contribution from 
several wind turbines connected to a common point: 

Pst L = ~L.Ps~ ,i (3) 

where Pst,i is the flicker emission from an individual single 
wind turbine, 
Figure 2 shows the calculated short-term flicker emission 
from ten different measured time series of two Enercon 
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Figure 2: Calculated short-term flicker emission from ten 
different measured time series of two Enercon E-40. 

E-40, The Pst is calculated in two different ways: 
1. Directly by using the sum of the time series of power 

from the wind turbines. 
2. By the use of Equation 3. 

As can be seen in the figure, the short-term flicker 
emission varies due to variations in the wind, Le. 
turbulence. The mismatch of the two different ways of 
calculating the flicker (Le., deviation from the dotted line) 
is, however, small. 

4 HARMONlCS AND lNTER-HARMONlCS 

Harmonics and inter-harmonics are defined in the IEC 
61000-4-7 and Amendment 1 [5][6]. The definition of 
harmonics is components at frequencies which are 
multiples of the supply frequency, Le. 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 
Hz, etc. lnter-harmonics are, in a similar way, defined as 
components of frequencies located between the harmonics 
of the supply frequency. 

The signal, which is to be analysed, is sampied, NO
converted and stored, These samples form a window of 
time ("window width") on which discrete Fourier 
transformation is performed. The window width shall, 
according to the standard, be 10 line-periods in a 50 Hz 
system. This window width will give a distance between 
two consecutive inter-harmonic components of 5 Hz. 
Figure 3 shows the inter-harmonic components of the 
measured current from an Enercon E-40 on Gotland. The 
current is analysed in accordance the IEC 61000-4-7. 
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Figure 3: Current inter-harmonic content between 1250-
1300 Hz, 

The rms value of all inter-harmonic components 
between two consecutive harmonic frequencies forms an 
inter-harmonic group, The inter-harmonic group frequency 
is the centre frequency of the harmonie frequency between 
which the group is situated. That is, a group between the 
harmonic orders n and n+l is designated as n+0.5, Le, the 
group between n=5 and n=6 is designated n=5.5. 

Figure 4 shows the harmonics and inter-harmonic 
groups of order 20 to 25 of the measured current from an 
Enercon E-40 at Gotland . 

4.1 lmpact of window size 
The window width sh all according to the lEC 61000-4-

7 be 10 line-periods in a 50 Hz system. A 10 line-period 
window width gives, as illustrated in Figure 4, a distance 
between two consecutive inter-harmonic components of 5 
Hz. 

If a window width of 16 line-periods is used, the 
distance between two consecutive inter-harmonic 



components will be 3.12S Hz. The use of the larger 
window decreases the distance between two consecutive 
inter-harmonic components. As a consequence, each inter
harmonic component will have a lower content. 
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Figure 4: Current harmonics and inter-harmonic group. 

Figure S shows the harmoni c content in the same 
current using a window width of 10 and 16 line-periods. As 
can be seen, the harmonic con tent will be larger in the 
smaller window. Note: an exact comparison cannot be 
made since one window is 16 line-periods and the other 
just 10 line-periods. 
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Figure 5: Harmonic content in current using a window 
width of lO and 16 line-periods, respectively. 

4.2 Harmonics 
The Enercon wind turbine is equipped with a 12-pulse 

inverter using IGBT valves. This implies that the first 
harmonics should appear around the switching frequency 
of the IGBT. The switching frequency of IGBTs can be 
rather high (S-lO kHz). The switching frequency must not 
be fixed, the controller can either employ a PWM pattem 
or it can be of the simple on-off typ e having a small 
histories band which creates a lower limit for the time 
interval between two subsequent switching operations. 

Figure 6 shows the harmonic content on the low 
voltage side of the Enercon E-40. The measurements 
originate from two different sites, Emden in Germany and 
Gotland in Sweden. As can be seen in the figure, the 
harmonic content in the current from the two sites is almost 
identical. The largest discrepancy is on the 2:nd-order 
harmonic, where the content on Gotland is 0.6S% while it 
is only 0.2% in Emden. The large 2:nd order harmonic on 
Gotland most likely depends on a lack of phase-lock on the 
measurement equipment used on Gotland. 

The switching frequency of the IGBTs is, as mentioned 
earlier, not fixed and it seems to be around l to I.S kHz, 
i.e. harmonics of the order 20 - 30. In the figure, a whole 
range of harmonics between 20 and 30 can be observed. 
The harmonic content in Figure 6 is calculated as a mean 

value over several seconds. The current also contains lower 
harmonics, for example, of the 3rd

, Sth and 7th order. These 
harmonics may originate from two different sources. A 
simple con tro I of an inverter is simply to generate a current 
with the same shape as the voltage. If the voltage contains a 
lower order harmonics, the current will also contain a 
lower order harmonics. In the Enercon, there are also other 
controi equipment and inverters used. For example, each 
blade has an electrical pitch mechanism by means of an 
electrical drive system. Grid-commutated inverters generate 
harmonics of the orders Sth, 7th, 11 th, 13th, etc. and single 
phase switched equipment generates harmonics of the 3rd 

order. 
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Figure 6: Current harmoni c content on low side of trans
former. 

4.3 Summations of Harmonics 
According to the IEC 61000-4-7, the following 

equation applies for determining the harmonic currents 
from more than one source connected to a common point 
[7]: 

(4) 

where in is the harmonic current of the order n, in•k is the 
harmonic current of the order n from source number k, and 
a is an exponent chosen from Table 1. 

T bl 1 a e : S ii h ummatlOn ex Jonents or armOlllCS. 
a harmoni c order 
1 h<S 

lA S:5;h:5;lO 
2 h> 10 

Figure 7 shows the harmoni c content from the sum of 
two Enercon and the calculated content. 
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Figure 7: Calculated harmonic con tent from two different 
Enercon E-40 by means of the time series of current and by 
means of Equation 4. 



The hannonic content of the sum of the two Enercon is 
derived from the sum of the measured time series of the 
current. The caIculated harmonics content has been 
perfonned by Equation 4 and the hannonic content of each 
Enercon. 

4.4 Inter-hannonics 
Enercon wind turbines not only produce harmonics, 

they also produce inter-hannonics, i.e. harmonics which 
are not a multiple of 50 Hz. Since the switching frequency 
of the inverter is not constant but varies, the hannonics will 
also vary. Consequently, since the switching frequency is 
arbitrary the hannonics are also arbitrary. Sometimes they 
are a multiple of 50 Hz and sometimes they are not. Figure 
8 shows the total harmonics spectrum from one Enercon. 
As can be seen in the figure, at lower frequencies there are 
only pure hannonics but at high er frequencies there are a 
whole range of harmonics and inter-hannonics. This whole 
range of hannonics and inter-hannonics represents 
variations in the switching frequency of the Enercon 
inverter. 
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Figure 8: Harmonic and inter-hannonic con tent in 
current. 

5 START 

Figure 9 shows the active and reactive power during the 
start of the Enercon E-40 located on Gotland under high 
wind speed conditions. At the time, t=30 s., the generator is 
connected to the grid via the converter. The active power 
rises smoothly and gently from a stand still to rated power. 
The whole process takes approximately 50 s. During the 
time the active power rises, the reactive power is controlled 
in order to keep the power factor constant. 
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Figure 9: Active and reactive power during start. The 
upper (positive) curve is the active power and the lower 
(negative) curve is the reactive power. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The power quality of the variable-speed wind turbine 
shows a low flicker contribution, a controllable power 
factor and a smooth start/stop, which have minor impact on 
the grid_ One drawback with the variable-speed wind 
turbine is the injection of current harmonics into the grid. 
This variable-speed wind turbine is equipped with a forced
commutated inverter. The current hannonics produced by 
the inverter are low compared with wind turbines equipped 
with grid-commutated inverters. Since the switching 
frequency of the inverter is not fixed the wind turbine not 
only produces hannonics but also inter-hannonics. 

The methods for calculating and summing flicker 
proposed by IEC Standards are reliable. Hannonics and 
inter-hannonics are treated in the IEC 61000-4-7 and IEC 
61000-3-6. The methods for summing hannonics and inter
harmonics in the IEC 61000-3-6 are applicable to wind 
turbines. In order to obtain a correct magnitude of the 
frequency components, the use of a well-defined window 
width, according to the IEC 61000-4-7 Amendment l is of 
great importance. 
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ABSTRACT: The present paper describes the work don e in power quaiity subtask of the project "European Wind Turbine 
Testing Procedure Developments" funded by the EU SMT program. The objective of the power quality subtask has been to 
make analyses and new recommendation(s) for the standardisation of measurement and verification of wind turbine power 
quality. The work has been organised in three major activities. 

The first activity has been to propose measurement procedures and to verify existing and new measurement procedures. 
This activity has also involved a comparison of the measurements and data processing of the participating partners. 

The second activity has been to investigate the influence of terrain, grid properties and wind farm summation on the 
power quality of wind turbines with constant rotor speed. 

The third activity has been to investigate the influence ofterrain, grid properties and wind farm summation on the power 
quality of wind turbines with variable rotor speed. 
Kewords: Power Quality, Standards, Electrical System, Wind Farm. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increased size of standard grid connected wind 
turbines and the utilisation of wind turbines in larger 
scales has caused an increasing influence of wind turbines 
on voltage quality of the power system. 

Methods to measure and quantify the power quality of 
wind turbines were early developed on nationallevel, but 
the need for common reference across the boarders has 
initiated international standardisation work in the field. 

The EU project "European Wind Turbine Standards" 
(EWTS) [3] funded by the Joule II Programme defined an 
"Electrical Power Quality Measurement Procedure" in 
February 1996, based mainly on the German standard. The 
EWTS procedure formed the basis for the Measnet 
measurement procedure on "Power Quality of Wind 
Turbines"[2]. 

IEC initiated the standardisation on power quality for 
wind turbines in 1995 as a part of the wind turbine 
standardisation in TC88, and ultimo 1998 IEC issued a 
draft IEC-61400-21 standard for "Power Quality 
Requirements for Grid Connected Wind Turbines"[1]. 

2 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES 

To verify the measurement procedures, all partners 
have measured power quality characteristics 
simultaneously on a 600 kW Bonus wind turbine in 
Hagshaw Hill wind farm in Scotland 13 - 17 October. 

The power quality characteristics that were measured 
were reactive power, power variability, flicker, transients 
and harmonics. Both Measnet and IEC definitions have 
been applied. 

2.1 Reactive power 
The measured reactive power is shown vs. active 

power in Figure 1. Only data from a single hour is 
ineluded, to avoid the influence of different voltage levels 
on the reactive power. 

The figure reveals that Ris~ measures slightly lower 
values of consumed reactive power than DEWI and 
CRES. Analysis of the differences showed that the 
measurements were within the 2 % required in the 
Measnet procedure, and the requirements of the draft 
IEC61400-21. 
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Figure 1. One minute mean values of reactive power 
vs. active power measured in the same period by Risl'l, 
DEWI and CRES. 

2.2 Power variability 
IEC and Measnet prescribes measurement of 

maximum instantaneous values of power as a 
characteristic for the power variations. Besides, a power 
variability is defined in the Measnet procedure as the 
relative standard deviation of the power. 

The measured standard deviations of the power have 
shown to be very elose. The maximum values show more 
deviations in the results. One reason for this has been the 
sampling rate. In Hagshaw Hill, CRES measured power 
with 20-25 samples per minute, which showed to be too 
little to measure the power peaks, because some of the 
power fluctuations are much faster. 

2.3 Flicker simulation procedure 
Flicker is defined in IEC 868 [4] and [5] to quantify 

the annoyance in the illumination from lamps. This 



annoyance depends on the voltage fluctuations at the 
con sumers. 

The voltage fluctuations at the consumers depend on 
fluctuating loads as weil as fluctuating production in the 
power system. The power from wind turbines is 
fluctuating, and therefore the wind turbines contribute to 
the voltage fluctuations on the grid. 

IEC 1000-3-7 [6] states a method to plan the voltage 
flicker level in the MV and HV level of a power system, 
based on the emission level of the individual loads on the 
system. The emission level of a fluctuating load is defined 
as the flicker level, which would be produced in the power 
system if no other fluctuating loads were present. 

Measurements of power quality are done on real grids 
with other fluctuating loads. To eliminate the influence of 
the fluctuations of the other loads, a method has been 
developed to simulate the voltage, which would be on a 
power system with no other fluctuating loads. 

The voltage is simulated as ujicft} on the fictitious 
reference grid seen in Figure 2. 

Rfic Lfic 

Figure 2. Simulation of voItage whieh would be on a 
power system with no other fluetuating loads. 

The fictitious grid is represented by an ideal phase to 
neutral voltage source udt) and a grid impedance given as 
a resistance Rjic in series with an inductance Ljic' The wind 
turbine is represented by the current generator im(t), which 
is the measured instantaneous value of the phase current. 

With this simple model, the fluctuating voltage ujicft} 
in the power system is given as 

. dim (t) 
ufic(t)=uo(t)+Rfic '!m(t)+Lfic .--

dt 
ujic(t) is then used as input to a voltage flicker 

algorithm as described in IEC 868. 

2.4 Flicker during continuous operation 
Table 1 shows measurements of flicker short term 

values with continuous operation of the Bonus 600 kW 
wind turbine in Hagshaw Hill. The measurements were 
synchronised manually, Le. within 1-2 seconds. 

Table 1. Simultaneously measured flieker Pst with 
short cireuit ratio 20, grid impedanee angles Pk 

Me.# Pk CRES DEWI NEL RisS?l 

1 30 0.185 0.184 0.169 0.191 
2 50 0.121 0.129 0.116 0.138 
3 70 0.042 0 .. 053 

85 0.D25 0.041 
4 70 0.074 0.060 0.074 

RisS?l used active and reactive power measurements to 
prediet the flicker level with a power based method 
described in [9], CRES and NEL used a Voltech power 
analyser with built in current flicker software, and DEWI 
used own software to simulate the flicker. 

This and other results show that flickermeters have a 
minimum Pst value due to the the binning of the 
instantaneous flicker level in classes. The Voltech power 
analyser have a minimum Pst value of 0.074, even though 
it uses a more jetailed binning than required in IEC 868. 

Consequently, a weak reference grid (Le. low short 
circuit power) shall be seleeted for the reference 
calculations. If a too strong grid is seleeted then the 
calculated flicker value will be the minimum value of the 
instrument. Using this Pst value to estimate Pst on weaker 
grids will only give a scaled minimum value. 

2.5 Transients during switching 
Wind turbines typically generate transient currents 

during cut-in and cut-out and switching between 
generators. 

In the EWTS procedure, the transients were 
characterised by current spike factors, Le. the ratio 
between the maximum RMS value of the current and the 
rated current. 

In the Measnet procedure, the current spike facto r was 
supplemented with a grid dependent switching factor, 
which can be used to predict the maximum voltage 
variation, taking into account the grid impedance angle. 

The definitions in the draft IEC 61400-21 aim to 
specify characteristics, which can be used to assess the 
voltage fluctuations according to IEC 1000-3-7 [6]. 
Consequently, the IEC draft has omitted the current spike 
factor, but defines a voltage change factor almost similar 
to Measnets grid dependent switching factor. Moreover, 
the draft IEC 61400-21 defines a flicker step factor which 
can be used to prediet the flicker influence of the 
switching operation. 

A set of reference measurements logged by DEWI in 
Hagshaw Hill have been used to compare the calculation 
routines for flicker. The results of the calculated flicker 
step factors for the cut-in operation are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of ealculated flieker step factors 
kf during eut-in. 

2.6 Harmonics 
The harmoni c measurements in Hagshaw Hill have 

also been compared. Generally, the harmonic emission 
was very low, because the wind turbines are not equipped 
with power electronics for power conversion. However, 



the comparisons have shown that the measurements and 
calculation software of the partners predict harmonies 
within the 0.1 pet. of rated current which is required in the 
draft IEC 61400-21. 

3 CONSTANT SPEED WIND TURBINES. 
The power quality measurements in Hagshaw Hill 

have been compared to measurements on the same type of 
600 kW Bonus wind turbine in Gudum in Denmark. The 
wind turbine is stall regulated with one rotor speed. 

The main difference between the two sites is the 
terrain. The Hagshaw Hill wind farm is sited in complex 
terrain, whereas the Gudum wind turbines are sited in a 
more flat terrain. Another difference appeared to be that 
the voItage level in Hagshaw Hill is higher than in 
Gudum. 

3.1 Reactive power 
Figure 4 shows 10 min mean values of the reactive 

power vs active power measured by Ris~ with the same 
power transducers in Hagshaw Hill and Gudum. 
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Figure 4. The reactive power consumption of the 
Bonus 600 kW wind turbine in Hagshaw Hill 
(Scotland) and Gudum (Denmark) 

The analysis showed that the deviations in reactive 
power are due to a combination of different effects. First, 
the difference in reactive power consumption at low power 
levels is most likely due to deviations in the capacities in 
the capacitor banks. Secondly, the reactive power 
consumption increases more with power in Gudum than in 
Hagshaw Hill, which is implied by the higher voltage level 
in Hagshaw Hill. The lower voltage in Gudum gives 
higher currents, which again implies higher reactive power 
consumption in the leak inductance of the induction 
generator. 

3.2 Flicker during continuous operation 
The flicker level is effected by the terrain as illustrated 

in Figure 5. Generally, the Pst values are higher in 
Hagshaw Hill than in Gudum. This is as expected because 
of the complex terrain in Hagshaw Hill. But it is also seen 
that the flicker values increase faster with power in 
Gudum than in Hagshaw Hill. This is a very important 
point, because the requirements on flicker emission are 
based on 99% percentile values. Figure 5 indicates that 
even though the flicker level is 100% higher in Hagshaw 
Hill in the medium power range, the 99 % percentiles will 

only be approximately 20 % higher in Hagshaw Hill than 
in Gudum. 
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Figure 5. Flicker Pst values vs. power of Bonus 600 kW 
wind turbines in Hagshaw Hill (complex terrain) and 
Gudum (flat terrain) for grid angle 30 deg. 

3.3 Transients during switching 
The higher voltage level in Hagshaw Hill also effects 

the flicker emission during cut-ins of the wind turbine, and 
consequentIy the flicker step factor. The higher voltage 
level implies more reactive power to magnetise the 
induction generator at cut-in. This transient reactive power 
for magnetising has a decisive influence on the flicker 
emission during cut-in. 

3.4 Summation offlicker 
According to IEC 1000-3-7 [6], the combined flicker 

emission Pst from various loads can be found as 

~ m 
p"'! = m L..Ji ~t.i 
where Pst.; is the flicker emission from the ith load, and 

m is an exponent depending on the type of the loads. 
Analyses have shown that for continuous operation of 
wind turbines, m=2 gives excellent resuIts. For switching 
operations, m=3.2 is recommended because this value fits 
when the switching operations do not coincide. 

3.5 Harmonics 
The harmonie measurements in Hagshaw Hill have 

also been compared. Generally, the harmonic emission 
was very low, because the wind turbines are not equipped 
with power eIectronics for power conversion. However, 
the comparisons have shown that the measurements and 
calculation software of the partners predict harmonics 
within the 0.1 pet. of rated current which is required in the 
draft IEC 61400-21. 

4 V ARIABLE SPEED WIND TURBINES. 

The analyses of power quaIity of variable speed wind 
turbines are based on measurements on Enercon E-40 
wind turbines with power converters based on forced
commutated semiconductors. 

4.1 Reactive power 
The use of forced-commutated semiconductors makes 

it possible to controI the power factor. Figure 6 shows the 
measured reactive power as a function of the active power 



from two different sites. The averaging time in the 
measurements are in both cases I minute. At Gotland the 
power factor is approximately 0,98 and at Skåne 0,99. 
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Figure 6. Reactive power as a function of active power 
from two different si tes, Gotland and Skåne. 

4.2 Transients during switching 
With a combined variable speed controI and pitch 

controi of the Enercon wind turbine, the cut-ins and cut
outs can be controlled to a very low level of tlicker 
emission. 

4.3 Harmonics and interharmonics 
The use of power converters implies a higher emission 

of harmonics and interharmonics on the grid. The 
traditional self-commutated semiconcuctors, i.e. thyristors, 
mainly emit harmonics at low orders. Modern power 
converters based on forced-commutated semiconductors 
like IGBTs can be controlled to switch at much higher 
frequencies. Besides, the emission is not concentrated on 
harmonics of the fundamental grid frequency, but 
distributed between the harmonics as interharmonics. 

IEC has initiated a revision of 61000-4-7[7] in order to 
improve the measurement methods for interharmonics. 
The draft IEC 61400-21 keeps measurements of 
interharmonic under consideration, awaiting this revision. 
Meanwhile, Measnet will specify a method based on a CD 
of the revision [8]. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The results from comparisons of simultaneous 

measurements in Hagshaw Hill show good agreement 
between the measurements of Risjil, DEWI, NEL and 
CRES. Moreover, the comparison of calculation results 
based on a set of reference measurements showed very 
good agreement between the analysis software of Risjil, 
DEWI and CRES. 

Measnet and IEC define methods to measure power 
quality characteristics, which aim at being independent on 
the grid where the measurements are done. The measured 
power quality characteristics can then be applied to 
calculate the influence on the voltage quality on another 
grid, characterised by a short circuit power and an 
impedance angle. 

The present work has illustrated that the grid 
properties still have an influence on the specified power 
quality characteristics. 

Another factor, which influences the resuIts, is the 
terrain. The comparison between measurements in 
complex terrain and in relatively flat terrain showed 
significant difference between the measurements of power 
variability and tlicker at low and medium wind speed, but 
the designing 99% percentiles were less sensitive to the 
terrain. 

All these effects could be taken into account by 
advanced methods, but such methods would depend 
strongly on the technology. The strength of the existing 
methods is their simplicity combined with a high degree of 
independence of technology. Even the specified methods 
do have limits concerning the technology. For instance, 
the specified method to measure flicker emission is not 
relevant to characterise a wind turbine with a voItage 
controlling power converter. 
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Abstraet: The power quaiity impact of a 20 kW direct-driven variable speed wind turbine equipped with passive blade 

pitching has been investigated. The electrical system of the turbine consists of a 66-pole permanent magnet synchronous 
generator, a diode rectifier and a thyristor inverter. The turbine causes a relatively high flicker in the medium wind 
speed range, but small changes in the dc-link can reduce this. The voltage distortion is small while the harmonic 
current injection reaches 10 % at rated wind speed. The investigation also shows that the passive pitch system allows 
high power quaiity. 

1. INTRODUCfION 

One very important issue when wind turbines are 
installed, is the power quaIity influence that the wind 
turbine has on the grid. Fixed-speed wind turbines often 
produce a large power pulsation [1-2] which may cause 
flicker on the grid. 

The fact that some wind turbines produce strongly 
varying output power has lead to high connection costs 
for wind turbines. Today, in Sweden, the cost for grid 
connection is up to 20 % of the total cost of the wind 
turbine. By using more grid-friendly turbines and 
demonstrating that these can be connected to weaker grids 
wouid, in many cases, give a substantiaI cost reduction 
for the connection of wind turbines to the grid and 
probably make variable-speed wind turbines more cost 
competitive. 

Variable-speed wind turbines have the drawback that 
they have been too expensive. One of the reasons for this 
is that active pitch controi is needed in order to operate at 
variable speed at higher wind speeds. Especially for small 
turbines, the cost for an active pitch mechanism is high. 

The Pitch Wind turbine is equipped with a special 
pitching concept, passive pitching, which makes it 
possible to operate this turbine at variable speed at all 
wind speeds, although this turbine lacks an active pitch. 
The pitching is obtained by pre-strengthened springs that 
make the blades pitch as the speed of the turbine 
increases. 

The purpose of the investigation is to evaluate the 
power quaIity impact of the 20 kW PitchWind wind 
turbine. The interesting power quaIity aspects are the 
grid voltage influence, flicker contribution and harmonic 
current injection. 

2. THE PITCHWIND TURBINE 

The investigated turbine is equipped with a passive 
pitching mechanism. The blade tips are pitchable and 
mounted with a pre-tensioned torsion spring on the inner 

blade. At rated turbine speed, the forces on the blade tips 
exceed the torque of the torsion springs and the blade tip 
starts to pitch. The pitching mechanism is designed to 
keep the turbine speed almost constant above rated wind 
speed. 

The electrical system of the PitchWind turbine is 
presented in Figure l. It has been designed for a 
permanent magnet direct-drive generator. To allow 
variable speed, a diode rectifier is used. The dc current is 
smoothed by a dc inductor and then the dc current is 
inverted into 50 Hz by a thyristor inverter. Since the 
thyristor inverter consumes reactive power and produces 
current harmonics a combined phase compensation and 
5:th harmoni c filter is used. This electrical system has 
been used because it can easily be made of standard parts, 
it is cheap and efficient. In the future, a PWM inverter 
system will be developed to improve power quaiity. 

66-pole DC Harmonie 
generator 1 __ il-nd.u.c.toHrl_l-_.:..:fi=lte;:r~........,"O 
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Diode Thyristor! ! 
rectifier inverter L..IJ 

Figure 1. The electrical system of the Pitch Wind 
turbine. 

At low wind speeds the generator current, and 
thereby, the power, is controlled as a function of the 
generator speed. At 8 m/s the turbine reaches 75 rpm. 
Above rated wind speed, the generator current is kept 
constant, which leads to a power which varies slightly 
with the turbine speed, even above rated wind speed. If 
perfectly smooth power is desired above rated speed, it 
can be obtained by controlling the power instead of the 
generator current. 



3. THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

The instantaneous values of the three phase currents 
and voltages, the rotor speed and the wind speed are 
recorded on a rapid data acquisition system. The rotor 
speed is obtained by measuring the generator frequency. 
The wind speed is measured using a wind speed sensor at 
hub height, 40 m west of the wind turbine. 

The signals are filtered and sampied simultaneously by 
the data acquisition system. For the flicker evaluation, a 
sampling frequency of 250 and 700 Hz is used with a 
104 Hz filter and for the harmonic analysis a sampling 
frequency of 10kHz with a 2 kHz filter is used. 

4. MEASUREMENTS 

Power quaIity is a very broad concept. For wind 
turbine applications, three aspects are of particular 
interest: voltage level influence, flicker contribution and 
harmonic current injection. 

4.1 Steady-state performance 

In Figures 2 and 3, the l minute average values of the 
power versus wind speed and the reactive power versus 
active power are presented. It can be noted that the 
turbine only reaches 16 kW, which indicates the need of 
pitch-spring adjustment. However, as the maximum 
power level is reached, the turbine sticks to it very weil. 
Compared with a fixed-speed stall regulated turbine, the 
average value is much more constant above rated wind 
speed. Compared with fixed-speed turbines and especially 
pitch-regulated such, the ratio of instantaneous peak 
power values to mean power is much lower for this 
turbine. From Figure 3 it can be observed that the 
harmoni c filter produces 10 kVA which gives a very 
good power factor at wind speeds above 5 mls. As the 
power increases, the reactive power surplus produced by 
the harmoni c filter decreases and for power levels above 
10 kW, the turbine starts to consume reactive power. 
This has the advantage that the voltage influence is 
reduced on most grids, since the voltage increase due to 
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Figure 2. Steady-state performance of the turbine. 
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3. Reactive versus active power (circles are 
without grid filter and stars with grid filter) 

active power is somewhat compensated by the voltage 
drop caused by the reactive power. In Figure 4, the 
steady-state voltage level influenced by the wind turbines 
for various different grids is presented. The short-ciruit 
capacity of the grid used in this calculation is 340 kV A, 
20 times the maximum average production of the turbine. 
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Figure 4. Steady-state voltage level influence 

Wind Turbine on various grids. 
by the Pitch 

As can be noted in Figure 4, the turbine has the 
highest influence on the grid voltage at low X/R-ratios. 
This is a typical situation if we have long cables. In the 
case of the present location of the turbine, the 
transformer is located af ter 420 m of cables which gives 
an X/R-ratio of 1. The variation in voltage level is, for 
the grid with an X/R-ratio equal to l, only l % as the 
wind speed changes. 

4.2 Power variations 

In Figure 5, typical time series of the power 
production are presented for the Pitch Wind turbine at 
6 mls and at 12 m/s. It can be observed that the turbine 
power is very elose to 15-16 kW during 25 minutes of 
wind speed of 12 mls. At the lower wind speed, the 
turbine follows the wind, trying to capture as much 
energy as possible, and thus, the output power is more 
uneven. A difference compared with fixed-speed turbines 
is that periodic power components caused by the blade 
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rotation are not present. Another difference is the fact 
that the instantaneous peak power values are relatively 
much lower for this turbine. With a controI limiting 
generator power above rated wind speed, instead of 
generator current, the power variations for this type of 
turbine can, in fact, become zero at full power. 

Figure 6 presents the spectrum of the power for the 
cases shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that there are 
no distinct components present in the spectrum as in the 
case of fixed-speed turbines [1,2]. However, due to the 
controI system some frequencies are somewhat amplified, 
unfortunately in the region sensitive to flicker. This can 
be seen since the spectrum between 0.5- 10 Hz is higher 
for the low wind speed case, in which the current controI 
is active, than for the high wind speed case, in which the 
current is kept constant. The increase in power variations 
around 3 Hz originates from the fact that rotor speed 
varies. At lower speeds, rotor speed changes much more, 
and thus, this amplification is higher for lower wind 
speeds. The low-frequency variations are higher for high 
wind speed than for low wind speed. This is because wind 
variations are higher at high wind speeds. 

4.3 Vo/tage variations-Flicker 

A method of describing the voltage quaIity is to 
determine the short-term flicker value, Pst. First, 
measured Pst values are derived directly from the 
measured voltages using the algorithm presented in [3]. 
This method not only incIudes the flicker contribution 
from the turbine, but also flicker caused by other sources 
in the grid. The result is presented in Figure 7. 

These flicker values are in fact rather high for medium 
wind speeds, more than for many fixed-speed turbines. A 
reason for this seems to be sub-harmonics originating 
from the generator frequency. Below, the flicker values 
without sub-harmonics will also be calculated. 
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Figure 7. Pst as a function of wind speed, direct method. 

To determine how much flicker impact only the 
turbine has on the grid, the calculated voltage impact is 
used instead of the measured grid voltage. Power 
pulsation in combination with reactive power will cause 
voltage variations on the grid. The voltage deviations are 
calculated as 

åU = Rgiq + Xgid 

where åU is the caIculated voltage deviation, Rg is the 
grid resistance, Xg the grid reactance and iq and id are 
the instantaneous active and reactive currents. Figure 8 
presents the Pst-values from the caIculated voltage 
variations caused by the wind turbine. 
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Figure 8. Calculated Pst as a function of wind speed, 
direct method. 



As can be observed, the flicker contribution from the 
wind turbine is somewhat lower then the flicker 
measured on the grid. This is quite natural, since other 
disturbances exist on the grid. When the wind turbine was 
shut off, the Pst-values were between 0.07 and 0.15. 

The high flicker values are parti Y caused by uneven 
power production, but also the fact that sub-harmoni c 
currents originating from the diode rectifier are emitted 
by the electrical systems. These sub-harmonics have 
frequencies between 30-70 Hz. With an improved dc-link 
filter sub-harmonics can be avoided and the turbine will 
then cause lower flicker values. 

5. 3 Harmonie current injection 

Since the wind turbine is equipped with a thyristor 
inverter, harmoni c currents are injected into the grid. 
The grid filter decreases the harmonie current injection, 
but of course, there are still current harmonies injected 
into the grid. Table l presents the harmoni c voltage level 
on the grid and the injection of harmoni c currents as a 
function of power level. The voltage harmonics are 
expressed as percentage of the actual grid voltage while 
the current harmonies are presented as percentage of the 
grid current at 15 kW. 

Table l. Barmonie voltages and currents. 

Power(kW) 3rd 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th THD 

5 0,21 0,41 0,31 0,45 0,15 0,26 0,15 0,91 

10 0,13 0,42 0,29 0,43 0,33 0,47 0,36 1,14 

15 0,10 0,28 0,12 0,53 0,44 0,61 0,52 1,38 

Power(kW) 3rd 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th IDD 

5 0,86 3,34 0,42 1,88 0,06 1,22 0,60 4,36 

10 1,00 5,28 2,39 3,48 0,22 2,30 1,55 7,91 

15 0,92 6,80 3,77 4,37 0,44 2,98 2,25 10,5 

It can be seen that the voltage distortion is below 
1.38 %, while the Swedish standard allows 6 %. 

The harmoni c current injection is 10% of the full-Ioad 
current, which is higher than the 5 % recommended by 
IEC [4]. Although higher current distortion can be 
accepted if the over-all power quaIity on the grid is low 
enough, a PWM inverter with much lower current 
harmonics will be developed. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The investigation shows that the passive pitching 
concept works weil. The power-quality problems are 
mainly caused by the electric and controi systems and can 
rather easily be avoided. 

The investigation shows that the Pitch Wind turbine 
produces a smoother output power compared with fixed
speed turbines at high wind speeds. The flicker levet at 
medium wind speeds is higher than for many fixed-speed 

turbines due to the presenee of sub-harmonics, 
originating in the diode rectifier. The flicker situation 
may be improved by better filtering on the dc-link. 

A further improvement rnay be obtained by low-pass 
filtering the power controi reference value. In this way, 
power pulsation become lower at lower wind speeds. 
However, this willlead to a minor loss of energy capture, 
since the turbine will operate more on the side of the 
optimal Cp-A. value. 

The used thyristor inverter causes low voltage 
distortion. However, due to high current distortion a 
PWM inverter will improve the power quaiity. 
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ABS1RACT: This paper presents the design and test evaluation of a 40 kW, directly driven, permanent-magnet 
generator with a frequency converter. The electrical system is designed for a turbine with a diameter of 12 m and stall 
regulation. The generator design is characterised by modular rotor and stator elements that may be produced in quantity 
without any large-scale facilities. The magnets are of the ferrite type furnished with laminated iron flux concentrators. 
The stator elements consist of an E-core lamination with a single coil. The main shaft and bearings are integrated into 
the generator design. The converter system consists of diode rectifiers and a thyristor inverter. Although this paper i s 
concerned with a 40 kW pilot scale test unit, a detailed design study for a 500 kW machine has been canied out and 
the construction is such as to lend itself to designs for much higher outputs. 
Laboratory tests of the generator with a frequency converter are being carried out. These tests cover the whole speed and 
power range. The tests focus on the power-speed performance, stability of the system and efficiency measurements. 
Keywords: Converters, E1ectricity Generators, Variable-Speed Operation 

1. INIRODUCTlON 

The development of permanent-magnetic material 
and the reduction of costs of the power e1ectronic 
components have opened the possibility of designing 
cost-effective wind turbines with a directly driven 
generator. However, the directly driven generator needs 
damping, either with mechanical springs and dampers or 
preferably with an e1ectrical damping, i.e. variable speed 
operation. With directly driven generators, which are 
optimised for low speed operation, the performance 
(efficiency, reliability) of the systems can be improved 
whilst the cost can be reduced. The design of the drive 
train is also greatly simplified compared with a 
conventionai drive train with gears and a high-speed 
generator. 

This paper presents the design and test evaluation of 
a 40 kW, directly driven, permanent-magnet generator 
with a frequency converter. The electrical system i s 
designed for a turbine with a diameter of 12 m and s tall 
regulation. Although this paper is concerned with a 
40 kW pilot scale test unit, a detailed design study for a 
500 kW machine has been carried out and the principle 
is such as to lend itself to designs for much higher 
outputs. 

Laboratory tests of the generator with a frequency 
converter are being carried out. 

On the basis of several years of design experiences, 
the design of the generator has been evaluated and its 
performance has been compared with the theoretical 

predictions. The evaluation has particularly been 
concerned with parameter values, los ses and peak 
power. 

The work has been canied out within the Joule 
Project No 1OU2 CT 93-0297. 

3. THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The electrical system is characterised by the 
variable speed operation of the low speed permanent
magnet generator and the converter. The system also 
includes an electrical brake and a DC-current breaker, see 
Figure 1. 

3. l The Generator 
The generator design is characterised by a modular 

arrangement whereby modules of a set size, for both the 
permanent-magnet rotor and the stator, may be 
assembled to produce a machine of any required rating 
within a wide range. At the higher ratings, for example 
lMW, the slow speed of rotation associated with a 
direct-couple generator requires that the diameter be very 
large - perhaps of the order of 4m - yet the modules 
required to produce such an assembly can be 
manufactured with quite modest facilities. The modular 
philosophy and initial small (lkW) proving tests are 
described in [1]. The modules for the machine of this 
paper are of a more modern and commercial design, yet 
still employ fenite magnets in the rotor modules and a 



simple concentric coil, in abasic 'E-core' stamping for 
the stator. 

The machine tested has 48 rotor modules, arranged 
to gi ve 24 pole-pairs with a rotor diameter of I .287 m. 
The stator is comprised of 27 modules placed in a ring to 
give an air gap of 3.25 mm. This relatively small 
number of modules results in a curvature which is about 
the minimum possible for the module design. To set the 
rating to about 40 kW, to match the existing turbine, 
the active length of the modules was set to 0.1 m. The 
length is only 2/3 the pitch of the stator modules, and 
this has resulted in end effects assuming much more 
significance than they would in a machine using 
modules of greater length (which is easily achieved) for 
higher powers and so, in this respect, the machine i s 
atypi ca!. 

Mechanically, the generator was designed to include 
all bearings necessary to carry the turbine, mounted 
upwind on the shaft. This resulted in an overall diameter 
of 2.11 m, and length (not including the front bearing) 
of 0.7l2m with a total mass of 4500 kg. 

Each stator coil was designed to give an open-circuit 
voltage of 211 V rms at the nominal speed of 75 
rev/min. The relatively high inductance of each coil 
requires that it be tuned with a capacitor, placed across 
the terminals of individuaI rectifier bridges, connected 
in parallel, so as to achieve full potential output into a 
DC-link, over the working range of speed. Post
production problems with respect to current capabilities 
of available equipment forming the power conditioning 
and connection to the grid required that the modules be 
arranged into two groups, connected in paralIeI within 
each group, and then the two groups connected in series 
to form the DC-link. This is not the ideal mode of 
connection for the number of modules existing, but it i s 
believed that it will not have a serious effect upon 
performance. 

3.2 The Frequency Converter and Electrical Brake 
The DC-bus interfaces a thyristor based DC/AC

converter via one smoothing inductor. The DC/AC
converter is connected to the grid through a trans former, 
which makes it possible to operate the converter on a 
500 V leve!. 

In case of a controI system failure or loss of grid, 
two independent brake systems are implemented for 
braking the turbine shaft, even in the case of an internai 

system signal failure. The brake function is obtained 
without access to the grid. The barking systems are 
realised as one mechanical and one electrical system [2]. 
The electrical brake system acts directly on the DC-bus 
output. 

In order to controI the braking torque several 
methods can be used. Three different methods of 
electrical braking of a variable speed wind energy 
converter can be used. The simplest solution is to 
connect a resistor to the frequency converter DC-link. 
When activating the brake, the resistor is connected to 
the DC-link resulting in a braking current proportional 
to generator voltage and, hence, the turbine speed. This 
implies an optimal braking torque only within a small 
speed range. Using a high er value of the resistance 
makes the brake more efficient at higher speeds and vice 
versa. 

To increase the speed range, in which the resistor 
brake is efficient, two or more resistors can be used. The 
switches connected to the resistors are then to be 
switched in order to decrease the total resistance as the 
turbine speed decreases. 

The brake for this system is based on the third 
method, where the brake current is held at a constant 
level independent of the generator voltage. This i s 
achieved by switching the resistor on and off and will 
result in maximum torque controI. 

In Figure l, the main circuit of the DC-link i s 
shown. The transistors Tl, T2 and T3 are insulated gate 
bipolar transistors (1GBT). Directly af ter the diode 
rectifier, electrolyte capacitors are connected in order to 
stabilise the DC-voltage. Without capacitors the 
voltage will rise uncontrolled when opening the 
breaker, due to the high inductance in the armature 
windings of the generator. 

Besides the components shown in Figure 1, the 
circuit is equipped with protection devices against over
voltages, which could damage the transistors. 

Aschematic drawing of the electrical brake is shown 
in the middle part of Figure 1. The idea is to keep the 
braking current from the generator at an almost constant 
value by switching T2 on and off. When the brake i s 
activated, Tl is switched on and kept in the conducting 
state throughout the braking procedure. 

In the DC-link, between the brake and the 
smoothing inductance, a DC-breaker is placed. 

27 Parallell modules El. brake OC breaker Grid 
.- - - -

* I Lb r 
I
T1 

* 
I 

Figure l: Electrical system with generator, rectifier, brake, DC-breaker and inverter. 



The breaker consists of a transistor, T3, which can 
break DC currents up to 200 A. When the electrical 
brake is activated this breaker will, at the same time, 
break the current through the thyristor inverter. The 
transistor is turned on again when the controi computer 
of the wind energy converter sends a reset signal to the 
controi system of the brake. 

In some cases of grid failure, the grid will act as a 
short-circuit to the inverter. This results in a large 
current through the inverter and in a blown fuse. This 
fuse must be replaced manually. The breaker will, 
however, open the DC-link at a grid loss, thereby 
reducing the need for service. 

4. PERFORMANCE 

Laboratory tests of the generator with a frequency 
converter are being carried out. These tests cover the 
whole speed and power range. The tests focus on the 
following aspects: 
l. system parameter identification 
2. power-speed performance of the directly driven 

generator with converter 
3. efficiency measurements 
4. stability of the system 

The laboratory system and tests of the generator 
are reported in more detail in [3]. 

4.1 Laboratory Set-up 
During the laboratory tests a 40 kW DC-machine 

drives the generator. The nominal speed of the DC-

machine is 1500 rpm and, therefore, a gearbox of the 
ratio 21: 1 is mounted between the generator and the 
DC-machine. The generator shaft speed and torque are 
measured, and, thereby the input power. In addition, 
the generator arrnature voltage, current and acti ve 
power are measured with a DC power meter. 

4.2 Results of Measurements 
The resistance of each coil was measured and all 

were very close to 0.97 Q at 19 deg. C. The inductance 
of each coil was deterrnined to be 119 mR. This i s 
close to the value of 112 mR estimated from 3-D field 
plots at the design stage. The inductance value i s 
important, as indicated in Section 3.1, because it gi ves 
high internal impedance which retricts the maximum 
power output, uniess it is tuned by capacitance. It i s 
obviously desirable to be ab le to estimate the 
inductance value with reasonab1e accuracy at the design 
stage. The same is true for the induced, open-circuit 
voltage of the coils, and the value of 203 V rms 
measured at 75 rev/min is close to the value of 211 V 
rrns predicted at the design stage. 

Figure 3 shows the DC -power as a function of the 
DC-current at five ratationai speeds. The power 
increases almost linearly with increasing current as the 
DC-current increases from O to about 60 A. At high 
currents the voltage drap becomes so high, due to the 
arrnature impedance that the power decreases. This drop 
limits the power. At 75 rpm the power maximum is 
32 kW at a DC-current of 65 A, for the generator 
prototype. 

Figure 2: The generator (right) mounted on the wind turbine nacelle for laboratory tests. 
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Figure 3: DC-power as a function of DC-current at 
different speeds. 

The torque of the generator is shown in Figure 4. 
As can be seen, the maximum torque at different speeds 
is reached at the same current, approximately 70 A. 
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Figure 4: Generator shaft torque as a function of DC
current at different speeds. 

The efficiency of the generator with diode rectifiers 
is approximately 85% at maximum power, and, what i s 
more important, e10se to 90% at parti al load. 
Moreover, the efficiency is high at low power since 
the generator then operates at a low speed see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Efficiency of the generator operated with 
diode rectifiers at selected rotationaI speeds. 

The step response of the DC-current shows a fast and 
stable operation of the generator and converter system. 
Thereby, the torque controI of the wind turbine will 
also be good, see Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Step response of the DC-current. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the measurements and the theoretical 
evaluation reveal good system performance and 
efficiency. The peak power performance at rated speed i s 
within the operation al envelope of the wind turbine. 

The project also demonstrates that a wind turbine 
system with a directly driven permanent-magnet, low
speed generator and a frequency converter is weil suited 
for up-scaling today's commercial sized wind turbines. 
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Abstract: Direct-driven wind turbine generators have a high inductance compared with normal 1500-rpm 
generators. Therefore, their rated power and efficiency are sensitive to the type of rectifier they are connected to. The 
mechanisms behind this are discussed and four different rectifiers are presented and compared. Through simulations i t 
has been shown that a transistor rectifier utilizes the generator weil and can lead to low generator currents and a 
constant flux linkage. An almost constant flux linkage is achievable also with a series compensated diode rectifier, 
while part-Ioad currents are slightly high er than for the transistor rectifier. A plain diode rectifier cannot utilize the 
generator weIl and a shunt compensated rectifier leads to high flux linkage at part-Ioad. 
Keywords: Generators, Power Electronics, Performance. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Direct-driven generators for wind turbines are 
interesting since they make a gear unnecessary and can 
increase energy efficiency. They also allow for a more 
integrated drive train design. Since they can be made 
smaller and better if they are not made for 50 Hz 
frequency, they are usually equipped with a frequency 
converter. The generator currents are first rectified into 
dc currents and then inverted into grid frequency. The 
frequency converter also allows variable generator 
speed. For a 1000 or 1500 rpm synchronous generator, 
the performance is almost the same, regardless of which 
rectifier it is connected to. However, the extremely low 
generator speed and high shaft torque required, make the 
stator inductance of direct-driven generators several 
times high er than for 1000-1500 rpm generators. This 
paper aims at showing that the choice of rectifier has a 
large influence on the rated power, the flux linkage and 
the armature current of a direct-driven PM generator. 

2. ELECIRIC MODEL OF A PM GENERATOR 

One phase of a permanent magnet generator can, 
electricaIIy, be represented by the circuit in Figure 1 a. 
The magnetic fields from the permanent magnets induce 
a voItage ert) in the stator winding. Both the amplitude 
of the induced voltage, as weil as its frequency, increase 
linearly with rotor speed. A current i(t) in the stator 
winding causes losses and voltage drop, both 
phenomena are represented in the model by the 
resistance R. Apart from causing resistive voltage drop, 
the stator current also produces a magnetic field of i ts 
own, which is added to the field generated by the 
permanent magnets. Depending on the phase delay of 
the stator current, the total magnetic field in the 
generator either increases or decreases as the current 
increases. This effect is represented by the inductance L 
in the model. The voitage u '(t) corresponds to the 
voltage induced by the total magnetic flux and the 
voltage drop over L makes u'(t) different from ert). The 
stator flux linkage can be caIculated from the circuit 
model as the integral of u '(tjo 

It is the stator inductance L that has been found t o 
cause problems in the efficient utilization of direct
driven generators. The reason is that the voltage drop 
caused by the inductance either reduces the magnetic flux 
of the generator or, if the t1ux is kept high, the voltage 
drop increases the phase-delay between the current and 
the induced voltage ert). 

L i(t) R 
\ 
\ 
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a) b) 
Figure l: aj An equivalent one-phase modeloj the 
generator and bJ the corresponding phasor diagram for 
sinusoidal voltages and currents. 

3. THE INVESTIGATED GENERATOR 

In this paper, the discussion is based on one 
specific generator with parameters similar to the 
generators presented in [1]. The chosen parameter values 
are typical for generators in the MW range. The 
generator parameter values are expressed in per unit, 
which relates them to a bas e voltage, a base current and a 
base frequency. 

The RMS-voltage E induced by the permanent 
magnets is used as the base value for voltages, thus 
having the value l p.u. (per unit) at rated speed. The rated 
RMS-current is used as the base value for the currents, 
and is l p.u. The frequency ro at rated speed has been 
chosen to be l p.u. Having selected these three base 
values, it can be derived that the stator no-Ioad t1ux 
linkage will have an RMS-value of l p.U. GeneraIIy, the 
no-Ioad flux linkage, which is produced by the 
permanent magnets, will also set the limit for the 
aIIowable flux. However, from a saturation point of 
view, it is not the RMS-value that should be limited, but 
the peak value. Therefore, as the generator t1ux linkage 
is later investigated, it is its peak value which is limited 
to 1.41 p.u., not the RMS value which has to be limited 



to 1 p.u. The rated apparent power of the generator stator 
will be 1 p.u. per phase. 

The investigated direct-driven generator has a stator 
inductance L of 1 p.u. and a resistance R of 0.04 p.u. The 
high inductance value means that a current equal to the 
rated current, with rated frequency, will cause a voltage 
drop mLl over the inductance with equal amplitude as the 
internai voltage E. The reason the terminal voltage will 
not be come zero, even if the voltage drop amplitude i s 
equal to E, is that the voltage drop is not in phase with 
E. This can be seen in the phasor diagram in Figure 1 b. It 
is, in fact, possible, despite the large voltage drop over 
L, to keep the voltage U' equal to E by controlling the 
phase delay of the current so that the voltage drop 
phasor is almost perpendicular to E. Different rectifiers 
cause different phase delays of the current and, therefore, 
different flux linkage and power. 

4. MAXIMUM UTlLIZATION OF THE GENERATOR 

In this section, the power of a generator with a 
forced-commutated sine-wave rectifier is investigated 
analytically. The terminal voltage and currents are 
assumed to be sinusoidal, which allows the steady state 
performance to be analyzed from the simple ph as or 
diagram in Figure 1 b. 

The phasor diagrams for three investigated controi 
methods are shown in Figure 2. The methods are: (I) to 
keep the current in ph ase with U', (II) to keep the RMS
value of U' equal to E, or (III) to keep the current in phase 
with E. The first method (I) does not require a 
controllable rectifier, instead it has the same ph ase delay 
of the current as if the generator had been loaded with 
purely resistive load or with a plain diode rectifier. 
Methods (II) and (III) require that the generator i s 
supplied with reactive power from its load, which, 
therefore, either has to be a transistor rectifier or a load 
with capacitors. 

ä' l V' 
- (I) -

P~l 
V' 

(II) -

~ 
V' 

(III) -

Figure 2: The phasor diagrams for a generator with 
three different controi methods. 

The generator power at rated speed can be calculated 
as a function of armature current. In Figure 3a, the 
generator input power for the three control methods are 
shown. It can be seen that controi (I) is not efficient 
since it leads to low power. Controi (II) leads to a higher 
power, and the highest power is achieved by means of 
controi (III). At currents less than 0.7 p.u. the difference 
between controls (II) and (III) is small. 

Figure 2 shows that the different controi methods 
lead to different RMS-values of U'. As a consequence, the 
stator flux linkage will not be the same for the different 
controi methods, which can be seen in Figure 3b. It can 
be seen that the low power produced with control (I) i s 
due to a large reduction of the stator flux linkage. The 
stator flux linkage capability is, therefore, poorly 
utilized with this contro!. Controi (III) will lead to an 
increase in flux linkage as the current increases. This i s 
normally not allowed, because it will lead to saturation 
and high core losses. By using controi (II), the flux 

linkage is kept constant and the stator flux linkage 
capability is fully utilized. 

It is possible to show that controi (II) lead to the 
highest power produced, if the rated current and the no
load flux linkage are not be exceeded. With this control, 
the generator investigated produce a power of 0.825 p. u. 
at rated current and rated flux linkage. 
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a) b) 
Figure 3: a) The per unit input power of the generator 

with the different current controi methods and 
b) the corresponding per unit peak flux 
linkage. 

5. HOW TO COMPARE RECTIFIERS FOR WIND 
TURBINEGENERATORS 

The rectifier cannot be seleeted only on the basis of 
its own losses and cost. Instead, its influence on the rest 
of the wind energy converter must be included. A final 
decision will mainly be based on which rectifier leads to 
the lowest cost of the energy produced by the wind 
energy converter. There are several different ways i n 
which the choice of rectifier influences the cost of the 
produced energy. Of course, the investment cost of the 
rectifier adds to the energy production eos t, but also the 
rectifier los ses influence the energy production and, 
thereby, the production cost. Besides these direct 
influences, the rectifier also influences the size and 
losses of the generator. In most cases, this indirect 
influence will be more important than the direct rectifier 
cost and rectifier losses, because the direct-driven 
generator is a more expensive part than the rectifier and 
its losses are higher. 

A complete rectifier comparison, leading to general 
results, cannot be made. Different wind turbines make 
different demands on the generator, and different 
generators will have different parameters. The generator 
also needs to be optimized for different rectifiers, while 
in this paper the same generator is used with different 
rectifiers. To still be able to draw conc1usion on which 
rectifiers seem to be worth investigating further, a 
comparison has been made regarding how high current 
and flux linkage the different rectifiers result in. From 
this, it can be estimated how generator losses change, 
although exact values cannot be given here. 
Additionally, the rated power of the generator with 
different rectifiers is presented. A rectifier which 
produces a low power with the investigated generator 
will require a larger generator than the other rectifiers to 
produce the same active power. 

6 DIFFERENT RECTIFIERS 

Figure 4 shows the four types of rectifiers compared. 



6.1 Plain Diode Rectifier 
The plain diode rectifier is, for many generators, the 

obvious choice because of its low losses, approx. 0.5 %, 
and because of its low cost. However, the diode rectifier 
keeps the current in ph ase with the terminal voItage, 
which for direct-driven generators leads to large voItage 
drops and low output power. Diode rectifiers also have 
the drawback that the dc-voItage they produce varies 
with generator speed and load, which increases the 
demands on the inverter to be used. 

a) b) 

e) d) 
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Figure 4: a) Plain diode reetifier, b) Shunt eompensated 
diode reetifier, e) series eompensated diode reetifier and 
d) transistor reetifier. 

6.2 Shunt Compensated Diode Rectifier 
Since the diode rectifier is so cheap and efficient, 

efforts to improve its performance in combination with 
direct-driven generators have been made. One alternative 
is to reduce the voltage drop by shunt compensation 
capacitors. The phase delay of the generator current then 
changes and increases the terminal voltage. 

In this investigation, the capacitors have been 
seleeted to maximize the rated power of the generator, 
since the high rated power of the generator is probably 
the single most important factor for reducing the over
all system eos t. The capacitors were seleeted so that 
they, at rated current, would lead to a peak value of the 
flux linkage equal to its no-load value. For the 
investigated generator, 0.25 p.u. capacitance was 
necessary. 

One drawback of the shunt compensated rectifier i s 
that the reactive current produced by the capacitors 
depends on the generator terminal voltage. At low load, 
the terminal voltage is high leading to a lot of reactive 
power being produced, when it is not needed. The higher 
the stator current the lower the terminal voItage 
becomes. Consequently, the reactive power produced by 
the capacitors decreases by increasing the current, while 
the need for compensation increases. For generators like 
wind turbine generators, these drawback s will be reduced 
slightly because the generator frequency is reduced at low 
power. 

6.3 Series Compensated Diode Rectifier 
To overeorne the drawbacks of the shunt 

compensated rectifier, the series compensated rectifier 
was designed [2]. Series connected capacitors produce no 
reactive power at no-load. As the current increases the 
need for compensation also increases and the series 

capacitors automatically produce more reactive power. 
For a generator operated at constant speed, series 
compensation can lead to an almost ideal compensation 
under all load conditions. However, since the frequency 
in wind turbine generators decreases at low load the 
series compensation over-compensates slightly at low 
load. The capacitance needed to series compensate the 
investigated generator is 1.58 p.u. Although the 
capacitance value for series compensation is much 
higher than for shunt compensation, the capacitors 
produce approximately the same reactive power since the 
voltage across the shunt capacitors is about twice as 
high as the voltage across the series capacitors. 

6.4 Transistor Rectifier 
The best option when it comes to controlling 

generator current and flux linkage is a transistor 
rectifier. It allows full controi at all loads; exactly the 
reactive power needed by the generator can be produced 
by the transistor rectifier, regardless of generator 
frequency and load. The generator will never be over- or 
under-compensated. But, the high rectifier losses 
compared with the diode rectifier, in the order of 2 %, and 
the high cost of the transistor rectifier are a drawback of 
this rectifier type. An advantage of the transistor 
rectifier, is that, contrary to the three diode rectifier 
solutions, it can produce a constant dc-voltage 
regardless of generator speed. 

7. GENERATOR PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT 
RECTIFIERS 

To compare how good the different rectifiers are for 
wind turbine generators, the flux linkage and current 
have been simulated as a function of power. The 
simulations have been made using the generator 
presented in Section 3 with the different rectifiers. To 
simulate the conditions in a wind turbine the generator 
speed and the power produced by the generator have been 
changed in the same way as in a variable speed wind 
turbine. The rated power from the turbine has been 
changed between the simulations so that the generator 
reaches rated power at rated wind speed, irrespective of 
which rectifier is used. 

Figure 5 shows the peak flux linkage. A high flux 
linkage leads to high core Iosses. Core losses are 
difficult to estimate, but they generally increase at least 
as the square of the flux; if the iron is saturated the 
increase is even high er. The differences in flux linkage 

between the rectifier types are more than ±20% from the 
rated flux linkage which means that core Iosses will 
ch ange a great deal. The plain diode rectifier leads to a 
flux linkage which is reduced as the power increases. 
This means core los ses are reduced, but since copper 
losses are high instead, the generator efficiency will 
still not be high. The shunt compensated diode rectifier 
produces a very high flux linkage at part load which 
leads to high core losses. The flux linkage is far higher 
than the rated values; only very elose to rated power does 
the flux decrease. The transistor rectifier is controlled to 
keep the flux linkage constant at its rated value, and 
consequently, core losses are never higher than at rated 
load. The series compensated diode rectifier produces 
resuIts similar to the transistor rectifier. The flux 
linkage is almost constant, independent of load. The 
resulting changes in core Iosses will be small. 

• 



The higher the current, the larger the winding los ses 
become. To keep the efficiency high, not only core 
los ses should be kept low, but the current should also be 
low. Figure 6 shows that the transistor rectifier will lead 
to low currents over the whole power range. However, 
the shunt compensated rectifier uses lower currents elose 
to rated power, but this is because it instead leads to a 
flux linkage higher than rated flux. Both of the capacitor 
compensated rectifiers lead to higher currents than the 
transistor rectifier at part-Ioad due to overcompensation. 
The plain diode rectifier requires high currents since i t 
leads to a terminal voltage drop which reduces the acti ve 
power for a given current. 
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Figure 5: The peak flux linkage as function of active 
power. (solid: series compensation, dashed: diode, 
dotted: shunt compensation and dash-dotted: transistor.) 
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Figure 6: The generator current as function of active 
power. (solid: series compensation, dashed: diode, 
dotted: shunt compensation and dash-dotted: transistor.) 

Not only current and winding Iosses can be seen i n 
Figure 6, but the generator power at rated current can also 
be found, as the power at a current equal to I p.u. The 
rated power indicates how large a generator the different 
rectifiers will require; the lower the power the generator 
can produce when connected to a certain rectifier, the 
larger the generator should be. For the plain diode 
rectifier, the maximum power is reached already at 
0.6 p.U. current. The rated power will be only 004 p.u., 
as compared with 0.82 p.u. for the transistor rectifier. 
This means that a generator of twice the apparent power 
rating will be needed if the diode rectifier system is to be 
used for the same wind turbine as the transistor rectifier. 
The shunt and series connected rectifiers lead to 
approximately the same rated power as the transistor 
rectifier 0.81 p.u. But, due to large differences in current 
and flux harmonics between these rectifier types, the 
differences in the Iosses they cause are not easily seen 

only by comparing the RMS-current and the peak flux 
linkage. The generators will lead to approximately the 
same rated power, but a detailed investigation of the 
Iosses must be made before the, possibly very small, 
differences can be estimated. 

Not only the rated power is important. For instance, 
stall controlled wind turbines require the generator t o 
produce a power higher than rated power, transiently. 
With the high generator inductance assumed, a high peak 
power is not possible to achieve. If the generator 
inductance is reduced, a high peak power can be 
produced. The difference between the rectifiers will then 
be that the series compensated rectifier and the transistor 
rectifier will be able to produce much higher peak power 
than the shunt compensated rectifier. The plain diode 
rectifier will not allow any power higher than rated 
power, if the inductance is not below approximately 
0.6 p.u. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

A plain diode rectifier cannot be used since it reduces 
the power the generator can produce by approximately 
50 %, compared with a transistor rectifier. Capacitor 
compensated diode rectitiers lead to almost equal 
generator output power, as a transistor rectifier, at rated 
flux linkage and current. 

Shunt compensation leads to a high flux linkage at 
part load and also high part load currents, which both 
increase generator Iosses and reduce efficiency. The 
possible peak power of the generator is also very low 
with shunt compensation. 

A series compensated diode rectifier leads to an 
almost constant flux linkage but leads to higher current 
than the transistor rectifier at part 10ad. 

A transistor rectifier has the potential of utilizing 
the generator best. It allows the highest rated power, as 
weil as the highest peak power of the generator. It al so 
allows low generator losses. However, series 
compensation will perforrn almost as weil as a transistor 
rectifier. Since the transistor rectifier may lead to a more 
expensive system and also has higher rectifier los ses, 
the series compensated diode rectifier is an interesting 
alternative. 

Before a final choice of rectifier is made, however, i t 
is important that both rectifier and generator are 
optimized as a system. 
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ABSTRACT: A prerequisite to discussing the environmental impact of wind turbine noise is a reasonable understanding of 
what is being impacted. This paper reviews the current knowledge in matter of natural wind-induced ambient noise and 
presents original measurement results on the pseudo-noise generation at the human ear. Finally, the masking of WT noise by 
ambient noise is discussed, especially its relationship to the temporal random noise level fluctuations induced by the 
turbulence in the wind. Indeed, though the ambient noise has a strong masking potential in terms of frequency contents and 
generated sound leveis, the influence of these fluctuations on masking is difficult to assess. It is shown how the deterministic 
models predicting the ambient noise can be coupled to the statistical analysis of the wind turbulence to yield reliable 
assessment of the amount of masking. 
Keywords: Environmental Aspects, LegisIation, Noise 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Noise annoyance is a difficult issue involving both a 
physical and a cognitive dimension. In general, govemment 
policies deal with the environmental impact of industrial 
plants by referring to the physical expo sure level. For 
example, in Sweden, the basis of the noise legislation is to 
bound the equivalent continuous A-weighted sound 
pressure level below certain limits, depending on the type 
of environment, the time of day and possible tonal 
components [1]. This over-simplified approach of the 
problem is not satisfying both from the community and the 
industry standpoints. Indeed, the community response 
cannot be predicted on the knowledge of the A-Ievel alone 
and detectability of the low-Ievel noises yields a better 
indicator to their intrusiveness [2]. 

Wind turbines are particularly penalised by the actual 
regulation. At remote immission points, the high wind
induced background noise is likely to mask partially, or 
completely, their presence, resulting in a decrease in 
loudness or even in the inaudibility of the turbine. The 
noise immission levels of wind turbines can be predicted 
with a reasonable accuracy [3]. And, the major obstacle to 
the implementation of a background noise related 
regulation is that very little is known about this noise, 
especially in windy conditions. Measuring the background 
noise level at each given site would be too time-consuming 
and would request an overwhelming number of data 
considering the importance of variables like wind speed 
and wind direction. Thus, models predicting the sound 
pressure level by frequency bands, Lp, are necessary steps 
in the characterisation of masking. 

The first part of this paper reviews briefly the 
parameters involved in masking. Then the wind-induced 
vegetation noise is described and original measurement 
results on the pseudo-noise generated at the human ear are 
presented. Finally, the masking of WT noise is discussed, 
especially in regard to the influence of the random ambient 
noise level fluctuations due to the wind turbulence. It is 
shown how their detrimental effect on masking might be 
assessed by studying the statistical characteristics of the 

wind turbulence at ground level and the mechanisms of 
signal detection involved by the human auditory system. 
2. PARAMETERS OF MASKING 

Masking is defined as "the interference with the 
perception of one sound (the signal) by another sound (the 
masker)" [4]. The masking is said to be complete when the 
masker leads to the inaudibility of the signal. The term 
"partial masking" is used when the presence of the masker 
results in a decrease of the signal loudness or of the 
noticeability of a given change of the signal. 

A concept of importance in masking is the notion of 
critical bands. The auditory system can be seen as a set of 
filters having frequency dependent bandwidths. The 
detectability of a signal is based on the signal-to-noise ratio 
(S/N) in each critical band, on the bandwidth of the critical 
band of interest, W, and on the signal duration, Ts. The 
detectability index is given by equation (1.a) for steady 
signals (from [2]) and by equation (1.b) for bursts duration 
in the range [100 ms - 1 s] (from [4]), 

!
0.4.JW lOS/N/lO, (1. a) 

Ts lOS/NIlO( W-r ) (1.b) 
d'= ~ 1/2 

-r 0.4Wn2(1+ lOS/N/10) 

where 't is an integration time of 100-ms. 
Hence, maskin g is best achieved when signal and 

masker have similar frequency contents. In this case and if 
both signal and masker are broadband and steady, the 
amount of masking can be assessed directly from the SIN 
of the equivalent continuous A-weighted levels. Hence, it 
is accepted that the signal is barely perceptible when the 
LAeq of the signal is the same as the LAeq of the masker. 

However, in order to distinguish and segregate sounds 
emanating from different sources, the human auditory 
system resorts to an intelligent processing which focus on 
certain components of the acoustic signals. Hence, periodic 
time variations of the signal (amplitude modulation) and 
presence of pure tones draw the attention of the ear on the 
signal and makes it easier to distinguish from the masker. 
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For instance, the ear is highly sensItIve to frequency 
modulation in the range [2-5Hz]; the threshold for the 
detection of amplitude modulation of broadband signals 
being as low as 1.0 dB in this range. The detectability 
enhancement implies that such signals are likely to be 
perceived as annoying. 

3. WIND-INDUCED VEGETATION NOISE 

In [5], a semi-empirical analytical model predicting the 
Lp generated by typical vegetation features (forest, hedge, 
single tree) and species (coniferous and deciduous) is 
presented. The model is based on a mathematical 
description of the noise generation mechanisms and the 
wind foliage interaction and yields the sound power level 
of each canopy point. Analytical expressions of the Lp at a 
given measurement point have been derived. They take into 
account propagation parameters like distance, ground 
reflection, absorption by air and vegetation and the 
integration over the whole canopy. Both laboratory and in
the-field measurement results have been used to calibrate 
and validate the model. It has appeared that deciduous 
species has higher sound power levels than conifers and 
that they generate sound in a vibro-acoustic way. They 
exhibit wind speed independent spectrum shapes which, in 
1/3 octave bands, are almost flat but with a broadband peak 
around 5000 Hz. On the other hand, coniferous species 
noise generation is of aeroacoustic origin and similar to the 
whistling of telephone wires in the wind. Their spectrum 
shapes are very wind speed dependent since they are 
characterised by a broad peak at the Strouhal frequency 
given by the needle diameter and by the wind speed. In the 
medel, the sound power levels of different tree species 
(spruce, pine, aspen, birch, oak) have been incorporated. 

Interesting results emerge straightforwardly from the 
analytical model like the small influence of the foliage 
density on the resulting LAeq due to the interaction between 
foliage density and wind speed. Another point of 
importance is the poor correlation existing between noise 
level and canopy volume, also a consequence of the 
previously quoted interaction. Noise levels are better 
correlated to the size of the windward surface of vegetative 
obstacles. 

In the present article, dimension considerations are 
evaded and the LAeq dependency on the wind speed U for 
all types of wind-induced noises is described by the so
called wind speed coefficient ex according to equation (2). 
Measurement results show that ex should be about 30 for 
deciduous species and 40 for coniferous ones. 

LAeq cc alog(U). (2) 

4. PSEUDO-NOISE AND HUMAN EAR 

A microphone placed in a turbulent flow responds to 
the local aerodynamic pressure fluctuations as if they were 
real acoustic signals. This pseudo-noise is the main source 
of background noise in the low frequency range and 
windscreens are necessary devices when outdoor 
measurements are to be carried out on a windy day. 
Anyway, pseudo-noise data obtained with a free 
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microphone, equipped or not with a windscreen, cannot 
directly provide information about masking because the ear 
response to wind turbulence differs from the microphone 
one. Furthermore, not being an "acoustic" noise, the A
weighting system cannot a priori be applied to assess 
human response to such a noise. 

As previously said, the system human head - ear canal 
strongly influences the pseudo-noise generation. Thus, 
measurement results gathered with a free microphone 
should be corrected with respect to the ear' s dynamic 
transfer function. This function relates the pseudo-noise 
measured by a microphone at the eardrum to the one 
measured in the free field. Since, from the knowledge of 
the author, this transfer function has never been the subject 
of previous studies, a series of laboratory measurements 
using an artificial plaster head placed in a flow was 
conducted to determine it. Sensitivity to parameters like 
velocity and angle of attack of the flow was also studying 
by carrying out the measurements at four velocities (3, 6, 
8.5 and 10.5 ms· l

) and seven angles of attack (0°, 30°, 60°, 
90°, 120°, 150° and 180°). As seen on Figure 1, the angle 
0° refers to the position for which the ear containing the 
microphone is facing the oncoming flow. 

18g~ .... <." 
microphone .' "'" 

dirW::on ...... ~,.,:~: ............................... ?Oo 
J;!;;:.: ... ~:~:~:: ............... .. ................ / 

Figure 1: Coordinate system for the angle of attack 

A common ear canal is 22.5 mm in length and 7.5 mm 
in diameter. In the experiment, it was modeled by a rigid 
tube which was 25 mm in length and 12.5 mm in diameter. 
The acoustic transfer function free-field-eardrum, measured 
in an anecholc room, has shown an acceptable agreement 
with previous studies [6], insuring that the present 
experimental set-up is representative of a real human ear. 
The dynamic transfer function, from now on referred to as 
T d, is defined as the difference between the Lp measured at 
the eardrum and the Lp measured in the free field by a 
microphone equipped of a 95 mm diameter foam 
windscreen (type B&K UA 0237). 

Above 1000 Hz , the measurements with the head were 
spoilt due to the amplification of the rather high flow noise 
by resonance in the ear canal. Anyway, this should not 
affect the determination of Td since pseudo-noises are low
frequency noises. Dimensioniess scaling laws could be 
derived in the present experiment for the free microphone 
with and without the windscreen and the head for 0° of 
angle of attack. For the others angles of attack, changes in 
the flow pattems as the velocities increases precluded 
dimensioniess analysis. The good correlation obtained for 
the angle 0° is certainly due to the fact that the microphone 
was then at the head stagnation point where no drastic 
changes in the flow occur whatever the velocity. 
Fortunately, this position corresponds to the lowest noise 
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generation in each frequency band and is thus the most 
interesting one. The dynamic transfer nmction for the 0° 
orientation was found to be only dependent of the variable 
jlU and is described by 

Td={5+31 10g(jIU)-17 log2(j1U) for //U<100 

O otherwise 

(3) 

The standard deviation between the predicted and 
measured values of Td is 4.0 dB. This rather high values is 
nonetheiess reduced to 2.5 dB when the measurement 
results obtained at 3 ms-l are disregarded. 

To describe briefly the spectra obtained at the other 
angles of attack, it might be reported that the frequency 
range [100-1000 Hz) is dominated by the 1200 orientation 
at all the velocities. The measured leve1s in this case are 
rather elose to the ones obtained with a free microphone 
not equipped with a windscreen. In the low frequency 
range [10-100 HzJ, the orientation 1800 exhibited the 
highest pseudo-noise levels at the velocities 8.5 and 10.5 
ms-l, obviously generated by the vortex shedding taking 
place behind the head. 

As seen previously, the respective LAeq of the signal 
and the masker provide information about the amount of 
masking for similar steady broadband noises. But the A
weighting system has been designed to simulate the human 
response to acoustic sounds, not to aerodynamic pressure 
fluctuations. Nevertheless, the acoustic transfer function of 
the ear canal is elose to zero for frequencies below 1000 
Hz [6], indicating that the great variations of sensitivity of 
the human auditory system below 1000 Hz are due to the 
eardrum and the inner ear responses. That means that 
human response to aerodynamic pseudo-noise can also be 
assessed by applying the A-weighting once the data 
obtained with a free microphone have been corrected with 
respect to the ear' s dynamic transfer function. Above 1000 
Hz, the pseudo-noise being of aeroacoustic origin, the A
weighting and free microphone measurement results 
provide directly reliable assessment of the human response. 

Pseudo-noise LAeq -values obtained with a 9 cm 
diameter windscreen were collected within the frame of a 
EU-project [6], one task of which was to develop an 
immission measurement method for wind turbine noise. 
Equation (4) fits the data measured at different sites with a 
standard deviation of 2 dB(A) for wind speeds higher than 
3 ms-l. When spectra were available, they were corrected 
for the predicted function Td and the LAeq re-assessed, 
leading to equation (5). The excess of masking generated at 
the human ear compared to the free microphone is readily 
obtained by subtraction and is given by equation (6). 

L Aeq,microphone = 7 + 50 10g(U) , 

LAeq,ear = 3 + 70 10g(U) , 

T d,A = -4 + 20 10g(U) . 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The influence of the head orientation on the total LA 
was studied in a similar way. The measured Td for th~ 
different velocities and angles of attack were added to 
typical outdoor pseudo-noise spectra and the LA re
assessed, Figure 2 shows the addition of LAe due ~ the 

'd . q ear s ynarmc transfer function as a function of both the 
angle of attack and the velocity. It is seen that the 
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orientation 1200 generated the highest pseudo-noise but 
that the others orientations are very sensitive to velocity 
increases. The reductions of LAeq due to the windscreen are 
also indicated on Figure 2. 

11 

10 / 
30 

i 8 15 

17 
~ 6 

10 

Angle of attack 

Figure 2: A-weighted dynamic transfer function TdA 

as function of the wind speed and the angle of attack. The 
marks (*) indicate the values of the Td,A' of the windscreen. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Wind turbines noise eIIl1SSlOn fits into two elasses: 
mechanical noise and aeroacoustic noise. The former 
originates in the machinery (gear box, drive train and 
generator) and the latter from the rotor. Considerable 
improvements in the design of the mechanical parts have 
achieved abatement of both the noise level and the pure 
tones generated by the machinery. Therefore, the noise 
emission of modem WTs is dominated by the broadband 
rotor noise. The wind speed coefficient lies typically in the 
range [10-20) for turbines with constant rotational speeds; 
the value 10 prevailing for wind speeds just above the cut
in. Wind turbine noise may also exhibit an amplitude 
modulation at the blade/tower passing frequency. Even 
weak, this modulation may lead to a masking release since 
the frequency of the modulation is typically 2-3 Hz and 
thus is easily perceived by the ear. 

By comparing the coefficients a of the relevant noise 
sources, the ambient noise is seen to increase faster with 
the wind speed than does the WT noise, Thus masking is 
minimum at low wind speeds and should then be studied 
for wind speeds just above the cut-in wind speed of the 
turbine. Figure 3 presents typical spectra from the different 
sources at wind speeds corresponding to about 6 ms-I at 
hub height (taken to be 40 m). The microphone and the ear 
spectra are given for a wind speed of 3,5 ms-l at 1.5 m in 
height. The birch, pine, ear and WT spectra have an overall 
LAeq of 38 dB(A). The calculation of the pine spectrum has 
been performed at a ve10city of 5 ms- 1 at 10 m height. Such 
a wind speed configuration is defined to give a WT noise 
of 40 dB(A) at a wind speed of 8 ms-I at 10 m height which 
corresponds to the immission limit given in [1]. 

In terms of LAeq, masking is achieved by the ear 
pseudo-noise and the vegetation noises, Nonetheiess, as 
seen on Figure 3, the detectability of the WT noise is still 
high in the frequency range [200, 2000 Hz] when the ear 
pseudo-noise or the birch noise are used as background 
noise. Masking is the best achieved by the pine species at 
this velocity. Neverthe1ess, noise spectra from conifers are 
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strongly wind speed dependent and the broadband peak 
will move toward higher frequency at higher wind speeds. 
Thus, the SIN of the L Aeq will become negative but the 
detectability may increase in some critical bands. Hence, 
consequences of avelocity increase on the masking are 
difficult to predict. 

30 
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Figure 3: Typical A-weighted spectra for the ambient 
noises and the wind turbine noise. (--) WT 38 dB (A), 

(-+) ear 38 dB(A), (-) microphone 35 dB (A), 
(-o) birch 38 dB(A), (---) pine 38 dB(A). 

Finally, it remains to discuss the influence of the 
random temporal fluctuations of the wind-induced noises 
due to the wind turbulence. Though turbulence affects also 
the noise propagation, only its influence on the noise 
generation is considered here since it is believed to lead to 
much stronger fluctuations. 

Random temporal variations of the masker may 
generate different types of masking. Forward, simulta
neous or backward masking can occur depending on when 
the masker is present, i.e. before, during or after the signal. 
Nonetheless, the time scale associated with the wind 
turbulence (typically the order of several seconds) is 
sufficiently long to prevent the occurrence of 
nonsimultaneous masking. Thus, in the present discussion, 
masking is assessed by studying the respective levels of the 
signal and the masker at the same time. 

Fluctuations of the wind turbine noise are uncorrelated 
to fluctuations of wind-induced ambient noise due to the 
lack of correlation between the wind turbulence at the WT 
hub and around the measurement position. This yields a 
fluctuating S/N which may make the WT noise perceptible 
during short time laps and thus contributes to reduce the 
masking. Nevertheless, this masking release should not be 
as significant as in the case of periodic fluctuations. 
Indeed, amplitude modulations, because of their 
periodicity, indicate the optimal times to listen and this 
predictability reduces considerably the masking. 

The S/N, being a fluctuating variable, has to be 
analysed statistically in order to provide assessment of the 
amount of masking. The study of the influence of wind 
turbulence on masking should take into consideration three 
aspects. The first is that the background noise has a higher 
wind speed coefficient (a=40) than the wind turbine noise 
(a"'lO) and then a higher sensitivity to turbulence. The 
second is the enhancement of turbulence at ground level 
due to the creation of mechanical turbulence by vegetation, 
buildings and complex terrain. Finally the third aspect is 
the temporal correlation of the wind speed because it 
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provides information about the relative sequencing of the 
signal-to-noise ratio which is determinant in the masking. 

According to [7], the wind speed can be represented by 
a gaussian distribution (N(U, 0;,» where, for flat terrain, 
the standard deviation O"u at height z is related to the mean 
wind speed U at height z and to the roughness length of the 
ground Zo by equation (7). For typical turbulence intensities 
and using equation (2), the LAeq, and thus the SIN, can then 
be approximated by gaussian distributions, N(LAeq, O"U and 
N(.1, oj, which parameters are given by equations (8) and 
(9): 

O" u / U = In -1 (z / zo) , 

O"L = aO"u / (UlniO) , 

I1=LAeq,w - LAeq,b; 0"2 = O"L,w
2 
+ O"L,b

2 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The indices b and w refer to the background noise and 
the wind turbine noise, respectively. Assuming aground 
roughness typical of terrain with many hedges and some 
trees, zo=O.I, a hub height at 40 m and a characteristic 
height of the vegetation of 3 m, this yields a standard 
deviation of 5 dB (A) for the ambient noise and 0.7 dB(A) 
for the wind turbine noise. The SIN standard deviation cr is 
then 5.05 dB (A) and is govemed by the fluctuations of the 
background noise. 

Knowing the SIN distribution, it is straightforward to 
calculate the probability for the S/N to be positive. But 
masking mechanisms bring also a temporal aspect since the 
SIN has to be positive during a certain laps of time for the 
WT to be perceived. Hence, very fast fluctuations of the 
SIN would be beneficial to the masking. Information about 
the temporal sequencing of the SIN can be obtained from 
the knowledge of its autocorrelation function in time. This 
function is rather complicated as two different time scales 
are involved, i.e. time scales of the turbulence at hub height 
and around the measurement position. Nevertheless, since 
the SIN fluctuations are mainly determined by the ambient 
noise fluctuations, the autocorrelation function of the SIN 
can be approximated by the autocorrelation function of the 
wind speed around the measurement place. Equation (lO) 
gives the probability of the S/N to be positive during a 
period T, 

Prob{ S/ N (t) > O,s/ N (t + T) > O} = f f p(x,y) dxdy. (10) 
00 

The joint normal density function p(x,y) introduces the 
correlation coefficient r which is primarily function of the 
lag T, the wind speed, the turbulence intensity and the 
height, 

p(x,y) = 1 exp{ __ -=-l_--=-
21C0"2~1- r 2 20"2 (1- r

2
) (11) 

[(x-I1)2 + (y_I1)2 - 2r(x -11)(y -11) n. 
Figure 4 shows the isoprobability of occurrence of a 

positive SIN during a period T, here called PS/N>o.r. as a 
function of the average SIN. The calculation was made 
with a standard deviation of 5 dB. It is seen that the 
probability decreases as expected with increasing T. 
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Nevertheless, signal duration is determinant for its 
detection and thus the masking probability cannot be 
readily defined by the probability 1- PS/N>o,T, for periods T 
shorter than 1 or 2 seconds. Indeed, the probability of 
masking involves two aspects. The first is that the 
probability of signal detectability increases with the signal 
duration for duration up to 1 or 2 seconds as shown by 
equation (l.b). For longer duration, detectability is only 
function of the S/N and the bandwidth (equation l.a). The 
second aspect is that the duration of the signal is a 
statistical events which probability decreases for increasing 
values. 

4.5 

3.5 

~ 3 10% 

Figure 4: Positive SIN isoprobability curves as function of 
the average SIN and the period T from eqns (10) and (11). 

The time dependency of the masking may be studied 
through the statistical analysis of the detectability index. 
This index is statistically related to the wind turbulence by 
the relationship 

-4 

d' = f ( Uw (U b) ) 
Uw Ub 

(12) 

where the function f is given by equation (1). The bar 
denotes average values, the indices b and w refer to the 
wind speed around the measurement position and at the 
WT hub. Statistically, the turbulence at the WT hub has a 
weak influence on d' and may be neglected. Thus the 
probability of detection is given by 

Prob{d'(t) > L,d'(t+ T) > L} = 

Prob (~) > rl(L),( Ub ) > rl(L) 

1
- 4 - 4 ) (13) 

Ub(t) Ub(t+ T) 

since f is a monotonic nsmg function in the range of 
interest. L is the value of the detectability index for which 
the signal is reliably reported (typically about 5). The 
maskin g probability, PM, can then be defined as 

P M = 1- Prob{ d'(t) > L,d'(t + T) > L} (14) 

From Figure 3, it is seen that detectability is likely to 
occur in the frequency range [200-2000Hz], with a peak 
around 630 Hz. Figure 5 shows the result of masking 
probability calculations for different average SIN and 
different times T. W was taken to be 100 Hz which is the 
bandwidth of the filter tuned to 630 Hz and the wind 
turbulence intensity was fixed to 30%. The masking 
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probability is minimum for 2 seconds duration and the 
90%-value is then reached for an average SIN of -2.5 dB. 
Additional calculations were performed to study the 
influence on the bandwidth on the masking probability for 
a zero S/N and T=2s. For a central frequency of 100 Hz, 
respectively 2000 Hz, i.e. for W=35 Hz, respectively 240 
Hz, the probability of masking is 90%, respectively 62%. 
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Figure 5: Masking isoprobability curves at 630 Hz 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the article, the masking related characteristics of the 
ambient noise have been reviewed. It has been shown that 
masking should be assessed for rather low wind speeds 
situations. At such wind speeds, the excess of masking in 
terms of LAeq provided by the pseudo-noise generation at 
the ear does not affect the detectability of the WT in the 
important frequency bands. Furthermore, although that 
deciduous tree species are the noisiest, conifers are the 
most favorable to the masking with regard to frequency 
contents and have the additional advantage to be season 
independent since evergreen. Finally, the paper shows that, 
due to the wind turbulence, masking should be assessed on 
the basis of a statistical analysis of the SIN or of the 
detectability index. It appears that wind turbulence is 
detrimental to masking and negative signal-to-noise ratios, 
which values depend on the wind turbulence and on the 
frequency, are needed in order to insure reasonable 
masking probabilities. 
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'Time 
,We tend to react to immediate visual ch ange in 
landscape: Wind power change peoples view over a day. 
By I,Jsing visualizations of planned wind farms in the 

, dialogue With people, we can make the social adjustment 
, to the plan easier because people know what to expect 

On the other hand static pictures may emphasize ,the 
:, ,', visual, ' a landscape, because' they,. can not 
"'turbines;:' 
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ABSTRACT: We can improve the chances for a constructive dialogue about wind energy and landscape development ifwe 
clarify the reasons why people can view wind turbines in as opposite ways as either a practical solution to sustainable 
development or as a threat to the preservation of a landscape. Landscape designing involves a process where architects and 
planners try top make the landscape useful by taking in to consideration the ever changing technical, aesthetic, and functional 
requirements of a culturallandscape. If we let the place, the actors and time be the structuring principles in the cuIturaI 
landscape we find that it is not just the age or the individual nature of the fragments making up the landscape that should be of 
importance ifwe want to make the landscape both useful and beautiful to as manyas possible. 
If a wind power plan should be able to clearly present the different values that have been taken in to consideration when 
making the final decission about a site, it is evident that there must have been a dialogue between different actors throughout 
the planning process. It is better for wind power developers in the long run to set new standards for landscape planning, than it 
is to resist to acknowledge that the space available to different actitivities in the landscape will decrease and consequently the 
competition between different types of land use will increase. 
Keywords: Planning, Landscape, Aesthetics, Function, Social Acceptance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper will present experiences gained over a period of 
ten years (1989-1999) from research on public acceptance 
of wind power. The analysis ofthese experiences presents 
a framework for planning and design of wind power 
locations. Our point of departure will be the organization of 
human society and the basis for planning, followed by a 
discussion conceming the concept of landscape and 
aesthetics. 

1.1 Organization of society 
The organization of human society is held in place by 

different social institutions with a task in many cases to 
resist rapid change. This is a predicament when working 
with wind power development, because wind turbines 
result in rapid visual change of the landscape in 
comparison to most heavy constructions. 
It takes less than a day to erect a turbine and the visual 

effects are immediate. This situation calls for a whole new 
dimension of planning. Since wind turbines are quite visual 
and must be accepted assuch, we need to put an emphasis 
on involving and preparing the concerned public for, that 
which is to become a new sight in the landscape. 

1.2 The effects 
It is however, not only the public that must be prepared 

for the requirements ofwind turbines but also the planning 
authorities. In Sweden, the majority of environmental 
regulations state restrictions because ongoing activities 
should not be seriously disturbed. If we presume that wind 

power has serious effects on the lands cape and its ongoing 
activities, there will be very little space for it. 

1.3 Balanced solution 
The intrinsic problems ofplanning stem from conflicts 

among experts conceming the focus on, and evaluation of 
specific parts of or interests in the landscape. The result is 
that we have a system of functional sectorization, which 
means that different parts of the landscape (i.e. nature, 
culture, and society) are evaluated independently and out of 
context. 

One of the effects' of our system is that different land use 
is allocated under competition. Hence, our landscapes are 
the result ofpower relations and not the result ofbalanced 
solutions [1]. Wind turbines are often dependent on co
existence with other functions ofthe landscape and therefor 
require balanced solutions. 

1.4 Policy 
We are in need of a policy, which recognize the long-term 

impacts of the conventionaI energy system and express an 
explicit and immediate need for renewable energy. With 
such a policy we will be able to present a c1ear message 
conceming the need for us to both, consider the 
environmental effects of our present use of energy, and 
reconsider the possibilities for wind power in our own 
'back yard' 



2. THE CONCEPT OF LANDSCAPE 

2.1 The concept of landscape 
We need to de fine the concept oflandscape. Landscape 

has amediaeval Germanic connotation of an area 
belonging to and shaped by a people [2]. 
The Dutch concept of 'landschap' , which emerged in 

1600, described the background of a portrait or a view of 
farms and fields, but also implicitly the social context of 
the setting. 

In eighteenth-century the concept of landscape was 
imported to Britain, however not the implicit me aning of it. 
Landscape now merely became an aesthetic concept, and 
training was required to appreciate it [3]. 
This historic perspective reveals that the concept of 
landscape contains a double meaning. Hence, a landscape 
can be either a smaller territory with internaI coherence or 
merely the visual surface of things. 

In the field of geography, there is a long tradition of 
concern with the interacting phenomena and factors of 
every landscape. This concern incIude not only physical 
features but also attitudes and power relations. 

The locallandscape is a practical reality in one way or an 
another every minute of our lives, and this practical reality 
can not be managed as merely the visual surface of things. 

3. WE ALL NEED A TIME AND PLACE TO BE 

3.1 Pocket oflocal order 
If the landscape is cohesive and meaningful as a totality to 

our minds, how come our management of landscapes is 
piecemeal? It seems that our understanding of a landscape 
consists ofboth scientific theories about the fragments and 
our personal experience of a totality that we know so weIl, 
as long as nobody asks us about what a landscape or a 
culturallandscape really is. Then which is the practical 
connection between our personal everyday activities and 
the applications of scientific knowledge to the concept of 
landscape? 
The Swedish geographer Hägerstrand suggests time and 

space[4]. We all need a place or places 10 be we need 
space, which is available for our activities over a certain 
period of time. We all need pockets of loeal order in time 
and space, which means that we require a certain stability 
in our near by surroundings. Hägerstrand suggests that we 
focus on the individual actors and their relation to the 
landscape over time and I will try to do so in a wind power 
context. 

3.2 The dynamics of a living landscape 
Farmers seem to look upon wind power as a contribution 

to their rural subsistence. The farmer and other permanent 
rural residents in agricuIturai areas are accustomed to a 
lands cape, which changes from season to season. This 
change shows the dynamics of a living landscape. An 
innovation, like wind turbines, which can add to the 
dynamics of the rurallandscape might seem reassuring. 

Summer residents who escape the intense pace of the city 
look for recreation and recuperation in the countryside, 
they need a stability to return to in their summer 
environment. It seems like wind turbines can not 
accommodate a soothing view for sore city eyes. Wind 
turbines might on the other hand lure the occasionaI tourist 
to make a stop on his journey through the landscape. 

It is evident that these different actors view wind turbines 
in accordance with their personal relation to a specific 
landscape, and the amount of time they spend in a 
particular place. 

We can improve the chances for a constructive dialogue 
about landscape development if we cIarify the reasons why 
people can view wind power in as opposite ways as either a 
practical solution to sustainable development or as a threat 
to the preservation of a landscape. 

3.3 Time 
Time is also an important factor when it comes to our 

recognition of the effects of different developments. We 
tend to react to immediate visual change in a landscape and 
not so much to wide spread long term environmental 
effects of development. 

We react to change according to how we make use of the 
space affected by it. However, our sensitivity to change is 
dependent on the pace of change and the visual evidence of 
it. 

4. PREFERENCES 

4.1 Involving the public 
Involving the public in a wind power project has very 

little to do with public hearings about ready made plans, 
where a landscape has been evaluated professionally by 
experts. Individuals appraise landscapes in different ways 
and there are a number of preferences to be considered. 

Opinion about a project is in most cases expressed and 
thereby represented by an engaged elite. Byelite we mean 
a small group privileged by either me ans or influence and 
power in the local society, and we call this group opinion 
leaders. This group (or these individuals) does not 
represent the general public, but they might however 
represent the strongest land use interest in the area. 
If a plan recognize how different actors in a given context 

make use of the landscape, different values automatically 
become apparent. Then the question remains, who se 
opinions should be heeded? 

There is always going to be some individual interests that 
will be set aside. If a wind power plan should be able to 
cIearly present the different values that have been taken in 
to consideration when making the final decision about a 
site, it is evident that there must have been a dialogue 
between different actors through out the planning process. 
Ifwe approach the local population more respectfully 

they will help us to develop the full potential of different 
wind power sites and wind turbines will stand a better 
chance of getting get accepted and even appreciated. 

4.2 Influence 
The general public is more prone to support a wind power 

project which they stand a fair chance to influence. In 
many cases it is not the wind turbines (if sited carefully and 
aesthetically weIl) that cause the main problem, but the 
manner in which a project is presented to the public. 

We want to be involved in the processes of change of our 
own neighborhood. It is not possible to take everything in 
to consideration when professionally designing a wind 
power site. It is however possible to consider people's 
feelings when we enter in to their back yard and leam 



about the social network behind the map. 
If a project has the confidence of the public there will be 

more space for artistic freedom and new solutions. The 
challenge is to use this trust in order to bring new meaning 
in to a landscape. We can not, in the end, explain and 
defend the choice of location and design by saying that we 
anticipated people's preferences. 

5. TIMING AND VISUALIZATIONS 

5.1 Timing 
Presenting a wind power plan is a matter of timing. In 

some cases, depending on the size of the project, it might 
be worth while to allow a certain period for 
acclimatization. 
A large wind farm may very well be developed 

successively. This makes it easy to make adjustments, if 
people living near by experience any problems. These 
adjustments manifest the reversible quality of wind power. 

5.2 Visualizations 
Today a lot of wind power projects, often-extensive plans, 

are visualized in the landscape. These visualizations can 
cause problems with acceptance because still pictures 
actually emphasize the visual impact on a landscape and do 
not present the functional aspect oftuming turbines. What 
people see is something that will effect the scenery and not 
a functional source ofrenewable energy. 

On the other hand, visualizations ofturbines may playan 
important role in the social adjustment to wind power 
plans, because they give you an idea of what it will look 
like. 
Visualizations can provide the human imagination with 

impressions of the visual effect. However, these pictures 
can never truly depict the true experience of producing 
wind turbines in the landscape. 

5.3 Sensation of the wind 
The benefits ofusing visualizations are connected to 

people's professionai training and previous experience of 
wind turbines. If people can understand the ideas behind a 
certain design or ifthey can recognize some benefits in 
relation to other wind power locations, visualizations can 
work very well in order to create a positive dialogue 
conceming a wind power project. In this context, it is 
important to understand that a 'pieture' can both suppress 
the benefits of wind turbines and camouflage some of the 
visual effects. Hence, visualizations (even moving ones) 
must always be accompanied by detailed explanations of 
the basis for a particular localization. 

We do not experienee wind turbines only by seeing them. 
We hear, feel and smell (perhaps even taste) them in a 
subtle way. By moving through a landscape things fall in to 
place and, as we approach a wind turbine we experience 
the sensation of the force of the wind. 

6. TO SET THE STANDARDS 

6.1 Aesthetics 
The word 'aesthetics' derives from the Greek 

aisthanesthai, 'to perceive', and aistheta, 'things 
perceptible, this in contrast with things immaterial. Hence, 
the Oxford English Dictionary is correct in defining 

aesthetics as 'knowledge derived from the senses' [5]. This 
definition of aesthetics is a prerequisite of our discussions 
conceming planning and design of wind power locations. 

6.2 To socially anchor 
The public can prov ide information on matters of 

importance to the development, which are not always 
apparent in land use plans. A wind power developer must 
inform and actively ask for opinions. Engaging people and 
not surprising them should be the prime aim. 
Some might choose not to engage the public at an early 
stage out of fear that they might not' get the job done'. 
However, a project that does not meet with approval in the 
final permit process will probably not be done at all. The 
loss in trust and negative public relations might prove more 
costly and time consuming than a well conducted planning 
process. Furthermore, future deveJopment of a wind power 
site is out of the question ifa project has not been socially 
anchored in the local society. 

To launch a large wind farm plan is a time consuming and 
delicate matter in which not only expert evaluation is 
required. 

6.3 To set new standards 
It is better for wind power developers in the long run to 

set new standards for landscape planning, than it is to resist 
to acknowledge that the space available to different 
activities in the landscape will decrease and consequently 
the competition between different types of land use will 
increase. Though it might be hard for advocates of wind 
energy to recognize themselves as exploiters of the 
landscape. 

7. DESIGNING NEW V ALUES 

7.1 Intrinsic values 
Wind turbines are very pronounced in the landscape with 

their erect form and often-contrasting color. However, they 
also contribute to the landscape by sending a message of 
clean efficient energy production for the future. The prime 
arguments against wind power development, showa focus 
on the scenie and what one calls intrinsic values of the 
landscape. If one by intrinsic mean: values residing in the 
landscape, there is no such thing. Values reside in people. 
The landscape is a resource offering food, shelter but also 
satisfaction of emotionai needs. 

7.2 Sensitivity 
Sensitivity to change in land use depends on what resource 
we make use of in a landscape. The tolerance differs both 
conceming the extent and pace of change. By involving 
people in the planning- and design process you extent the 
period of adaptation to change. This is not a condition 
specific to wind power, but it is essentiai for acceptance of 
wind turbines. 

7.3 To understand the values 
When discussing the creation ofnew landscape values, 

you may also ask yourself where there is a need for new 
values to occur. Strategic landscape analysis can identify 
socially, aesthetically and biologically damaged areas, 
where the effect of added me anings can make a great 
contribution to the identity of the area. Wind power can 
contribute to and even restore values in a landscape ifwe 



have an understanding ofthese values. In order to 
understand we must know something about both the history 
but also about the present day conditions. 

8. FUNCTION 

8.1 Why here? 
The function of wind turbines must be oftop priority 

when planning and designing wind power locations. We 
see' function' as the production of wind energy and as the 
experience ofwind power locations as windy spots. 

Other aspects of function has to do with how weil the 
wind turbines connect to other land use and elements in the 
landscape. A connection to the existing energy demanding 
infrastructure add to the experience of function. 
By taking the aspect of function as a prime guiding we 

can better answer the question: 'Why wind power here?'. 
The answer to this question will govem the public 
acceptance and appreciation of a wind power project. 

8.2 Topography and expansion 
The landscape topography connects to the function of the 

landscape. The experience of directions and topography 
will be emphasized by wind turbines. In may ways you add 
a measuring-rod to the landscape. Simple layouts 
connected to natural demarcations in the landscape are 
often preferred by the public. In the landscape analysis 
these natural demarcations must be verified as such by the 
public. 

When designing a layout for wind turbines it is very 
beneficiai to considder the possibilities for future 
expansion. It is important not to 'lock in' wind power sites, 
preventing future expansion where such possibilities may 
very weil be offered. It is a matter ofusing space in a 
sustainable way. 

The possibilities to expand a wind power site in an 
aesthetical manner is dependent on how weil topography 
and natural demarcations are considdered. AIso, a thorough 
analysis of present and future dwelling pattems will be of 
importance to expansion. 

Gradual extensions of wind power sites leave time for 
acclimatization. It is however essential that a wind power 
plan is experienced as a clear structure, with considderation 
taken to both the physical and socioeconomic qualities of 
the landscape. 

9. SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

A landscape can be more or less sensitive to change. 
The sensitivity depends among other things on the 
scale, the structure and the accessibility of the 
landscape but also the socioeconomic conditions. 
To generalize peoples experience of a given landscape 
is not fruitful. We know however that the local 
landscape is strongly affected by natural conditions, 
cuiturai traditions and the economic situation. 
In certain landscapes there is a long tradition of co
existence between different land use interests and this 
is a situation which might facilitate wind power 
location. 
Wind power can contribute to and even restore values 
in a landscape provided that we have an understanding 

ofthese values. In order to understand we must know 
something about both the history but also about the 
present day conditions. 
It is easy to manifest the function of wind turbines if 
they are related to existing industri al areas and 
buildings. 
Static pictures actually emphasize the visual impact on 
a landscape because they can not present the functional 
aspect oftuming turbines. On the other hand 
visualizations ofturbines may playanimportant part in 
the social adjustment to wind power plans, since the 
visual effects of the erected turbines are so immediate. 
[6]. 

The experience of a landscape is strongly affected by 
peoples access to and their possibilities to make use of the 
landscape. Hence, the social qualities of a landscape must 
be integrated with the visual qualities in order for us to be 
able to design and plan in harmony with the whole 
landscape. 
We must also present ways for the individual to benefit 

from wind power, which motivates his or her acceptance of 
an intrusion in the landscape. 

We know that the visual effects of the erected turbines are 
immediate, but we tend to forget that the benefits will to a 
large extent be hidden in the future. It is important to widen 
the discussion conceming the effects ofwind power. 

We must include all our senses in the planning process of 
our landscapes and social environments. 
It will be hard to resolve the aesthetic impact of wind 

power on the landscape if we do not recognize that what 
we are dealing with is mostly an ideological discussion. 
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ABST ACT: A small house is supplied with its own energy plants dimensioned for the needs of the house. 
Small wind turbines, 1-4 kW, are used, supplemented with solar electric panels. Two different systems, one 
with a wind turbine connected straight to the grid and the other with a grid connection via a battery storage 
and an inverter, are discussed. The costs for two systems are caIculated and the functions evaluated. 
Key words: Small Wind Plants, Uti lit y-Integration, Economics 

1. INTRODUKTION 

A small dwelling house 10 aresidential 
environment in Halmstad has been designated to 
become a "zero energy house". It shall be equipped 
with small energy plants for the needs of the house. 
The electricity will mainly be produced with a small 
wind turbine. The aim of the work is to investigate if 
it is possible and economically reasonable to connect 
small wind turbines to the grid in a town 
environment. Two different systems for grid 
connection are compared and their impact on the 
grid, i. e. the power quaIity. The function of the grid 
will be different from the usual. The grid will 
function as a large energy storage, which is charged 
when the wind is high. At low winds and high energy 
demands the grid supplies the customers. The 
customers, thus, become both suppliers and 
customers. 

The stud y will also inc\ude environmental issues. 
We expect the impact to be minor from this small 
wind turbine, but we will investigate how neighbours 
and people passing by the house react to the 
installations. This issue will not be discussed further 
in this paper. 

2. THEHOUSE 

The house used in the study is "The Experiment 
House" situated in an urban area with two- and three
f100r buildings near Halmstad University. It is a 
single-family home with a living area of 130 m2

. It 
was originally built to demonstrate a special building 
technique called "the service foundation". The 
objective of the technique is to give a simple and 
inexpensive foundation, which reduces risks of 
moisture damage and mould. The foundation 
contains an easily assessable area for all service 
equipment in the house. 

The air in the foundation area is heated to 18 - 22° C. 
By means of a fan it is given an overpressure. The 
warm air is distributed throughout the house by 
channels and a 15-mm air gap between the f100r and 
the externai walls. Even the flo or on the ground f100r 
is heated from the service foundation. An electric 
heater, 2 kW, in the service foundation is enough to 
heat the house. The system offers very good 
opportunities for selecting different sources of 
heating. 

3. ENERGY SUPPL y 

3.1 Energy System 
The energy system of the house shall be totally 

based on renewable energy. The use of eIectricity 
shall be minimised and the remaining needs shall be 
produced in the house or in the garden. Suitable 
sources are small wind turbines and photovoltaic 
panels. For heating the house and for the hot water 
supply, a fuel pellet burner will be used. Fuel pellets 
are mainly made of leftovers from sawmills and the 
forest industry. Pellets are carbon dioxide-neutral and 
make no contribution to greenhouse gases, which 
cause global warming. Some pellet burners have very 
good data for emission to the environment, so they 
are quite acceptable in this area. 

The cost for pellet fuel is favourable in Sweden 
today, being about the half the cost of fuel oil or 
electrical heating. For the hot water supply during the 
summer, solar panels for hot water production will be 
used. This system for heating and hot water 
production will not be discussed further in this paper. 

3.2 Needs 
From energy measurements in the house we know 

that heating needs are about 6800 kWhlyear. For hot 
water, the need is estimated to 4000 kWhlyear. The 
domestic use of electricity in an average house in 



Sweden is 4000-kWh/year [I]. There are many 
opportumtles for energy conservation. Some 
examples: energy-saving fluorescent lamps, high 
efficiency refrigerators and water boilers. Hot water 
for washing and cold water for rinsing can be used to 
feed the washing machine and dishwasher. We will 
use such low-energy appliances in the house, so we 
estimate our electricity needs to 2000 kWh/year. 
There is no limitation to using electrical equipment in 
the house, people can live as usual using only low
energy appliances. 

4. ELECTRICITY SUPPL y 

4.1 Version I 
In our tirst version, we intend to produce the 

electric energy needs for the whole year. We have no 
desire to supply ourselves every single hour. When 
the wind is high, the overproduction will be fed into 
the grid, and when the wind is low, we will cover our 
need from the grid. From wind measurement at the 
nearby Halmstad Airport we roughly estimate the 
average wind speed from a height of 15 m to 5 m1s. 
With the formula below we can obtain an indication 
of the size of a wind turbine. 

W = 1,6 ·d2 ·v3 

W= production [kWh/yr.] 
d = diameter of wind turbine [meter] 
v = average wind speed [m1s] 

The calculation gives the diameter, d = 3,3 m. A 
wind turbine in that size is the Rasrnus Windflower. 
Data is given in Table II. This wind turbine is 
especially suitable for two reasons. First, it is 
supplied with an induction generator and, therefore, 
easy to connect to the grid, and second, it has a low 
sound emission so it can be placed in the yard to a 
small house. 

The production is calculated with a computer 
programme [2]. From a description of the 
surrounding terrain, wind statistics from Halmstad 
airport and the power curve of the wind turbine, the 
program calculates the production at the site. 

Table II: Main data and production for grid 
connected wind turbine. 

Wind turbine Rasrnus WINDFLOWER 
._-----_._--_.~._._. __ .. _~_ ... _ .. _._._-

Rotordiameter 3.8 m 
Tower height 15.0 m 
Generator Induction 
Voltage 380 V three-phase 
Nominal power 4 kW 
Noise Emission 45 dBA at 17 m. 
Price incl. V AT 9570 E 

Production l2 ffi tower 
Production 15 m tower 
Production 18 ro tower 

2860 kWh/yr. 
3290 kWh/yr. 
3660 kWh/yr. 
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The production is weil above the needs, so we 
will try to get permission to build this wind turbine 
with a 15-meter tower. Prospects of gaining 
permission are fairly good after a meeting with the 
local authority. But it is possible only because this is 
a research project. For an ordinary house owner it 
would be impossible. Perhaps this project will give 
experience, so it will become possible for an ordinary 
home-owner in the future. 

4.2 Economics, Version I 
The total cost of the electrical energy of the house 

with a 4000 kWh consumption is, today, 402 E [3]. 
The energy price is 8.8 eurocent/kWh. Table III 
displays the total investigation for the new system. 
Small wind turbines are designed to be very reliable, 
so no costs have been calculated for operation and 
maintenance. 

Table III: Investigation and energy costs for wind 
energy and conservation. 

Wind turbine 
Foundation and 
Grid connection 
Costs/year, wind energy 
20 year, 4 % interest 
Costs, wind energy 
Additional costs 
Low-energy appliances 
Costs/year conservation 
10 year, 4 % interest 
Costs, conservation 
Total costs, year 

9570 E 

1000 E 

778 E 
23,6 eurocenUkWh 

800 E 

99 E 
4,9 eurocenUkWh 

877€ 

The annual costs are calculated with a 4 % real 
rate of interest and payback periods of 20 years for 
the wind turbine and 10 years for the low energy 
appliances. The production price for electrical energy 
is nearly three times the purchase price today. The 
energy conservation is very profitable, the price is 
only half of the purchase price. The new total annual 
costs are 877 euro. This is I 18 % more than the costs 
today so the measures are not profitable. 

An interesting question is how large a part of the 
individual need is covered by the production. An 
estimation is made by comparing the hourly 
production tigures from a nearby 225 kW wind 
turbine and the assumption that the electricity 
consumption is equally divided over the hours 
between 6 p.m. and I I a.m. This indicates that 67 % 
of the consumption is covered by the individual 
production. We must still buy 660 kWh, but we can 
also sell 1950 kWh. The income from selling wind 
energy is about 4,4 eurocent/kWh in Sweden, today. 
The income from selling will exceed costs for 
purchase by 28 E, but we will obtain additional costs 
for measuring the energy. A double electricity meter 
must be installed which measures both purchase and 
selling. Contact with the local utility company 



indicates that the cost for that will be about 130 € per 
year. For a small wind turbine owner in Denmark, the 
income did not cover the eost, so he had to pay for 
his electricity delivery [4]. 

4.3 Power Quaiity Issues 
An induction generator eonsumes reactive power 

when it is conneeted to the grid. In this ease, it is 
supplied with a capacitor for power factor correetion. 
This can lead to self-magnetisation and island 
operation. There are risks for damages, when the 
supply returns, whieh must be avoided. 

Over- and under-voltage proteetion and a 
frequency guard are necessary to protect the network. 

With the varying production, which is fed into the 
low-voltage grid, there is a risk for voltage 
fluctuations and flicker. For this wind turbine, no 
information about the flieker coefficient is available. 
Low power means low risk, but the flieker will be 
measured, 

The high start-eurrent can cause a voltage dip 
when the generator is switched to the grid. A soft
starter shall be used to avoid this. 

4.4 Version II 
In this version the goal is to supply the actual 

needs all the time. This will be achieved by storing 
energy in a battery storage. The electical supply will 
be divided into two parts, one low voltage, 24 V DC, 
for lighting and one normal voltage, 230 V AC, for 
other loads. An inverter will feed the latter network. 
It is also possible to feed energy to the common grid 
via an inverter, when the battery is full-Ioaded. But 
we expect this to be seldom possible, so the ineome 
will not cover the costs for a double eleetrieity meter. 
The grid will only beeome a reserve, when the 
production has been low for a period. 

We plan a measurement program to measure 
surplus and reserve needs. 

There will not be any power quaiity impact with 
this system. The producing units are not connected to 
the grid. 

We will seleet a wind turbine that produces low 
voltage, 24 V, DC. There are a lot of wind turbines 
available. A suitable wind turbine is the Bergey 
BWC ISOO, table IV. 

Table IV: Main data and produetion DC wind 
turbine 

Production 12,2 m tower 
Production 18,3 m tower 

1230 kWh/yr. 
1560 kWh/yr. 
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Table V: Main data and production solar panels. 
Solar modules BP27S 

Size 
Weight 
Voltage 
Nominal power 
Pricel 8 modules inel. V AT 

Production/8 modules 

1.19 x 0.53 m 
7.5 kg 
12DC 
7SW 
6170€ 

550 kWh 

Photovoltaie panels shall supplement the wind 
turbine. Data for BP27S, 7S W solar modules are 
given in Table V. The production is ealculated for 
eight solar modules. 

Wind energy is very uneven over the year. The 
production is high during the winter and low during 
the summer. The produetion in % of the production 
during an average month is shown in Figure l [S]. 
The diagram is based on 20 years of statistics in 
Denmark. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of wind energy during the 
year. 

Figure 2 shows the solar energy ineidence data 
for Gothenburg [6]. This is quite opposite the wind 
energy distribution. The consumption of electric 
energy, with the exception of heating homes, is much 
more equalised over the year. A combination of wind 
energy and solar energy ought to give the right 
distribution. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of solar energy on a horizontal 
surfaee. 
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Figure 3: Production for wind turbine and solar 
modules. 

The yearly consumption of 2000 kWh/yr. gives 
the monthly figures of 167 kWh. 

Figure 3 shows the total expected production of 
the wind turbine and solar modules. The production 
seems to cover the estimated needs quite weil. 

To achieve a high level of self-support a battery 
storage is necessary. Storage for the needs for about 
three days has been dimensioned. We need 16 
batteries, 12 V, IOS Ah. With a max of 80 % 
discharge, the content of energy will be 16 kWh. 

In practical terms, the storage is expected to last 
longer. The content shall be displayed well, so the 
user can adapt their consumption of e\ectric power to 
some extent. 

4.5 Economics, Version II 
Table VI shows the costs for investment and the 

annual costs. The costs for conservation increase 

Table VI: Investigation and energy costs for energy 
and conservation. All prices incIude V AT. 

Wind turbine with IOS70 E 
foundation and installation 
Costs/year, wind energy 
20 year, 4 % interest 
Costs, wind energy 
8 solar modules with 

mounting and installation 
Costs/year, solar energy 
20 year, 4 % interest 
Costs, solar energy 
Additional costs, 
low-energy appliances 
Costs/year, conservation 
10 year, 4 % interest 
Battery, 16 units 
Costs/year, batteries 
10 years, 4 % interest 
Charge controI 
Inverter, 3 kW 
Wires and installation 
Costs/year, equipment 
20 years, 4 % interest 
Total costs/year 

778 E 
32,7 eurocenUkWh 

43S0E 

320 E 
58,2 eurocenUkWh 

900 E 

110 € 
2860€ 

3S0€ 
360€ 
14S0€ 
1000€ 

21O€ 
1500 E 
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because energy-saving lamps are more expensive for 
low voltage. The total cost ISOO € is more than three 
times higher than the present costs. 

S CONCLUSION 

Electrical energy supply with small wind turbines 
is considerably more expensive than supply from the 
common grid in Sweden today. One reason is that the 
wind speed is low in adensely built-up area. Another 
reason is the comparable low energy prices In 

Sweden. 
The simple system, where the grid is used as 

energy storage, gives about double the costs as the 
present electricity supply. But in combination with 
fuel pellets, which decrease the costs for heating, the 
total energy cost will be about the same. It is possible 
to use renewable energy to 100 % in Sweden today, 
without extra expenses. 

The more advanced system, with battery storage, 
double internai network and inverter, is more than 
three times as expensive as the present system. It 
would probably be more profitable to make efforts 
for more energy conservation, to decrease the total 
costs. 

The combination of wind and solar energy gives a 
very good distribution of the production over the 
year. Solar energy is still much more expensive than 
wind energy. The combination must be most 
favourable in an autonomous system. In areas 
without an electrical grid or with an unreliable 
electrical supply, the system is realistic. In such a 
case, it can be complemented with a fuel fed 
generator installation. The operation time for that 
would be very limited. 

In Sweden, some hundred dwelling houses lack 
connection to the common grid. The cost for grid 
connection is more than 100000 € for each home. In 
these cases a local supply, with renewable electrical 
energy, would be able to compete economically. 
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ABSTRACT: The strive of developers and local initiatives to find sites with good wind conditions for wind turbine 
installations has made the areas in northern Finland and Sweden attractive. However, it is not a common and well-established 
knowledge how to build and operate wind turbines in the prevailing arctic conditions in this area. The Swedish utility 
Vattenfall has built its first arctic wind turbine with the purpose to gain and deepen knowledge and experience. The work 
presented here describes the project, the site and initial experiences. 
Keywords: Suorva - Wind Turbine - Icing/Frost- Low Temperatures 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Building of arctic wind power plants in northern 
Scandinavia started in Finland and has increased with 
several projects in Finland, Norway and Sweden. As in 
all projects there are some specific types of problems and 
is so as weil in arctic projects. 

The question raised by the wind turbine developers and 
turbine owners I operators is whether wind power in 
arctic climate with its associated problems has a role in 
the future market or not. This leads to more questions 
about public acceptance, environmental impact, 
acoustics, power performance, icing, availability, 
operation and maintenance, costs etc. 

The answers are not clear and obvious and that is why 
Vattenfall started the Suorva project. 

2. THE SUORV A PROJECT 

In October 1998 the Swedish utility company Vattenfall 
built a wind turbine equipped for arctic conditions at a 
site calle d Suorva. Suorva is located 100 km north of the 
Polar Circle near the springs of the Stora Lule River. The 
Suorva project goes back to 1992 when a local initiative 
group studied the possibilities to build a wind power 
plant due to the supposed good wind conditions. In 1995 
a 36-meter meteorological measurement mast was built 
on Vattenfall land on a ridge between two hydropower 
dams. The positive measurement results initiated a 
discussion with Vattenfall to build a wind turbine and in 
late June 1998 the necessary permissions and support 
from the authorities was obtained. The wind turbine in 
Suorva was built. 

The project has a building and an evaluation phase and is 
financed by Vattenfall and the Swedish State Energy 
authority, Energimyndigheten. Vattenfall has the overall 
management function with experts participating from 
Vattenfall and external organisations. 

Building and commissioning 

In early August 1998 Vattenfall signed a contract with 
Bonus Energy AlS to deliver one arctic equipped 600 kW 
Mk IV wind turbine to Suorva. At the same time we had 
contractors for road and foundation work to investigate 
the site. This resulted in two contracts and the work 
started in August 18th. Due to the weather conditions in 
Suorva the time schedule was critical. The risk of being 
stopped several weeks because of high wind speeds and 
snow was big. The time schedule stated October 8th for 
erection. 

Fig 1 Suorva rotor 
(F:/personliga/jnglNicekonferenslPaper-l.jpg) 

There were minor delays in the building of the rock 
foundation that caused extra costs but the time schedule 
was kept and the tower was erected and the nacelle was 
lifted up during October 8th. The rotor had to be !ifted up 
the next day due to wind speeds over 12 mls which was 
the limit for the crane. 

In October 13 th 1998 the wind turbine delivered 
electricity to the grid for the first time. 

Fig 2 Suorva (F:/personliga/jngINicekonferenslPaper-
2.jpg) 

Evaluation 

An evaluation programme is planned and will be in 
progress during 1999 to 2001. After the erection of the 
wind turbine, the evaluation programme has been 
finalised with the following contents: 

• Operation and maintenance 
• Public acceptance 
• Environmental impact 
• Power performance 
• Ice - loads/stresses 
• Acoustics 
• Co-operation with 

3. THE SUORV A SITE 

Suorva is located at latitude north 67.30 o and longitude 
east 18.15 o in the north of Sweden. The site is 
characterised by the surrounding mountains with peak 
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heights of 1400 - 1500 meters above sea leve!. The peaks 
are within 5-6 km from the site in the south-west and 
north-east directions. The foundation is situated 470 
meter a.s.!. on a small ridge in the valley. 

North-east of the site is Sweden's second largest water 
reservoir for hydropower purposes. The reservoir has a 
regulation span for the water level of 30 meter from top 
level +453 meter a.s.!. to the bottom leve!. This can be of 
importance for the acoustic evaluation. 

The measurements of wind conditions have been co
ordinated by the local initiative group Suorvavind HB, 
Mikael Segerström and analysed by Hans Bergström 
from the Department of Meteorology, Uppsala 
University. The results from the first year is: 

• annual mean wind speed at the height of35 m was 
estimated to be 7.5 mls with the highest observed 
wind speed 32 mls 

• channelling effects in the wind direction distribution 
in the direction of the valley, see fig 2 

• icing conditions, defined as occasions with a relative 
humidity above 95% and a temperature below 0° C, 
were experienced during 2-4 % of the time. 

Fig 3 Windspeed vs direction Nov-Feb 1999 
(F:/personliga/jng/NicekonferensIPaper-3 .jpg) 

On the mountain Juobbmotjåkko, 7-8 km south-east 
direction from the turbine, the windspeed is measured on 
a 50-meters mast. The mast is located 900 meter a.s.!. As 
an example of the very high wind speeds, measurements 
made in December 1997 shows 1-minute average 
windspeeds over 50 mls during a 5-hour period before the 
anemometer broke down. 

The people that lives and visits the area is reindeer 
herders, service personnel for two hydropower plants and 
tourist boarding houses. Another large group is fishing
tourists and walkers. Their opinion about wind power in 
this particular area is going to be gathered by interviews. 

The service personell of the nearest hydropower station 
are living 3-4 km from Suorva and they are regularly 
visiting the turbine. The daily supervision with statistics 
and fault alarms is managed by the Vattenfall wind 
turbine remote monitoring centre at Gotland in the south 
ofSweden. 

Suorva is 110 km from the nearest village Porjus. The 
existing local 10 kV-grid and road was as near as 300 
meter from the turbine site. The local electrical 
consumtion in the area is transmitted on a 40 kV line 110 
km from Porjus so the Suorva turbine reduces the grid 
losses. 

4. POWERPLANTDATA 

The turbine is a three-bladed Bonus Mk IV with arctic 
equipments and the rotor is an up wind model with 44 
meter diameter, 1520 m2 swept area. Rotor speed is 27 or 
18 rpm depending on which generator used. Output 
power is 600 kW from an asynchronous generator at 690 
V. The output power is transmitted by 20 meter cable to 
an 800 kVA transformer, 690 V to 12 kV. 
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The transformer is located in a small house which has a 
grey co10ur to melt in to the surroundings. The house is 
anchored in the rocks in each comer with steel-wires due 
to the risk of being moved by strong winds. 

The three 19-meter blades have a VTT I Kemijoki 
developed blade heating system, JE-system. The system 
uses a carbonfibre surface mainly on the outer part on the 
blades and on the leading edge. Heating is regulated by 
signals from a Labko ice-detector and thermistors 
between the carbonfibre and the original glass-fibre 
surface to a separate controi system. If the ice-detector 
shows ice and the wind speed is below Il mls, the 
heating is 9 kW on each blade. If the windspeeds exceed 
Il mls the heating is 15 kW I blade. 

Fig 4 Suorva heated sensors and ice detector 
(F:/personliga/jng/Nicekonferens/Paper-4.jpg) 

The arctic equipment also includes heated vindvane and 
anemometer from Hydrotech, heated gearbox and controi 
system. The lubricants is of low-temperature type with 
low viscosity. 

The tower consists of two sections, 10 and 30 meter 
respectively. The bottom is bolted to the foundation with 
112 bolts in a circle diameter of 3 meter. The foundation 
is a rock version 6-meter square with a minimum 
thickness of 0.9 meter. The foundation is connected to the 
rock by 40 pieces of 32 mm diameter iron in grout filled 
8-meter deep holes. 

To controi the site we have two telephone wire channels. 
One for the meteorological mast system and one that is 
divided by the PLM-system, the controi system, the 
energy measurement system and the separate Vattenfalls 
fault alarm system. 

More to read about Bonus Energy AlS experience from 
building and operating WT in arctic environment is to 
find in [l]. 

5. MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 

The evaluation programme depends upon three 
measurement systems. The wind turbine manufacturer 
Bonus Energy has placed a system (P LM-system) in 
turbines bottom to measure parameters. It is separate d 
from the ordinary controi system. This system samples 
with 25 Hz and example of parameters that is measured is 
wind speed, wind direction, temperature, output power, 
flap- and edgewise bending on vings, torque on main 
shaft, parameters from the anti-ice system etc. From the 
ordinary controi system measurement data can be 
obtained. 

The meteorological measurements are made by a 39-
meter mast with anemometers in four heights. The 
anemometer on 12 and 39 meters level are heated 
Vaisala. Wind direction and temperature is also 
measured. The systems stores 1-minute average data. 

For an extended meteorological evaluation there is one 
50-meter mast mentioned in the text earlier and one 10-
meter mast placed in the valley. Both have anemometers 
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and windvanes and are within lO-km distance from the 
turbine. 

6. EXPERlENCE GAlNED 

The Suorva turbine has produced nearly 0.6 GWh since 
the commissioning date October 8th

• The availability was 
96 % during the tirst four months, excluding periods with 
low temperature stops. The average ambient temperature 
in Jan./Feb. was -12.5 o C with a minimum of -37 o C. 
During the same period the average wind speed was 7.4 
mls with a maximum of 23.1 mls. 

Energy consumption of the blade heating system, JE
system, has so far been less then 2 % of the produced 
energy. After minor problems in the beginning the system 
is now working properly. 

In the small house for the transformer there is space for 
measurements of energy and for telephone equipment. 
During a snowstorm in January the space was nearly 
filled with snow and the tele equipment broke down. The 
door is now tightened with rubber strip. 

During the tirst five months newspapers and television 
have given attention to Suorva and almost without any 
negative criticism. 
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OFFSHORE WIND FARM BOCKSTIGEN - INSTALLATION AND OPERATION EXPERIENCE 
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ABSTRACT: The tirst Swedish offshore wind farm Bockstigen is operating since March 1998 near the coast 
of Gotland. It was built as a demonstration project by the Swedish wind farm developer Vindkompaniet, the 
Danish wind turbine manufacturer Wind World and the British offshore construction company Seacore and 
partly funded under the EU-THERMIE program. Bockstigen is the fourth offshore wind farm world-wide. 
While at previous wind farms the main emphasis laid on the demonstration of the technical feasibility of 
offshore wind energy utilisation, Bockstigen was aimed at demonstrating its economic viability. A number of 
innovative concepts have been employed: Drill ed monopile foundations were used to save costs. A new 
construction rnethod has been applied making use of a jack-up barge. A new controi system for the turbines 
and the whole wind farm was developed, which controls the maximum power output, the flicker and· the 
reactive power consumption depending on online measurements of the actual grid state. These new 
developments have been implemented shccessfully. A substantiai cost reduction compared to previous 
offshore projects could be achieved. 
Keywords: Demonstration Projects, Off-shore, Operating Experience, Bockstigen 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Offshore wind energy is one of the most important options 
for the future expansion of wind energy utilisation. In 
several European countries the available space with 
favourable wind conditions is getting scarce. Developing 
the offshore potential means to have ample space available 
with very favourable wind. The main disadvantages of 
offshore locations are the higher costs of foundations and 
sea cables and of the installation and maintenance work. 
The aim of developing offshore wind energy is therefore to 
be able to build wind farms at a cost compatible to 
installations on land. Therefore the additional costs have to 
be low enough to be outweighed by the additional energy 
production due to the more favourable wind regime. 

Figure 1: Bockstigen wind farm 

2. THE WIND FARM BOCKSTIGEN 

2.1 Location 

The wind farm is located south-west of the Swedish island 
Gotland in the Baltic Sea (see tigures l and 2). Ils distance 
to the coast is about 4 km and the water depth app. 6 m. 
The site has the main advantages of: 
• low water depth in relative large distance to land 
• suitable soil conditions for drilling and monopile 

foundation 
• harbour for installation and maintenance with in 

reasonable distance 
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Figt/re 2: Site and layout o/the wind/arm Bockstigen 

2.2 Turbines 

The wind farm consists of 5 Wind World 550 kW turbines 
which were especially ad ap ted to offshore conditions. This 
type was chosen because of its simple and reliable 
technology and high availability record. The design 
characteristic of all Wind World turbines is a ridged 
integrated gearbox with a flange mounted generator. This 
construction en sures long life time and low service costs. 
The 3 bladed rotor with a diameter of 37 m is mounted 
upwind of the tower. The turbine is stall regulated with tip 
air brakes. The tower is a modified 38 m standard tubular 
steel tower in two sections. It is flange mounted on a steel 
monopile of 21 m length. The hub height of the turbine is 
app. 40 m above normal sea leve!. For easy access a 
platform is mounted between tower and monopile. In the 
design of the whole construction special attention is paid 
on the resonance frequencies of the turbine with the 
monopile foundation and the additional loads from current, 
waves and ice. 
Some offshore modifications have been applied to the 
turbines: Hoist equipment allows replacement even of 
major components. The compartments in the monopile and 
the tower are equipped with a c10sed ventilation system to 
ensure dry, cool a~d condense free environment for controi 
system, switchgear and transformer. 

2.3 Grid connection 

The connection point in Gotland-Valar is a 10 kV net with 
a short-circuit power of only 16.9 MVA, which means a 
ratio of almost 15% wind park power per short-circuit 
power. To operate such amount of stall-regulated turbines 
without conflict with the IEC standards required a 
complete new innovative solution: The 'Master Controller' 
system for a wind farm and the 'Optimal Speed' controi 
system for a turbine have been employed to achieve this. 
The 'Optimal Speed' controi system uses a power 
converter to perform its two main functions: 
1. At low wind speeds (up to app. 20% of rated power 

output) the converter operates as frequcncy converter. 

The turbines generators run with variable speed to 
increase the power output. 

2. At medium and high wind speeds the turbines are 
directly grid coupied. Here the power converter 
operates as a precision blind current source. This gives 
a fast and full dynamie flicker compensation and also 
enables the eos-ph i regulation. 

The 'Master Controller' for the whole wind farm is located 
at the grid connection point on land. lts mai n function is to 
guarantee the lEC compatibility of the grid voltage 
between the connection point (CP) and the next bus-bar 
(lO kV to 30 kV station). These controi tasks are: 
• perform a complete 3 phase UIIIP measurement at the 

CP 
• operate the whole wind park at cos-phi = 1 as long as 

the grid voltage is uncritical and to decrease cos-phi up 
to a specified value in order to hold down the voltage if 
it comes close to the limit 

• use additionally a set of dumploads (0-500 kW in 20 
steps) and to stop and restart one or more turbines to 
limit the wind park real power output 

• controi the flicker compensation parameter (psi-K) for 
all turbines to minimise the flicker along the line from 
the CP to the bus-bar 

The wind farm 'Master Controller' additionally performs 
the functional controi of the wind farm including turbine 
remote controI. Data communication with the turbines is 
don e via an optical fibre grid. 

2.4 Foundation 

To achieve a low foundation cost at Bockstigen the 
technology of drilled monopile foundations was used for 
the first time for wind energy applications. The foundation 
consist of a 21 m long tubular steel monopile. It is fixed 
with concrete in a 10m deep hole drilled in the sea bed 
rock (see figure 3). The suitability of the rock and the 
required hol e depth have been evaluated by probe drillings. 
The completed construction has the following advantages 
compared to previously used solutions: 
• The weight is only 43 tons. 
• !ce and wave loads are heavily reduced since the 

waterline is only 2.1 m wide. 
• The foundation can be towed to the site by a normal 

tug boat and can be lifted into place by a crane with 35 
tons lifting capacity by using the lifting capacity of the 
water. 

3. CONSTRUCTION METHOD 

Turbines and monopiles were man~factured at Wind 
World's factory in Skagen. Monopile foundations are 
relatively simple and inexpensive to produce compared to 
concrete gravity foundations. Transport of the components 
was made by ship directly to the harbour Klintehamn from 
where the installation took place. Transport on site was 
performed by Vindkompaniet's own small ferry together 
with a barge and a small tug boat. For transport the 
monopiles were sealed watertight and could therefore be 
floated. 
To drill the foundation hole the jack-up barge is used. A 
hole of 2.4 m diameter and 10m depths is drilled in the 
rock. Drilling can be performed in any kind of rock which 
is hard enough to be self supporting. When the drilling is 
finished the tug boat tows out the monopile which is the n 
lifred into the hole. Finally the monopile is grouted into 
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position by tilling the gap between the 2.25 m diameter 
monopiJe and the rock with special concrete. 
After tinishing all foundations the jack-up barge was also 
used as a stable and efficient tool to erect the turbines. 
They are mounted onto the foundation by means of the 
platform's crane and the ability of the platform to lift itself 
up on the supporting legs. 
The electrical sea cable and the glass tibre communication 
cable were laid with help of the ferry and anchored to the 
seabed. Thereafter they were connected to the turbines and 
to the land grid. 

4. PROJECT ECONOMICS 

The total cost of the Bockstigen wind farm was 4 mio. 
Euro. The projected power output is 8 GWh per year. The 
cost per estimated yearly power output is 0.50 
Euro/kWh/y. This tigure can be compared with the cost of 
previous offshore installations and with that of land based 
wind farms: ! 

• Vindeby offshore wind farm: app. 0.91 Euro/k\Vh/y 
[1],[2]. 

• Tune Knob offshore wind farm: The cost per estimated 
yearly power output is app. 0.76 Euro/kWh/y [2]. 

• The last land based wind farm (10 MW) built by 
Vindkompaniet cost 0.41 Euro/kWh/y. 

1t tums out that a substantiai cost reduction compared to 
the wind farms Vindeby and Tune Knob could be achieved 
which were about 80% and 50% more expensive than 
Bockstigen. A favourable location on land is now only 
about 15-20% cheaper than the offshore installation at 
Bockstigen. 

5. LESSONS LEARNED 

A number of new technologies were developed and 
implemented to make the offshore wind farm Bockstigen 

Figure 4: SEA CORE jack up barge used for drilling and 
erection 

technically and economically feasible. Through the whole 
construction process only one genuine technieal problem 
was encountered, which was the anchoring of the sea 
cables. The water current was larger than assumed due to 
an acceleration of the flow over a ridge and the difficulty 
to anchor the sea-cable to the sea bed was underestimated. 
Where large areas of the seabed were free from loose 
layers it prov ed necessary to anchor parts of the sea-cable 
with the use of steel hoops. The tirst attempt was to use 
concrete sacks as weights. The second attempt was to 
anchor the cable with hooks made of 12 mm steel. Both 
failed and tirst the third attempt employing 25 mm U
shaped hooks anchored in two holes in the sea bed was 
successful 
On the planning side, the time plan could not be met. This 
was due to the combination of a number of reasons: 
The late arrival of the jack-up barge delayed the start of the 
construction work. The lifting of the monopiles into 'the 
holes tumed out to be very sensitive for waves. AIso wave 
heights at the site were higher than assumed due to the 
building up of waves when they reached lower water 
depth. This further delayed the work and finally the 
anchoring problems could not be solved before winter 
started. Therefore the wind farm was operational first in 
spring 1998. 
Despite these delays the cost plan could almost be kept 
with only about 10% cost rise over the budgeted eost. The 
eost rise was mainly due to the problem with anchoring the 
sea cable. 
The main lessons leamed during the project are: 
• Wind, wave and sea current conditions at the site 

should be carefuIly investigated. 
• Instal1ation of the sea-cable can be carried out at a 

lower cost if the right method is chosen from the 
beginning. ' 

• The installation process of the monopile foundation 
can be made even less weather sensitive, reducing time 
and therefore cost. 

Throughout the planning, construction and operation a lot 
ofvaluable knowledge was gained by all partners involved, 
Plans are going ahead to build further offshore wind farms 
in Sweden with the same technology which was suecessful 
at Bockstigen. It is believed that due to th~ experience and 
knowledge gained from this tirst demonstration wind farm 
future projects can be build at even low;er costs. 

6, POWER OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS 

On Gotland several turbines of the same type as used for 
the offshore wind farm are operating very close to 
Bockstigen. Measurements are performed to investigate the 
difference in productian between land based and offshore 
turbines. Meteorological measurements including l-min. 
mean values of wind speed and direction at different 
heights are available from a 145 m high mast at Näsudden. 
The power output of the Bockstigen turbines is available as 
lO-min mean values from the wind farm 'Master 
Controller'. For a number of land based turbines hourly 
power output measurements are available for comparison. 
The locations of the different measurements are shown in 
figure 4. In a first preliminary measurement campaign 
these values have been coIlected for a period oftwo weeks. 
As it can be seen in figure 4 there is a great number of 
wind turbines loeated on the peninsula Näsudden. This 
limits the wind directions for which the measured turbines 
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are not disturbed by w<fkes of other turbines. The turbine 
Håbo on land and the Bockstigen turbine 3 have a common 
sector of undisturbed wind flow for wind directions 
between 150° and 290°. For these directions both turbines 
have sea fetch. 
Up till 194° for the land turbine and 186° for the 
Bockstigen turbine the fetches are influenced by the 
southem part of Gotland. For all other directions both have 
the same long fetch across the Baltic Sea to Sweden. 
Figure 5 shows a one day long time series of wind speed 
and direction at 145 m from the Näsudden mast and power 
output measurements from the turbines Håbo and 
Bockstigen 3. The wind direction is around 180°, i.e. the 
fetch is limited by the coast of Gotland. Here the Håbo 
turbine has a sea fetch of 5 km while the Bockstigen 3 
turbine has about 10 km fetch. It can be seen that this fetch 
difference leads to a significant difference in power output. 
For the directions with wind speeds from the open sea such 
a difference can not be found. 

---.-f-----. .L.-.--i-_~: ___ .L. __ ... _.L ... __ . ____ L. ___ _ 
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Figure 5: Time series o/the 9.9.1998 o/wind speed alld 
direction at 145 m height measZlred at the Näsudden mast 
alld power outputs o/ the turbines Håbo (howly means) 
and Bockstigen 3 (lO .. min. means) 

However, to quantify this effect a statistical analysis of a 
much longer measurement period is required. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The first Swedish offshore wind farm Bockstigen near 
Gotland has been constructed successfully and is operating 
since March 1998. The farm consists of 5 Wind World 
turbines of the type W-3700/550 kW which were 
especially adapted to offshore conditions. A number of 
new innovative technological solutions have been 
developed and implemented successfully which make 
offshore wind energy technically and economically more 
attracti ve. 
For the first time rock-socketed monopile foundations were 
used. Drilling of the holes and erection of the turbines was 
performed from a mobile jack-up barge. It has been shown 
that this technology considerably reduces the cost of 
offshore installations compared to the conventionaI gravity 
foundations. The previous Danish offshore wind farms 
Vindeby and Tu",! Knob were about 80% and 50% more 
expensive than Bockstigen. A favourable location on land 
is only about 15-20% cheaper. With the experiences from 
this demonstration project future offshore wind farms will 
be build at an even lower cost. 
The maximum power output of the wind farm is limited by 
the capacity of the grid at the connection point. This is 
done by means of the newly developed wind farm 'Master 
Controller'. It uses online measurements of the grid 
properties to controi the reactive power production of the 
turbines as weil as the maximum total delivered power of 
the wind farm. This is possible since the wind turbines are 
equipped with Wind World's Optimal Speed ControI. This 
system delivers a high power quaiity with low inrush 
current, full compensation of reactive power and very low 
flicker. 
Measurements are performed at the Bockstigen turbines as 
weil as at turbines of identical type on land. These are used 
for a direct comparison of the power output between 
onshore and offshore turbines. Preliminary results indicate 
a significant difference of power outputs depending on the 
lengths of the sea fetches involved. 
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ABSTRACT: The first Danish commercial wind turbines were instalied in the late 1970s. Over the last 20 year the 
Danish wind turbine market has been relatively stab le concerning annual installations, and the wind turbine 
technology has been able to develop continuously. This gives a unique time track for technology analysts. The aim 
of this paper is to extract reliable information on this time track from existing archives and statistics. Seven 
generations of wind turbine technology have been identified mainly based on "characteristic" rotor diameters. The 
technological development of each generation is described using indicators such as: market share in Denmark, 
generator size, rotor diameter, hub height, electricity production and productivity. Economical indicators comprise: 
costs of turbine and standard foundation. 

KEYWORDS: Comrnercial Wind Turbines, Cost of Energy, Economics, Technological Development. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade a nurnber of surveys and 
analyses on the technological development of wind 
turbines have been carried out in a number of international 
contexts. Reliable empirical input to these surveys is vital. 
In this sense Danish wind turbine technology is of 
interest. First, the technology has a 20-year track record. 
Second, the technology has developed along a certain 
technological trajectory without major discontinuities and 
changes big enough to exclude comparisons. Third, the 
Danish wind turbine manufacturers have provided more 
than 50% of the accurnulated world market for wind 
turbines. Finally, technological and economical data can 
be made available and comparable with a Ii mi ted effort. 

The aim of this paper is to extract reliable 
information on this time track from existing archives and 
statistics. It is not the aim of the paper to discuss the 
findings in a context of innovation theory or the like. A 
more profound presentation is provided in [1]. Evaluatian 
of the development of cost of energy is reported in another 
paper on this conference [2]. 

2. SOURCES OF DATA 

This survey is based on three sources of data. 
First, the firm E&M Data in Aalborg, Denmark 

has established a database of all Danish wind turbines, 
based on manufacturers voluntary reports to the database. 
This database contains information of technical matters 
(type; make, actual site, etc) but no information on 
installation costs. 

Second, in the period 1979-84, prices and 
technical data for all approved wind turbines on the 
Danish market we re published in the monthly magazine 
Naturlig Energi, based on information from Ris~'s 

programrne for Type-Approvals & Certification. The data 
includes: nominal generator power (kW), rotor diameter 
(m), hub height (m), and list price of the wind turbine 
(kDI<K). The list price of a wind turbine includes 
transport, installation and running-in time. For same of the 
wind turbines, the annual energy production in roughness 

class 1 and 2 are also presented. In case of turbines 
without production data, this information has been 
constructed from other sources (from approval archives at 
Ris~ or from E&M Data). 

Third, from 1984 and until today the Danish 
Energy Agency has sponsored the quarterly 
Vindmalleoversigten, with technical data on approved 
turbines on the Danish market and list prices. This data 
includes the data mentioned above plus production data, in 
MWh/year, for roughness classes O, l, 2, and 3 and list 
prices of standard foundations (in kDKK). 

3. METHOD AND REDUCTION OF DATA 

Technical data and prices for all turbines available 
on the Danish market 1979-1997 from Naturlig Energi 
and Vindm~lleoversigten constitute the base material. 

Step l: Data was reduced to cover only manu
factures with a significant marked share over several 
years: Bonus, lvIicon, Nordtank and Vestas. For the late 
70's and early 80's the manufacturers Kongsted and Wind 
Alatic are included as they had a considerable market 
share. The included machines represent in average over 
the years 56% of all sold turbines and ca. 80% of turbines 
sold in the 1990's. 

Step 2: Vintages 1979 and 1980 were omitted due 
to high uncertainty on prices and technical data. Further
more, a portion of common sense and experience is added 
to exclude other data and examples that are irrelevant. 

Step 3: Most manufacturers have several versions 
of each type of turbines - with, for exarnple, different hub 
heights. The one with the best costlperformance value for 
roughness class 1 has been selected. 

Step 4: By 1991 the definition of roughness 
classes was changed from referring to [2] to [3] using 
Beldringe wind data. A simple formula for transferring the 
old data to the new definition was developed. In case of 
roughness class l, the scaling facto r (to be multiplied on 
the annual productian) as function of the hub height z is 
calculated as: 

facto':.,,,., I = 0.0023 z + 0.8059 , 



while roughness class 2 is recalculated as: 

factorcla." 2 = 0.0019 z + 0.8428 . 

Step 5: Seven generations of turbine technology 
were defined. as described in the folIowing section. Even 
though over the years. blade length has been deterrnining 
for the major specifications for the wind turbine genera
tions. the generator size in kW has been chosen as a refe
rence through the paper. That is to facilitate comparisons 
with other electricity producing technologies. 

Step 6: For each set of data (generation of turbine 
and vintage) a weighted average for each indicator (gene
rator capacity, hub height, price, etc.) was calculated. 
Weighting was made by using the actual market share of 
each manufacture and type of turbine (based on the' 
database from E&M Data). 

Step 7: Prices were deflated to a 1996 price leve!. 
Validity of the resulting costs has been checked by 

analyzing an available questionnaire survey made by 
E&M Data on 17 500 kW and 33 600 kW turbines. A 
larger statistical basis would be preferable. but this is not 
available. Comparisons concluded, that for the 500 kW 
turbines actual prices and list prices are almost identical 
(>Y2% difference). For the 600 kW turbines the actual 
prices are 21f2'70 lower than the list prices. 

4. SIX GENERATIONS OF WIND TURBINE 
TECHNOLOGY 

The Danish wind turbine industry has developed 
its technology within a certain technological concept or 
technological paradigm: the upwind. three bladed. stall 
reguIated. grid connected, and horizontal u,,<:le concept. 
Nevertheless. in the mid-seventies several other concepts 
we re tried - first of all the other classic concepts such as 
the multi-bladed wind rose, the two bladed concept, the 
Darrieus concept, and the gyro concept were in 
commercial production. 

Up-sca/ing within such a technological paradigm 
is a key word for the technological development of Danish 
wind turbines. Each generation is larger than the preceding 
generation measured in rate d capacity, swept rotor area, 
etc. But a1so within each generation incremental up
scaling has taken place. Typically, a new generation of 
turbines has been designed conservatively with some extra 
safety margins on critical details. When the tirst 
experiences of the turbines we re collected extra safety 
margins could be narrowed in. Typically, the gained 
experiences have not been used to produce the same 
design cheaper but to increase the electricity output from 
the design by means of slightly larger rotor diameter, 
changed pitch angle, etc. 

The tirst generation of industrially produced 
turbines was based on a 5 meter blade as for example the 
blade produced by the company "0ka:r Vind-Energi". The 
turbines had rotor diameters of 10 to Il meters and they 
were equipped with a 22 kW or a 30 kW generator. This 
generation was primarily sold from 1978 to 1981. 

The second generation started as the very popular 
55 kW machine with a 15 meter rotor and was up-scaled 
to a 75 kW machine with a 17 meter rotor. This generation 
of turbin~s was developed in the late 1970's. The first 
versions were designed with a 45 kW generator, but very 
few of these early 45 kW versions were actually sold. The 
second generation of turbines was based on a 7.5 meter 
blade from the company Alternegy, and it dominated the 

Danish and the international wind turbine market in the 
first half of the 1980's. Vestas started producing its own 
blades from 7.5 meter generation. 

Third generation was turbines based on the 9 
meter blade with generators in the range of 90 to 100 kW. 
Rotor diameter was between 18 to 20 meter. From this 
generation LM Glasfiber AlS has been the dominating 
blade manufacturer supplying all Danish wind turbine 
manufacturers except Ves tas. Vestas has developed its 
own blade manufacturing capability. For private wind 
turbine owners a maximum allowed machine size was 
limited to less than 100 kW in the late 1980s. That is why 
several manufacturers sold 95 kW and 99 kW turbines 
during these years. The sales to this generation peaked in 
1987. 

Fourth generation of Danish wind turbines covers 
turbines between 150 to 250 kW and were based on Il 
and 12 meter blades. This size range dominated the market 
between late 1980's to early 1990's. The 150 kW turbines 
(23-25 meter rotor diameter) and the 200-250 kW turbi
nes (25-29 meter rotor diameter) have been among the 
best selling turbines over the years. 

An intermediate fifth generation of turbines covers 
the range 300 kW and 400 kW with a rotor diameter of 
30-31 meter based on 13 and 14 meter blades. 

The sixth generation started with the early Bonus 
450 kW turbines with a rotor diameter of 35 meter in the 
late 1980's. This generation took pace with the 500 kW 
turbines based on 37 meter to 39 meter diameters in the 
early 1990's. During the mid 1990's this generation has 
been up-scaled to 600 kW with rotor diameters of 43 and 
44 meter. 

Based on the sixth generation an intermediate size 
rang e (a seventh generation of technoIogy) has been 
developed between the 500/600 kW and the MW size 
turbines. These are turbines of 600 kW, 660 kW, 750 kW 
and 800 kW generators and 47 to 50 meter rotor diameter. 

This paper focuses on the flrst six generations, and 
the market share in numbers of each generation is 
indicated in Figure l. Only very few turbines fall outside 
these six generations defined by generator rating. See 
"surn" line in Figure 1. Turbines not included in this 
survey are typically turbines from small manufacturers, 
and for the period 1978 to early 1980s, turbines of other 
concepts than the Danish concept. The technological 
development over the years is iIlustrated in Table l based 
on a number of representative turbines. 
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Figu.re 1: AIarket shares of each generation ofturbines. 
i.e. share of total annual no. ofinstal/ed wind tu.rbines in 
Denmark. Source: E&AI Data, Aalborg. 



Table l: Nine typical wind turbines representing the tech
nological development 1981 to 1997. Turbine cost is in a 
1996 price level. 

Ynr 1981 1983 1985 l 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 
Pnwcr Kw 30 55 75 95 150 225 300 500 600 
Dia"",,,r!.'" 10.4 15.5 17.0 19.4 23.5 27.0 31.0 39.6 45.3 
Huh hdulnlrn 18.1 21.3 18.0 24.4 30.3 30.0 30.1 40.7 44.3 

mUuclion in 498 530 598 692 837 891 872 935 960 
R.c.llkWh/m' 
Prudul.:tion in 373 413 452 551 689 722 697 760 792 
lR.c.2IkWh/m' 
f'rurhint: cost 11.1 9.59 7.43 8.08 7.04 7.39 5.94 5.92 5.83 

kOKKIkWI 

Table 2 presents the extracted data on the six 
generations. The tirst two columns in the table contains 
the no. of turbines with known list prices (Wind Turbines) 
and the total no. of instalIed turbines in Denmark (Total 
Turbines), while the columns (Nominal Gen. si::e) through 
(Production R.class 2) are weighted averages (i.e. using 
the actual market share). Moreover, the presented prices 
are current prices. 

5. TECHNO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS 

A comprehensive tradition of research is 
established in the area of technological trajectories and 
technological paradigms [4,5). 

The data in Table 2 are now used to illustrate the 
technological and economical development of the six 
generations. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the evolution in hub 
height and rotor area, respectively. The increasing trends 
of each generation are mainly due to upscale effects. 
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Figure 2: Evolution o/hub height. 
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The technical perforrnance of wind turbines can be 
accessed in a number of ways. Figure 4 and Figure 5 
illustrate the rotor area per nominal generator size and the 
annual energy production (in roughness dass I) per rotor 
area, respecti vel y. 
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Figure 4: Rotor area per nominal generator si:::e. 
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Figure 5: Annual energy production in roughness class l 
per rotor area. 

Analogous, the economical perforrnance of wind 
turbines can be accessed in a number of ways. Usually, the 
price of the wind turbines per nominal generator size and 
specitic investment are evaluated as in Figure 4 and Figure 
5, respectively. 
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Figure 6: Price o/wind turbines per nominal generator 
si::e (in 1996 values). 
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Figure 7: Specijic inveslment as the price o/wind turbi
nes per annual energy producIian in roughness class l (in 
1996 values). 



6. CONCLUSION 

As the wind power technology has increased its 
market share and market volume, professionaI technology 
analysts and students of technology and business require 
reliable historical data on this technology's technological 
development. In this paper such data are provided in the 
most reliable and valid manner possible without use of 
large questionnaire surveys. A more detailed discussion of 
cost structures have been made in another paper on this 
conference [6]. 
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Table 2: Background data on the six Wind Turbine generations. Wind Turbines is the no. ofturbines with known list prices. 
while Total Turbines is the total no. ofinstal/ed turbines in Denmark. Nominal Generator size through Production R.dass 2 are 
weighted averages (using the aetua/ market share of each manufaeture and type ofturbine). Prices are current prices. 

Wind Total Nominal Hub Rotor Priees of Priees of Production Production 
Generation Year Turbines Turbines Gen. Size Height diameter Turbines Foundations R.Class I R.Class 2 

No. No. kW Meter Meter kDKK kDKK MWh MWh 
22-30 kW 1979 I 7 30.0 18.0 10.0 - - 37.3 27.2 

1980 13 43 26.9 18.0 10.0 - - 35.6 26.7 
1981 28 39 26.9 18.0 10.4 183 - 40.0 30.4 
1982 6 14 30.0 18.0 10.6 209 - 48.0 37.0 
1983 2 10 30.0 18.0 11.0 246 - 46.0 35.0 

55-75 kW 1980 Il 13 55.0 18.0 15.0 - - 91.0 68.0 
1981 14 36 55.0 18.0 15.0 270 - 91.0 68.0 
1982 37 55 55.0 22.0 15.3 317 - 98.0 74.5 
1983 54 77 55.0 21.3 15.5 355 - 99.9 77.9 
1984 49 105 55.0 18.0 15.4 365 - 92.4 69.3 
1985 94 308 62.7 21.5 16.3 404 33.1 130 101 
1986 4 163 65.0 22.0 16.0 430 35.0 129 103 

90-100 kW 1985 8 14 95.0 24.0 19.4 610 40.0 205 163 
1986 109 135 94.7 23.8 19.2 583 40.8 197 158 
1987 130 182 94.3 25.6 19.1 560 38.3 196 159 

150-250 kW 1987 30 48 167 29.6 23.7 925 60.0 367 299 
1988 130 193 180 29.7 23.8 947 60.8 376 305 
1989 172 273 183 30.0 24.7 1065 58.8 413 335 
1990 163 256 179 30.9 25.2 1105 62.9 428 350 
1991 253 344 193 30.2 25.8 1242 59.5 447 364 
1992 147 201 183 31.3 25.4 1166 61.4 451 364 
1993 85 102 215 31.3 26.3 1288 58.8 492 394 
1994 40 47 216 31.4 26.6 1340 59.9 502 403 
1995 27 30 218 31.9 28.5 1446 58.9 555 451 
1996 41 51 218 31.7 28.6 1456 59.0 556 452 
1997 61 66 225 31.5 29.0 1500 60.0 571 464 

300-400 kW 1990 42 69 300 31.0 28.0 1500 80.0 550 429 
1991 4 5 300 29.5 31.0 1720 90.0 612 490 
1992 27 27 337 32.3 31.0 1744 75.9 684 545 
1993 22 47 314 30.9 31.0 1716 77.5 668 533 
1994 26 26 327 31.7 31.0 1733 76.3 697 558 
1995 25 25 364 33.9 31.7 1954 73.2 774 621 
1996 37 37 376 36.2 31.4 1999 72.0 799 644 
1997 20 20 370 36.3 31.5 2000 72.5 797 644 

450-600 kW 1989 2 2 450 35.0 35.0 2350 140 828 669 
1990 4 4 450 35.0 35.0 2350 125 828 669 
1991 15 16 450 35.0 35.0 2350 125 798 650 
1992 4 8 450 35.0 35.6 2700 125 1022 825 
1993 15 15 483 38.7 37.9 2833 135 1107 899 
1994 48 61 496 39.6 38.9 2877 145 1141 929 
1995 117 134 566 42.4 42.1 3086 117 1334 1086 
1996 255 290 585 43.4 44.0 3252 159 1450 1193 
1997 354 373 598 44.2 45.2 3474 164 1538 1270 
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